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WHY THIS BOOK `WAS WRITTEN

TWENTY YEARS AGO, when the Indian
I Service first began -to demand that the

curricula of its schools be planned locally in

terms of local needs, this proposal involved

a break with many state courses then in ef-
fect: The Education Division of the Indian
Service, in touch with the best thinking of
the time, pioneered in demanding an
adaptable curriculum in rural schools. As
these locally tailored programs were devel-

oped in school after school of the Indian
Service, many state administrators publicly
expressed the hope -that their own public
schools might eventually achieve a similar
freedom. The day is now here when the

courses of study of the states within which
the Indian Service operates, recommend to
their local schools the flexibility already
achieved in the service.

Many of those who have been critical of
the service are unaware of this change. Sim-

4crly, many conscientious teachers within
the service, who have wholeheartedly be-
!ieved in the living and tlexible curricula
which have been developed in the service
schools, have been unaware of the progress
which has taken place in state-wide

thinking.
-By many, a state course of study is

thought of as something which is exact and
inflexible, and which can be used to farce
uniformity upon all schools. Actually, few
state courserokstudy adopted within the
-ost fifteen years pretend to be any such
thing. As will be discovered from the sum-
maries contained in this book, the first
*gaming found inmost state courses today,
is that "the curriculum should be built
around needs of pupils which arise in their
-nteraction with culture," or some similar
statement inviting a free adaptation of the
state syllabus to local needs.

To, bring together the salient points in

curriculum making as now understood with-
in the several states, I asked Mr. Homer
Howard, Supervisor of In-Service Training
to summarize for us their current courses of

study.
Many of these summaries have been

printed from time to time in Indian Educa-
tion. It seems worth while for our own guid-

ance, and for the information of the Indian
people and those who council with them, that
these statements be brought together in a
single volume. So here you haVe ita sum-
mary of what the Indian Service has been
standing for, educationally;-and the sum-
marized statements of what Alaska and 15
states within whose borders the Indian Ser-
vice operates schools, claim as their echica-

tional objectives and teaching practices.
The title of this volume is at once its

conclusion. The Indian Service educational
objectives and its teaching methods ore In

Step with the States. To the extent that cur-
riculum making has been deliberately de-
centralized, we are following the best advice

that state departments are giving their own
local schools. To the extent that we believe

that more is learned from doing than from
listening to some one talk or by reading
from a book, divorced from activity, we are
advocating crPactivity type of teaching which
finds acceptance in all of the states. To
the extent that we advocate learning to
speak and think in English before trying
to readwe are in step with what is re-
commended by every state which faces the
problem of bilingual education.

When critics then state that Indian pupils

in public schoolsfollowing the state course

of studyare superior to Indian pupils in
federal schools following the same basic

course of study in academic achievement, it
is fair to ask that they go one step further,
and define Indian pupils. In the-recently



published monograph, How Well ore Indian
Children Educated, by Shoiler Peterson, whichreports on o three year testing program in-volving Indian pupils in federol, mission andpublic schools, Dr. Peterson answers thisquestion. He tells us thot the overageIndian pupil in the public schools iso mixed blood, coming from o homeequal to those of the whites in theoreo, in which ale or more adults are whitesfamiliar with white culture patterns, inwhich the English language is spoken, andwhere books, magazines and newspapers arefound. The overage Indian pupil in the fed-eral day school is a full-blood coming from oprimitive Indian home lacking modern con-veniences, in which only on Indian languageis spoken, no aspects of white culture orepresent, and no books, magazines or news-

papers ore likely to be found. Most of theparents of Indian children attending publicschools have hod considerable education
themselves--and their parents before them,
frequently. Many Indian day school pupilsore the first members of their families toattend schoolor come from parents withonly limited schooling. Lastly, Dr. Petersontells. us that 49% of the full-bloods attend-ing federal schools (and 73% of the 4tharoders ore full blood) remain in schoolto graduate from high school; whereas only36% of the public school full bloods (andonly 25% of the public school fourth'gradeIndian children are fullblood) stick it out tillhigh school graduation.
The Minimum Essential Goals far Indianschools,- will be found to assemble the sub-ject matter objectives of the public schools;

8

the enrichment of Indian school teochin;will be drown from the state. courses
O.study found in each classroom. The booksused in Indian schools ore approved by sta,curriculum specialists and recomme idecrto.use in public schools.

Lastly, it should be stated that all federal Ir.,.dion elementaryschools areoccreditedondall federal Indian high schools are accredited, by the states within which they operateAccreditation, of course, simply means thatthe curricula of the schools, the physic°.equipment of the school plants, and theteachers employed meet the quality stand-ards of the state departments of educationIn many states, the college diploma withprofessional work in education required byFederal Civil Service, exceeds the require-ments for teaching in elementary rural pub-lic schools.
The professional standards of the IndianService will bear comparison with the bestond the work of Indian pupils is approx-imating that of white pupils in public

schools, which marks o great advance inthe last twenty years. Because of the Ion-guoge and cultural handicaps of many In-dian children in Federal schools, these chil-dren require a year or more longer to corn-plete the course of study designed for thefirst eight grades. Increasingly on eighthgrade diploma from on Indian school isequal to o similar diploma from o publicschool.

October 1948

Willard W. Beatty,
Director of Education.



Part I

1. PROLOG--COMPARISONS

Public Schools Are Changing
It may be revealing to compare recently

issued state courses of study with state-
ments of educational philosophy and policy
published by the Education Division of the
United States Indian Service during the last
ten years.

Any attempt to compare Indian schools
with public schools leads to the question,
which public school? Not all schools in any
one state ore identical. Practically every
modern state course of study cautions teach-
ers that they are expected to adapt the sug-
gestions contained in the state course to
conditions in the locality where the school
is placed. Teachers are further cautioned
as to the need for adapting the grade level
goals of achievement to the individual dif-
ferences among their pupils. Actually, there
is no one such entity as the public school,
even within as small a geographical unit as
a school distriet.

Are all public schools good schools?
Any thinking person would probably dis-

agree with parts of almost every state course
of study.

Any live, wide-awake public school
teacher con find fault with portions of the
course of study of the state in which she
teaches.

gThe more vocal among high school stu-
dents often gripe about the courses of study
and propose changes. (1)

Parents and the general public criticize
the schools.

The colleges criticize the high schools.
The high schools criticize the elementary

schools.

(1) An Ex-Marine Looks at High School. Soturdoy Evening
Post, December 8, 1944. See Indian Education, February
15, 1946, for a digest of the article.

The military services criticized the public
schools. (2)

The Education Policies Commission of the
National Education Association and the
American Association of Schaal Adminis-
trators propose radical changes in public
school education. (3)

State Departments of Education some-
times criticize their own schools. A study
by the Research Division of the National
Education Association shows a 33% in-
crease in tempo in curriculum revision by
the states in the one year following Decem-
ber 7, 1941. (4) A Guide to Study of the
Curriculum (5) lists some nine pressing
problems of people who live in the state of
Oklahoma and then asserts, "Therefore, if
any state curriculum ever needed adjust-
ment to the realities of the general situa-
tion, the Oklahoma curriculum should need
such adjustment." The Course of Study for
ElementaryGrades (6) of South Dokata
states, "The leadership in educational
circles must shore in the responsibility for
criticism because it has not provided for
continuous revision of the curriculum - . .

to meet changing conditions in the living of
the children and the patrons of the school."

It is a healthy evidence of democracy at
work that schools may be and are criticized.
Criticism tends to bring about renewed self
evaluation, a frequent preliminary to
change. All change is not necessarily good

(2) We Con Hove Better Schools. Maxwell S. Stewart, Pub-
lic Affairs Pamphlets, No. 112. Public Affairs Committer,
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City 20.

(3) Education for AU American Youth. National Education
Association, 1201 Sixteenth St., N.W. Washington, D. C.

(4) The Nation's Schools After A Year of War. Frank W.
Hubbard. Ncr ionol Education Association, 1201 Sixteenth
St., N.W. Washington, D. C.

(5) State of Oklahoma, Deportment of Education, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma. 1941.

(6) D94ep3ortment of Public Instruction, Pierre, South Dokoto,1.
9



but no improvement can take place with-
out it.

Indian Schools Change Rapidly
Systematic and continuous developments

hove been taking place in Indian education
during the past twelve to fifteen years.
These changes have been accelerated by

the findings of the Meriam survey, by the

e of Carson Ryan, Jr., during his five
years as Director of Indian Education, and
by the energy of the present Director, Wil-
lard W. Beatty, and the staff pf trained
supervisors with which he has surrounded
himself.

That Indian schools were able to move
more rapidly in the direction of functional
education than has been possible for most
public schools systems is due to several
things.

Indian schools are relatively free from
political pressures.

Indian school administration is largely

decentralized.
Indian Education (7) carries suggestions

and practical advice to workers in Indian
schools every two weeks throughout the

school year. More recently the most cogent
material from the first 95 issues has been

reprinted in book form under the title Edu-

cation for Action. (8)
Supervisors from the central office and

from the five district offices hove continu-
ously visited schools to provide guidance
and assistance, and to explain and imple-

ment the philosophy of Indicin education.
On ciccosion they meet with- groups of Indi-
an parents, lend an understanding ear to
their suggestions or grumblings and aid in
clarifying their puzzlements.

Service-wide summer schools provide an-
other avenue for in-service training of em-
ployees. These sessions provide opportuni-
ties for sharing successful experiences.

They deal with problems peculiar to Indian
education which would not receive attention
at conventional summer schools. They dem-
onstrate, as well as theorize about, desirable

(7) Fortnightly publication of the Education'Division, Indian
Bureau, Washington 25, D. C. Edited by Willard W.
Beatty, Director of Indian Education.

(8) Education for Action, Willard W. Beatty and Associates,
Chilocco Agricultural School Print Shop, Chilocco, Oklo.
Available through Haskell Institute, Lawrence, Kansas.
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methods and teaching procedures, person-
nel management, projects in-livestock, agri-
culture, community service, arts and craftS,
homemaking, child care, health and safety.

Indian Service personnel and nationally
known educational specialists from outside
the Service ore enlisted as faculty members.

Local and regional conferences are held.
Adult education activities, especially in

the day school communities, acquaint par-
ents with what the- schopl is trying to ac-
complish, and help 'them with their own
problems.

Until the outbreak of the war, the Indian
Service carried on ci apprentice-training
program whereby college graduates of Indi-
an blood were prepared for responsible posi-
tions in Indian edUcation. (9)

Both day schools and boarding schools in
the Indian Service frequently have land,
livestock, and equipment rarely available
lo a public school system. A boarding school
is the equivalent of o small town with many
of the activities and services found in a
town. The boarding school plant itself pro-
vides a real laboratory for experimentation
in the fields of human endeavor which are
important in everyday adult life. Such a
school con provide more effective func-
tional training of boys and girls than the

most expensive and best equipped formal
science laboratory of a public school.

Over the years, mast Indian Service
teachers have developed the habit of open-
mindedness, the willingness to try aut new
ways of doing things, and an ability to eval-
uate their accomplishments. Indian school

teachers have been permitted to experiment
with improved methods and new subject
matter, and hove hod much help and en-
couragement in so doing.

A number of years ago, the Indian Serv-
ice realized that excellent as many commer
cially published texts and teaching ma-
terials are, they fail to include some of the
factual material and practical aids essen-
tial to successful education of Indian pupils.
The Education Division, therefore, under-
took the publication of appropriate reading
materials for Indian children of different
(9) See Indian Education, No. 2. October 1, 1936. "Appren-

ticeship Training."



tribal groupswith special attention to the
needs of youngsters who start school with-
out the ability to speak or understand Eng-
lish. Included is a series of pamphlets on
the history and culture of tribal groups,
their crafts and their basic economy. This
publication program now includes more
than half a hundred titles and others are
being added constantly. (10) The Education
Division has also given teachers help in se-
lecting from commercially published texts
and reading materials those most likely to

(10) See Indian Education, No. 46, November 1, 1940. "In-
troducing Written Navaho," and No. 84, March 151943, "Books to Meet Your Needs."

be effective for use with Indian pupils. Sev-
eral thousand items are listed in Suggested
Books for Indian Schools, which is revised
from time to time. (11) Most of these ap-
proved books are available for examination
by teachers at the Indian Service summer
sessions.

While the above tabulation is far from
complete, it is lengthy enough to indicate
some of the reasons why Indian education
has been in the vanguard of the many
school systems striving for better educa-
tional services in their communities.

(11) See Indian Education, No. 77, November 1, 1942, "Indi-an Book list."



2. EDUCATIONAL APPROACH
Geneial Concepts

In September 1936, the Education Division
began issuing Indian Education. Through
the medium of this fortnightly field letter
the Director of Indian Education and his
staff have endeavored to develop a unified,
yet locally differentiated, approach to edu-
cational problems and procedures. Federal
Indian schools serve Indians of Plains cul-
ture, Pueblo culture, and Woodland culture.
They serve Indians who are agricul-
tural and those whc are non-agricul-
tural, hunting people, postorol,people, fish-
ing people, desert people, mountain,people,
arctic people, village dwellers and semi-no-
mads. Boys and girls from so many dif-
ferent environments, so many different so-
cial and economic societies, with so many
differences in the life problems which they
must face, cannot all inake a functional
design for their futures from one and the
same pattern. Education for Action says,
(12) "For a number of years the Indian Serv-
ice has placed a great deal of emphasis on
. . . adopting the educational program to
the needs of the area in which a school is
located. It has appeared self evident that
the vocational training needed where live-
stock is the basic economic resource, must
vary considerably from the training far irri-
gated agriculture ... and from ... on urban
region offering opportunities far trades and
industrial activities. . . . Because of these
variations, the Central Office has not felt
justified in offering a uniform curriculum
for Indian schools.

"Attention has been called repeatedly to
the fact that children and adults both learn
to do by doing. The spoken or the written
word, while a valuable aid in learning, can-
not be substituted effectively for experi-
ence . . . The rewarding thrill that comes
from finding the first few green shoots push-

(12) Setting Up Objectives, p. 139, Education for Action,

12

ing through the newly planted garden is
something impossible to reproduce within
the four walls of -a classroom by means of
conversation or pencil and paper.. . . Such
activities develop concepts that give mean-
ing to words or ideas presented orally or
print.

. . . The first essential is a clear state-
ment of educational goals grade by grade.
These goals must be explicit and within the
capacity of the student to achieve. And they
should be stated so clearly that their
achievement can be objectively measured."

Indian Education in 1941 declared, (13)
"Good education is not trade-marked. It
varies as greatly as good teachers and as
much as the needs of different communities
vary. . . No one pattern of teaching is re-
quired of all. . . . Learning which is based
upon familiar experiences and which, there-
fore, has meaning for the child, accom-
plishes better results in less ,time.. . . Each
teacher is urged to work toward the desired
ends, by the methods in which he has con-
fidence he can best achieve them. But it is
hoped that each teacher will be sufficiently
professional and sufficiently confident in
his ability tgrow and improve his teaching
methods, to examine newer procedures
and . . . try to adapt them to his own
work. . . .If the children don't like school,
don't speak English with increasing fluency,
don't learn to read, and have no number
reactions, the teacher is making a failure
of his job regardless of whether he claims
to be using progressive methods or tradi:
tionol procedures."

The Indian education service has always
believed that a philosophy which encour-
aged schools to sense the unique problems
faced by their pupils and to devise educa-
tional experiences related to the local en-

(13) Why Be A Progressive Educator? Issue 64, Dec. 1, 1941,
P9. 1.

ti



vironment would be a good philosophy for
all schools. A similar point of view is ex-
pressed in some recent state courses of
study.

Curriculum Development in the Elemen-.
tory Schools of New Mexico (14) states, "It
is extremely important for the teacher to
become acquainted with the community,
survey its resources both os to goods and
services . . . and utilize the community as
o basis for curriculum development." A
Guide to Study of the Curriculum, (15) says,
"The Study of Port One, dealing with Okla-
homo problems, should stimulate interest
in the study of the some problem oreos on a
smaller but more definite scale. Local study
groups will doubtless become interested in
study of the local community for the pur-
pose of discovering material thot should re-
ceive attention both in curriculum pions,
and in general community plans," and "If
some parts of this plan are not applicable
and other parts ore, the committee will be
happy to hove such ports used os ore appli-
cable for each local situation."

Primary Objectives of Indian Schools
The primary objectives of Indion schools

hove been stated in all Civil Service exam-
inations for teachers in Indian schools dur-
ing approximately the lost ten yews. These
objectives represent aspects of the philos-
ophy of Indian education ond inform teoch-
ers what will be expected of them if they

-secure o post in on Indian school. The ob-
jectives suggest both desirable subject mot-
ter and approved teaching methods and
procedures. As evidence that certain states
hold a philosophy similar to ours and thot
they advocote methods ond procedures
similar to ours, for each of the objectives
listed a parallel is quoted from North Do-
koto Adminis'rative Manual and Course of
Study (16), supplemented by statements
token from other state courses of study.
The eight primary Indian Service objectives
ore:

I. "To give students an understanding

(14) State Deportment of Education, Santa Fs. New Mexico,1944.
(15) State of Oklahoma, Department of Education, Okla-

homa City, Oklahoma, 1941.
(16) State Deportment of Public Instruction, Bismarck, North

Dakota, 1931.

ond on appreciation of their own tribal lore,
art, music, ond community organization."
Elaboration of this point of view is found it
articles In Education for Action: Who are
the Indians? (p. -34), Seek and Find (p. 33),
Is Chonge Hormful? (p. 36); Generosity
Outmoded (p.51), Indians Will Work (p. 60);
ond The Adoptable Indian (p. 59); Etiquette
(p. 44); Only One Right Way? (p. 41) Indian
Foods (p. 210); and in Indian Education,
No. 6, Arts and Crofts Board.

North Dakota says, "To develop interest
in the study of our forefathers; to give stu-
dents on understanding of the civil ond po-
litical problems existing in their commu-
nity . . " New Mexico says, "To impress
the child with (the value of) the contribution
which his ancestors have made to our Amer-
ican way of life." Utah lists Our Cultural
Heritage as a major topic in the social
studies course. /-

2. "To teach students through their own
porticipotion in school and community gov-
ernment to become constructive citizens of
their communities." This stotement is ex-
ploined in more detail in Education for Ac-
tion, The Power to Decide (p. 70), The
Pendulum Swing (p. 74), The Secret Ballot
(p. 75), Teaching vs. Practising (p. 78), and
Indian Citizenship (p. 343), and in ',idiot
Education No. I I, Leaves from a Principal's
Notebook, and Nos. 115, 116, 117, Tribal
Self Government. A like statement comes
from the North Dakota document: "To give
the student actual practice in citizenship
through the school and community. . . .

Mere learning of foci's will not moke a good
citizen." North Carolina says, "The schools
. . . should provide opportunities for chil-
dren to live in a democratic way.. ." Utah
says, "The democratic way . . . is learned
by practice in democratic ways of working
with people from doy to doy."

3. "To aid students in analyzing the
economic resources of their reservations
and in planning more effective ways of uti-
lizing these, resources for the improvement
of standards of living." Augmented ma-
terial along this line con be located in Edu-
cation for Action, Breeding to Meet the
Need (p. 264); Let Us Seek the Quality

13



Market (p.319); Raise Your Own Fence Pasts
(.p. 289; Honey for the Papogo (p. 280,
and in Indian Education, issues 112, 113,
and 115,i-raining for Ptral Living. Among
Objectives set up by the Vocational Aoricul-
ture Education Deportment of North Da-
kota ore: "Ability to analyze the general
ogriculturol situation in a community.. . .

Ability to think o 'woy out' of specific form
situations.. . . Ab:Iity to plan o long-time
proorom of form management."

Nebraska says, "Nebraska is essential
(14) on ogriculturol state. Rural boys and
girls ore more interested in studying real
form problems, improved procticest on the
form, information about the state and fed-
eral agencies which render service to the
former. . "
4."To teach through actual demonstra-
tion, intelligent conservation of natural re-
sources." The importance of conservation
in mony fields is further stressed in Indian
Education: No. 7, Have We a Responsi-
blity? and Education for Action, The
Old Ways Were Sometimes Better (p. 313);
Common Sense Ins;de the Home (p. 293):
Land: Primary Resource (p. 20); Can-
'serve What We Have (p. 299); Roct Cel-
lars (p. 297). North Dakota comments that
"A successful teaching program in voca-
tional agriculture demands worth while pro-
jects. . . . School projects adopted to local
farm conditions." The 1945 course of study
includes units and other material on conser-
vation. Oklahoma says, "Programs should
be set up . . that will enable children to
engage actively in conservation activi-
ties. . . "

5. "To give students first hand experi-
ence in livestock management, subsistence
gurdening, cooperative marketing, fora me-
chanics, and in whatever other vocational
skills ore needed to earn o livelihood in the
region." These considerations are devel-
oped of greater length and in their applica-
tion to various situations in the following
article in Indian Education: No. 10, Life
Springs from the Land, and in Education
for Action, Native Business Can Succeed
(p. 322); What Teach? How Measure
Success? (p. 15); Organizing Cooperatives

14

(0. 181). Cooperative Education (p. 184).
Vocational Fa:if:Lie (p. 190), Morgan Horses
ot Indica Schools (p. 288); Educating for
What? (p. 1 1 ), and Labzr is Honorable
(p. 16). The North Dakota bulletin insists
?hot "Vocotionol educotion will be efficient
in proportion os the environment in which
the ieorner is troined is a replico of the en-
vironment in which he must toter work.. . .

Effective vocationol troining con only be
given where the troining jobs ore carried on
in the some woy, with the some operations,
the some tools, ond the some mochines as
in the occupotion itself. . . . The effective
estoblishment of process hobits in any
leorner will be secured in proportion os the
trailing is given on actuol jobs and not ex-
ercises on pseudo jobs.

Washington soys, " . . . Pupils (should)
experience appropriate functional relation-
ship with forming through . o program
of form practice rind thot school enterprises
be set up oppropriote to conditions in dif-
ferent ports of tim,Stote."

6. "To develop better heoith hobits, im-
proved sonitotion ond higher stondords of
diet with o view to the prevention of tro-
chomo, tuberculosis ond infont diseoses,"
Other more specific proposols for heolth
educotion proctices. are given in Ech.:.ation
for Action, First Things First (p. 198) and
Climate and Tuberculosis (p. 216); ond In-
dian Education, No. 21, Watch the Ther-
mometer, No. 22, Milk Must Be Pure; No.
44,Indian Service Trachorha Control; No.
63, Clean Dishes Reduce Sickness; No. 94,
Right Eating for health; No. 106, Tra-
choma Can Be Cured. North Dakota makes
similar pronoumements, "Love for health
should be emphasized rather than fear of
disease, . . . To influence parents and
other adults, through the health educotion
program for children, to adopt better 'hab-
its and attitudes . . . in the family and
community os well as in the school itself."
Reference to health teaching is mode in
every course of study examined.

7. "To give students on understanding
of the social ond economic world immedi-
ately obout them ond to aid them in ochiev-
ing some mastery over their environment."



1

Numerous articles in Education for Action
supplement the ideos expressed in this ob-
jective, among them: The Give Away (p. 49);
Learning Self-help (p. 21); Realistic Char-
acter Education (p. 339); Fitting Education
to Life (p. 101); One Service (p. 344); and in
Indian Education, No. 100, America, Land
of Opportunity;_ No. 101, How Long to Be-
come a Leader. Noirth Dakota's objectives
include, "To arouse in the pupil on intelli-
gent interest in the many economic prob-
lems confronting society, . . . The child
should come to feel some measure of per-
sonal responsibility in maintaining and im-
proving the civilization which he inherits."

Nebraska says, " . , . to develop the
ability to participote constructively in a
social group for its greater good."

8. "To serve as o community center in
meeting the- social and economic needs of
the community." Additional discussion
dealing with the school os o focal point in
the community is provided in the following
pages of Education for Action, Group Coop-
eration (p. 99); An Adult Shop for Navaho
(p. 280); Weaving Comes to Pine Ridge and
Stays (p. 316); and in the following issues
of Indian Education: No. 76, Community
Attendance Committee Functions; No.
121, Keep Reading Skills Alive. North Da-
kota says, "Use the school for social pur-
poses such as P.T.A., club work and com-
munity recreation." The Oklahoma bulle-
tin, Democracy at Work, discusses in its con- ,

cluding chapters services to the community
which the schools con undertake.

The Three R's
The philosophy of Indian educotion rec-

ognizes the importance of the three R's in
the educative process, but'thinks of them as
tools which assist the leorning process
rather than as distinct objectives in them-
selves unrelated to the child's other experi-
ences. According to Education for Action in
Pretty Good, for an Indian, such o statement
is "not to be interpreted as indicating that
the teaching of English, or social studies,
or some phases of mathematics, or art, or
science should be stopped. But we must foce
the necessity of reorgonizing our teaching
of these subjects in terms of very practical

needs." . . and in Languagea Founda-
tion Tool this is said, "Until our Indian chil-
dren not only learn to speak English, but
olso begin to think in English, our educo-
tionol progress will be greatly delayed.., . .
Our teachers must watch corefully their own
expression of ideas, so that o few simple
words and phrases ore introduced at a time
and used with sufficient repetition to gain
meaning.. . . Rather than sitting quietly
. . . waiting a turn to rehearse a phrose,
our children should be engoged in o voriety
of octivities . . . of the dromotic ploy type.
. . . Small groups of individuals building,
drawing or making things is much mare vital
than books, for the first schoOl year. And
while this octivity goes on, the natural quiet
conversation growing out of such activities
is to be encouraged. In this way, language
expression has a normal opportunity to de-
velop. . . . The first grade teacher, there-
fore, should be more concerned with help-
ing her children talk and think in English
thon with the problem of reading."

Corson Ryan, Jr., former Director of In-
dian Education, once said, "The 3 R's? Of
courseto the extent that they ore useful
and hove meoning for children. They should
be well 'done. There is noexcuse-for sloppi-
ness. At best, however, they form only o
small part of the education of children.
They must always be thought of as tools,
not fundomentbls of learning. They ore not
ends in themselves, they ore tools valuable
os they contribute to the real business of
educotion, which is learning to live better."

In Reading: a New Skill in Education for
Action (p. 153) is the following: "When
white men landed on the North American
Continent, no Indian tribe, so for as we now
know, hod developed a system of written
records.. . Todoy, thousands of our Indi-
an children ore being raised in homes in
which the written word is almost os unknown
os before the coming of, the whites. . . .

Youngsters raised in homes where reading
is unknown come to school almost com-
pletely locking in readiness for reading.
They do not even know that longuoae may
be expressed in symbols. Not having been
read to by their parents, they do not look
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upon books . . . as most white children do.
. . . They hove never entered the 'What
does it soy?' stage of curiosity, normal to
white children. . . . Neither they, nor their
parents, hove experienced o need for read-
ing, nor hove known that written symbols of
thought may play a large port in life.. . .

Picture books of fomilior things . . . should
be convenientiy accessible during periods
when the children may voluntarily consult
them.. . . Core should be token to see that
the pictures ore representative of fomilior
things. . . . Countless opportunities will be
presented in which it will be possible to con-
vey the ideo that symbols exist for recording
the names of objects. . . Later . . block -
board records of ideas and events, plans
ond purposes may be introduced. . . . If
during this time, the teacher finds frequent
opportunity to read to the children out of
simple, copiously illustrated books about-
Indians, books may come to hove signifi-
cance . . . The chiidren may be asked to
tell simple stories which their awn drawings
illustrate, and the teacher con write these
on the margin.. . . Until experiences like
these lead the children to express a desire
to read for themselves, any attempt at in-
struction in reading may well be postponed.
This may require months of wqiting."

Course of Study. for the Elementary
Schools of North Dakota (17) devotes o sec-
tion to problems encountered by teachers
who work with foreign speaking children.
"Before starting formal reading they should
gain some fluency in speaking English."
The bulletin odds some dozen specific sug-
gestions for developing reading readiness
on the part of such children.

Education for Action in on article entitled
The Place of the Experience Reading Chart
discusses the use of experience charts in
teaching rending. Curriculum Development
in the Elementary Schools of New Mexico,
(18) pages 37, 38, stresses the value of this
procedure. The some document considers the
problems of readiness on pages 29-40, ond
the teaching of bilingual children on pages

(17) State of North Dakota. State Deportment of Public
Instruction. 1945.

(10) State Deportment of Education. Santo Fe, New Mexico,
1944.
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320-330. A number of quotations from
these pages will be found in the article on
New Mexico included in this volume (see
pages 56-63). Other material on the prob-
lem of teaching English to non-English
speaking children will be found in Ar-
izona's Instruction of Bilingual Children,
(19) and in California's Teachers' Guide
to Child Development (20), as well as in
El Paso's A Manual of Aids ond De-
vices for Teaching Beginning Non-English-
Speaking Children, (21). Oklahoma's Okla-
':oma Schools Move Forward (22), pages
65-66, expresses a similar paint of
view. Florida's A Guide to Improved Prac-
tice in Florida Elementary Schools, (23) de-
votes on entire chapter to the language arts
program and makes a number of points
identical to those presented in Indian Edu-
cation. South Dakota's Course of Study for
Elementary Grades, (24), page 28, empha-
sizes the importance of making use of situ-
ations in which children enjoy rich exper-
iences in varied activities with many mate-
rials as a means of developing reading read-
iness and facility in language use. Utah's A
Teaching Guide for the Elementary Schools
of Utah (25), pages 168-185, builds in de-
tail the close relationship between the
child's experiences and his growth of oblity
in the language arts.

The problem of writing is discussed in
Indian Education, No. 55, April 1, 1941. in
All Want to Write, "Wrif.ng is difficult. The
physical labor of controlling a pen or pencil
may be arduous, distasteful, and the rate
of production so much slower than the rate
of thought as to frustrate all but the most
persistent. . . . A child's first handwriting
should be restricted to those uses for which
he sees a need. . . . A child's inventiveness
and story-feeling ore fostered by frequent
experience in telling and dictating . . .
Only harm con come from trying to force
09)
(20)

(21)
(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)

Arizona State Deportment of Education, Phoenix, Ari-
zona. 1939.
California Stole Deportment of Education, Sacramento,
Calif.. 1936.
School Board. The El Paso Public Schools. Texas. 1945.
State of Okfohomo. Deportment of Public Instruction,
Oklahoma City. Oklohomo. 1945.
State Department of Education, Tallahassee, Florida.
1940.
Deportment of Public Instruction. Pierre, South Dakota,
1943. .

State Department of Public Instruction, Salt Lake City,
Utah, 1941.
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more mature forms of expression than chil-
dren show themselves ready to use. ...
Since the child con write honestly only that
which is truly his, time to assimilate experi-
ence and information is vitally necessary."
While several recent state courses of study
make similar recommendations to their
teachers in regard to writing, quotations will
be given from only Oklahoma Schools Move.
Forward, (26) which states that "Good writ-
ing should grow out of frequent natural
writing needs. Notural writing experiences
should develop within the school- through
meaningful situations created in the class-
room, such as writing invitations to the
homes, to friends, to other school groups,
writing reports, plays, outlines, poems,
stories, etc."

Thinking in Numbers, Education for Ac-
tion, p. 162, points out that the average In-
dian child is not number conscious. "His
concept of number is one, and more than
one. Buying and selling and the exchange
of money, working for wages, dividing his
time by the ticking of the dock are the ac-
quired knowledge of adults. They are not
natural to the children. The world in which
he lives is founded upon an understanding
and a usage of nature. It does not segre-
gate or numeralize. It is not acquisitive.
. . . Teachers should not forget that they
are starting from scratch. There are no con-
cepts, there is no familiarity with symbols
and there has not been a feeling of need. A
great part of the day for the beginning class
should be the seeing and touching and
handling of objects. Long before they are
counted they should be handled and
grouped.. . . When counting is first begun,
if the objects are grouped instead of put in
lines, the task from "there on will be much
easier."

In How Much Drill? Education for Action,
p. 164 is this comment, "Drill serves its pur-
pose when it aims at efficient habit forma-
tion. Development of meaning should pre-
cede drill. In all drill there should be con-
sideration of individual student needs. Drill
to be most efficient must be purposeful in
the mind of the child."
126) State of Oklohomo. Deportment of Educotion, Okla-

homa City, Oklahoma, 1945.

Curriculum Development in the Elemen-
tary Schools of New Mexico, (27) like many
other state courses of study and like Indian
Education devotes a great deal of space to
problems in the teaching of orithmetic, and
has this to say at one point, "If teochers
could only delay the beginning of the for-
mal attack and the drill on facts until chil-
dren are ready, aware of the meanings and
interested in learning the facts, much time
wasld be saved, and what is more important,
the children would gain good attitudes and
the real habit of using arithmetic in
thinking."

In addition to the references quoted
above, there are many other articles in In-
dian Education which show the point of view
and the concern of Indian schools- about
practical learnin§ experiences in oral Eng-
lish, reading, writing and number work.
Some of these are: "ndian Readers
in No. 3; Why Have A School Poper?
in No. 13; Buying Books in No. 18;
Talk and Mare Talk in No. 23; A New
Booklist in No. 24; Education Division
Pamphlets in No. 38; Indian Texts Ready
for Use in No. 47; Indian Booklist in No. 77;
Discussion Groups for Students and Facult/
in No. 80; Books to Meet your Needs in No.
84; English Teaching and The War in No.
87; More Indian Service Publications in No.
90; To Read and Write Native Languaaes in
No. 98; Learning Foreign Languages Foster in
No. 99; Speak Up! in No. 103; Freedom from
Ignorance in No. 104; Pre-Induction English
in No. 114; Language Unlocks the Intellect
in No. 119; Keep Reading Skills Alive
in No. 121; Teaching the ABCs and Litera-
ture is Life in No. 125; and Minimum Es-
sential Goals for Lower Grades in No. 137.

Education for Action presents the follow-
ing articles to the same point: The Wisdom of
the World Lies in Books (p. 161); Language
Barr:ers (p. 248); The Use of Workbooks
(p. 170); The Limitation of Language (p.
250); Care in Interpretation (p.247); From
Where We Are (p. 195); How to Teach
Simple Arithmetic (p. 165); Experience
Reading (p. 157); Writing for Pleasure (p.
175); Writing for Business (p. 178).
(27) Stcte Department of Education, Santa Fe, New Mexico,

:944.
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Providing For Individual Differences
From Where We Are (Education for Ac-

tion, p. 195) discusses individualized in-
struction. "When it become possible to de-
fine what went into each of the six or eight
grades . . . it should hove been possible to
individuolize teaching and to increase the
amount of individual attention each child
received.. . . It hos been evident from the
beginning of schools that different children
learn at different rotes of speed and with
differing degrees of thoroughness. Regard-
less of how hard a teacher strove to tench
every child the some thing, reviews and ex-
aminations continued to reveal that her suc-
cess varied from almost 100 per cent to
practically zero. . . . Locally it is desirable
that some sketch of probable sequence of
teaching units be prepared . . . at least
some guide to indicate what has happened
and what is expected to follow. But the very
freedom from o uniform -course of study is
intended to provide the stimulus to take
children where they a- and carry them os
for as they are able to go.. . . If a teacher's
doss never reaches the content she origin-
ally Planned to teach them, but has mas-
tered the basic tools of learning, their time
with that teacher will hove been well
spent."

In Education for Action Teaching in Small
Groups, p.' 145, is this statement, "Most
teachers agree that emphasis should be on
individual growth instead of the acquisition
of subject matter. Likewise most teachers
will agree that the individual needs of stu-
dents con be met most effectively by teach-
ing in small groups instead of en-masse."

Why Be A Progressive Educator in Indi-
an Education, No. 64, contains additional
comments in the some vein. "Because many
modern methods in education take into con.-
siderotion the differing needs. of different
children, they must of necessity be more in-
formal than the older practices, which as-
sumed that every child hod to respond
equally to every situation. Good teachers
ore interested in what is happening to each
child, and ore ready to modify their teach-
ing approach to thot of the child's level of
interest or ability. A good teacher . . .
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says, 'If -I haven't taught John how to talk
or rend by the methods I'm using, how con I

change those methods to better help

John?' "
What do some public school systems hove

to soy about dealing with individual needs
of pupils? Ways to Better Instruction in Flor-
ic:c Scnoca (28) stotes, "From birth, each
human organism is unique, dynamic and m-
otive, different in potentialities from all
other human organisms.. . .The individual
learns what has meaning and significonce
for him of that particular stage of his de-
velopment." A Guide to Improved Prac-
tices in Florida Elementary Schools (29) car-
ries on the discussion with, "In the course
of group activities . . . many opportunities
for the use and improvement of personal
abilities will arise. . . . The teacher should
provide in the doily program o time for indi-
vidual instruction. . . . Such o division will
enable the teacher to know individuol pu-
pils and to guide them adequately. . , .

Some pupils do not grasp information os
rapidly os others; timid children often do
not make known their desires before the
entire group. In addition to those needing
special aid in skills or in personality devel-
opment, a number of the pupils who are do-
ing more advanced work may need special
attention. The teacher, through spending
small amounts of time with these children
during the period devoted to meeting indi-
vidual needs, may enable them to go fo'r in
independent problem solving."

Minnesota's The Curriculum for Elemen-
tary Schools (30) affirms that "the teacher
must know not only children but individual
children 'and must appreciate the 'fact- that
education is not dead formalism but rather
the active participation of children in life's
activities. . . . The adjustment of the ma-
teriels of education to the varying needs of
children is the responsibility of the teacher.
Her . . . understanding of his needs will be
most effective in assisting him to grow in

(28) State Deportment of Education, Tallahasse, Florida.
Bulletin No. Z 1939.

(29) State Department of Education, Tallahosse, Florida.
Bulletin No. 9, 1940.

(301 State of Minnesota, Deportment of Education, Minne-
apolis, Minnesota, 1928.



self-directed and self-chosen ways of be-
havior."

Washington's Temporary Guide for the
Elementary School Curriculum (31) com-
ments that "Any curriculum that is a means
of achieving the desired goals should be
flexible to accomplish its ends. Flexibility
involves responsibility as well as freedom.
. . . Where the program is considered to be
a means to maximum child learning, it will
need to be flexible to meet the current
needs of the situation. . . . Children vary
greatly in mental capacity at every age
level. Also there is a marked variability in
the growth curve of each individual child.
. . . In evaluating school achievement the
principal question will not be, Are these chil-
dren all up to grade standard? but rather,
To what extend is each child achieving co-'
cording to his ability to achieve? and Whot
factors are affecting this child's progress?
Adaptations of subject matter, materials
and methods must be made to meet individ-
ual capacities and needs. . . . This guide is
not intended to be a finished product, for no
curriculum program is ever completed in a
final sense. In the hands of the teacher it
should undergo 'changes to suit individual
pupils, school and community."

Healthful Environment
Throughout its existence, Indian Educa-

tion has carried suggestions for maintain-
ing a healthful environment in classrooms,
shops and dormitories. (32)

Many state courses of study include
among their objectives that of providing a
school environment conducive to physical and
emotional well being. Manyof them suggest
specific teaching units on health. Oklaho-
ma's A Guide to Study of the Currriculurn
(33) devotes an entire chapter to considera-
tion of health as one of the major problems

(31) Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, State
of Washington, Spokane, Washington, 1944.

(32) Indian Education
No. 9, Mar. 1, 1937. Temperature and Humidity.
No. 12, April 15, 1937, Fire Hazards.
No. 78, Nov. 15, 1942. Class and Studyroom Lighting.
No. 34, Dec. 15, 1939, Athlete's Foot.
No. 89, Sept. 15, 1943, Moccasins.
No. '4, Nov. 1, 1936. Six Weeks To Live.
No. 17. Oct. 15, 1937 Climate and Thberculosil.
No. 8, Feb. 15, 1937, Trachoma Among the Navaho.
No. 44, Oct. 1, 1940, Indian Service Trachoma Control.
No. 76, Oct. 15, 1942, My Experience With Trachoma.
No. 106, Oct. 1, 1944, Trcchoma Can Be Cured.

(33) State Department of Education of -Oklahoma, Oklahoma
City, 1941.

of the state. Oklahoma Schools Move For-
Ward (34) gives considerable space to
health and safety in the school environ-
ment, and approaches the point of view of

7 Indian education when it says,"The school's
duty does not end with classroom teaching
of health and safety. The school should as-
sume the responsibility for promoting the
general health of the community. In order
to make the health program functional,
each school should know the needs of the
individual community and plan to meet
such individual needs." Discussing aspects
of education which should have greater em-
phasis in the elementary school, the volume
pleads for better provisions for conservation
of human resources. Regarding trends in
secondary education, it notes that "schools
are broadening and intensifying their pro-
grams . . . have increased emphasis on
first aid and safety education- by 73 per
cent and on physical education by 72 per
cent since the war started . . . are partici-
pating in county nutrition education pro-
grams . . . are offkng physical fitness
work. . . . The hot lanch program is being
used in most communities._ The general
increase in number of adrlissions to mental
institutions would seem to justify the in-
clusion of instruction in emotional sta-
bility."

Active Learning

Goals Necessary, (Education for Action,
p. 139), advances the idea that "If teachers
could only realize that an activity program
does not mean no standards. no goals, but
that it is only another method of help-
ing the child attain the ?ills and knowledge
required for life in his particular environ-
ment, it might help ¶hem to guide children
into more purposeful r:ctivities. . . . A mas-
tery of the fundamentals in reading, writing
and numbers was, in the old formal pro-
gram, an end in itself. . . . In the modern
activity program . . . through the use of an
activity which is interesting and worthwhile,
the need for mastery Of fundamentals be-
comes felt and the child has an incentive
for learning."

(34) State Department of Education of Oklahoma, Oklahoma
City, 1945.
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Indian Education No. 23 in Talk andMore Talk deals with the imperative needfor teachers in Indian schools to encourage
non-English speakers to speak the Englishlanguage which many may encounter forthe first time when they come to school. Itsays, "The major job of the elementaryteacher is therefore to create an environ-ment which will stimulate activity andgrowth. If children are doing things underthe guidance of a friendly and understand-ing adult, they are temperamentally andemotionally responsive to new ideas. Fewnew ideas attract children as readily as newpossibilities. in language. . . . One can'tarouse talk about nothing. A bore class-room, each pupil with his own desk andchair, is a barren place. What is there totalk about and who wants to discuss it? In-troduce a rabbit or a chicken, a box of liz-ards or a hive of bees, the situation is In-tl:or-Iffy changed. Supply blocks . . . paperand crayons . . . dolls and tops . . . andin time . . . if not directed or forced, spOn-toneous talk will be inevitable."
Pupil Activity or Teacher Activity, (Edu-cation for Action, p. 143), takes the readeron a supervisory visit to the classrooms offour different teachers, some of whom

"have learned the secret of letting childrendo things fcr themselves, of placing respon-sibility upon their shoulders, realizing thatchildren grow when given opportunity forself direction . . . "
A Guide to Improved Practice in Florida

Schools (35), in a chapter entitled A GrowingTeacher and a Growing Faculty, takes thereader on on inspection tour to a classroom
at each of four stages in the transition of aspecific sixth grade teacher from the stagewhere she plays the dominant role to thestage where she shores with the children theplanning of their activities, gives them in-creasing opportunity to carry out their plansand to evaluate their accomplishment. Atthe fourth level, "The teacher . . . is eagerto discuss the varied activities of her pro-gram and the changes in child behavior thatshe attributes to changes in the curriculumand in her own procedures.. . . At this level.

(35) Stole Deportment of Education, Tallahasse, Florida,1940,
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the schedule is more flexible. Large blocksof time are arranged in which purposefulactivities are carried out."
From What Teach (Education for Action,

a. 151, this quotation is taken, "One can'tlearn cattle raising or farming, shoe makingor carpentry in 90 minutes a day sand-wiched in between 45 minutes of Englishand 45 minutes of mathematics. The ebband flow of life on the form or range cannotbe made to conform tosummer vocations orSundays off, and a school program whichpretends that reality partakes of such arti-ficial divisions of time and effort can onlydelude the student, not prepare him for par-ticipation in life."
The May 1, 1937, issue No. 13, of Indian

Education in Why Have A School Paper? dis-cusses such on activity as a means of pupilgrowth and development. .

Education for Action, page 264, in Breed-ing To Meet the Need, says, "Education
means knowledge plus experience. How cana student gain expe :ence in relation to theseiection and breeding of plants unless heselects and saves seed in a program whichhas conserved the results of breeding yearby year? . . . When seeds and plants areselected with . . . catalogs in the hands of

the students, and when later the studentsplant the seeds they order, ar seeds savedfrom the year before, with full knowledge ofthe varieties, of their valued characteristics. . . the work connected with
planting willbe work, but interesting work . . . "

Education for Action, page 63 in PrettyGood, For An Indian, we find: "Our Indian
farmers-to-be must be given the opportunityto form for several years under practical
conditions, and with as little adult interfer-ence as possible, while still enrolled in ourschools . . . Potential Indian cattle-menmust be given similar experiences to the endthat they ore graduated because they havecarried a man's responsibility successfullyin dealing with cattle. Bays and girls inter-ested in poultry raising must core for prac-tical flocks of chickens.. . . Carpenters andbricklayers must build actual houses andnot toy models."
Education for Action, page 234, states:



"It is believed that life in the cottoge dormi-
tories should be os much o well planned ed-
ucational experience os any other phose of
the school program. Boys ond girls should
both participate in .. . . the homemaking
activities.. . Instruction in home econom-
ics and homemoking should be odequotely
cored for in this environment.

. . . Mony
other phases of instruction, the main objec-
tive of which is to develop wise use of lei-
sure, such os the development of taste in
literature and music could well be carried
on in the home atmosphere of the cottage
living room."

Teochingin_SmolLGroups-Education -for-
Action, page 145, says, "To discover,
through experimentation, that there ore
forms of invisible life is for more effective
in building o scientific attitude toward dis-
ease than merely rending about the germ
theory. . . . To make o bookcase to fit o
given space -fixes the concept of feet and
inches in o much more meaningful way than
learning the table '12 inches equals 1 foot.'
. . . Children who make bacterial count on
dishes washed by different methods . . .
gain understanding in health and science."

Alabama's Program of Studies and Guide
to the Curriculum for Secondary Schools
(36) lists numerous activities for junior and
senior high school--among them construc-
tion activities, dramatizing, holding exhib-
its, taking trips, giving programs or parties,
makin'g collections, working on o soil ero-
sion control. project, making graphs and
charts, interviewing people, preparing class
books, making clothing and house furnish-
ing, preparing school lunches, publishing o
school paper, and numerous other kind of
pupil activities. This publication asserts
that "Activities ore concerned with the
personal and social problems of the pupils
living in their communities. . . . The study,
the planning, the doing, and the judging ore
in keeping with these needs and interests."

A Teaching Guide for the Elementary
Schools of Utah (37) indicates that "Learn-
ing results from activity. , . . It should be
(36) State Department of Education, Montgomery, Alabama,1941.
(37) Utah State Department of Public Instruction, Salt LakeCity, Utah, 1941.

stated here that the definition of octivity is
not token to mean physicol octivity only.
. . . Since small children ore muscularly
very active, physical octivity might be ex-
pected to be much in evidence. . . . In the
modern curriculum there is less reliance up-
on indirect and vicarious experience with o
corresponding increase in emphasis upon
the child's own concrete experiences."

A number of recent state courses of
study list . . . in addition to objectives and
desired outcomes . . various types of ac-
tivities carefully selected to assist both
teacher ond pupil in realizing the stated
objectives. -Frequently- the activities ore
presented under same such heading os
"Aids in Teaching." Even more frequently
the suggested activities ore listed os integral
ports of units of work. In this latter cote-
gory are the materials of Alobomo (1941),
Arizono (1938 and 1948), California (1936),
Colorado (1942), Konsos (1940), Nebraska
(1941), NewsKiiicico (1944), North Carolina
(1942), North Dokoto (1945), Oregon
(1945), South Dokoto (1943), Utah (1941),
Washington (1943 and 1944), Wyoming
(1943).

Teachers' Guide to the Kansas Elemen-
tary School Program of Studies (38) devotes
considera-B1FSP-oce to the discussion of units
of work and activities. "One of the major
trends in modern education is that of de-
veloping the school curriculum around o se-
quence of so- called major 'activity' or 'ex-
perience' units. The movement . . . is rap-
idly spreading. Because the 'unit of work'
(often termed 'activity' or 'experience' unit)
is based upon sound principles of learning
and embodies modern educotionol philoso-
phy, it is essential that o teacher not only
gain on understanding of the unit concept
but that he develop the ability to apply this
concept of education to his own teaching.
. . . The unit of work idea grows from the
understanding ond acceptance of certain
principles of child development and is on
attempt to moke these, os well os our edu-
cational philosophy, functional in the closs-
room. . . . The activity minded teacher is
very much concerned with the whole devel-
(38) State Board of Education, State Superintendent of Pub-lic Instruction, Topeka, Kansas, 1941.
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opment of the child. . . . His chief respon-
sibility is stimulating desiroble forms of ac-
tivities on the part of his pupils. . . . The
Jest of a unit of work . . . is what the chil-
dren are doing (experiencing), and what
pupil growths are being stimulated."

The Kansas bulletin says that among the
problems faced by a teacher who is plonning
a unit of work are, "What are the worth-
while pupil activities which moy be stimu-
lated through this unit which will contribute
directly to the desired outcomes of educa-
tion. . . . Whot moterials, including reoding
materials, are needed to carry out this
unit?" There follows a list of desired pupil
achievements in "understandings, attitudes
and appreciations, and essential abilities,"
several of which are, "ability to work with
others, appreciation of beauty in nature,
music and art, understanding the ways in
which modern science has changed man's
ways of living and thinking, to plan and
execute plans better, and better schools,
and, consequently better community citi-
zenship." After stressing the value of .ac-
tivities, the bulletin remarks that "Such ex-
periences result in lasting change in a pu-
pil's conduct and ways of thinking. Subject
matter learned through more 'formal class-
room procedures is soon forgotten and af-
fects the child's attitudes and appreciations
very little."

The' bulletin continues with, "Discussion
will form a part of almost every period .of
the doy. . . . In the development of a unit
of work there is usually a daily planning
period and an evaluation period. These two
parts of the activity period are set aside for
group and individual planning prior to the
beginning of construction, dramatic play,
research, or excursion's, and for self and
group evaluation of the particular octivities
of the day."

Kansas educational authorities recognize
thot - "While it is often difficult to find a
number of books of different levels of read-
ing difficulty on the same unit, it is not at
all impossible to do so. If we believe in od-
justing the curriculum to the pupil we must
provide reading material which he can read
and understand.. . . Undoubtedly; the unit
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opproach to education requires a much
greater selection of reading, as well as other
materials, than do the more traditional
ways of teaching. . . . The teacher should
list needed construction and .art materials,
visual materials, laborotory supplies and
other materials which he is sure will be re-
quired. The lack of equipment to build
trains or trucks when a first grade class is
ready to begin construction is most deaden-
ing and moy result in the children losing
interest in the unit.. . .A large shore of the
moterials can and should be obtained by the
children themselves. Doing this provides a
most worthwhile leorning experience. Find-
ing out where raw rubber and other desired
samples con be obtained and then writing
for them are learning experiences which
should not be denied the pupilt."

A Guide to Study of the Curriculum (39)
makes these comments: "When a purpose
has been accepted by an individual he
makes on effort to modify conditions in or-
der to bring about the desired result. In or-
der to achieve this purpose, the individual
may employ a variety of means, each of
which moy be called an activity. There are
two types of activities, the physical and the
intellectuol. They are dependent on each
other. The growth and-development of these
are interdependent; anything that affects
one affects the other. Physical activity has
to do with bodily movement. It makes for
motor control and physical fitness which are
basic for all learning, but unless it is guided
it will contribute nothing further. Activity
for activity's Sake hos no educational value.
Intellectual activity is the effort made in
solving'problems, in acquiring information,
in organizing and orranging types of infor-
mation for use in different situations, in
constructing .and producing material ob-
jects, in giving expression to creative abili-
ties, and in employing time for re-creating
the individual.. . .Since learning can result
only from activities, the teocher necessarily
will have to be aware of the skills necessary
for successful performance of the activity
participated in by the individual."

(39) Stote of Oklahoma, Department of Education, OklahomaCity, Oklahoma, 1941.



Flexibility
Education for Action, page 30, in an ar-

ticle entitled Flexibility says, "Each indi-
vidual school . . faces its own problems
and the school must be flexible enough to
meet the need. What is true in Dakota will
not be true in Oklahoma or California.: . .
The task of the school staff is to analyze
the need and propose a program to meet it.
We . . . hope to be suffiCiently flexible in
our turn to modify regulations . . . to fa-
cilitate the development of suitable local
procedures. Face your problems in terms of
their indicated solutions. It is not a ques-
tion of making the pupil fit a predetermined
school program.. .Your duty is to develop
a program which fits the child and his needs
. . . dare to ottack your own problems with
imagination and originality."

Education for Action, page 17, the article
Capacity to Change carries these stote-
ments: "There are those who are content to
learn a simple formula.. . . " Contrasted
with them "is a small group of eternally
restless individuals whose imaginations ore
not content with the routine repetition of a
task once learned and who spend a great
deal of their time looking for better ways in
which to do the things that must be done.
. . . If the training offered to Indian young
people in federal schools is to fit them to
take advantage of the opportunities which
will be offered them after graduation, these
problems must be opproached courageously
and with imagination.. . . The Indian Serv-
ice for the past five yeors has expended con-
siderable sums in in-service training
through numerous summer schools in an
effort to provide opportunities for each of
its teachers to qualify to meet the challenge
of Indian Education."

Curricular Guide Adaptable to Elemen-
tary Schools of Idaho (40) is dedicated to
"every Idaho teacher who understands the
child and the society in which he lives, visu-
alizes the school as a community center, is
ever-conscious of the teacher's role in per-
petuating democracy, and realizes that the
good school must always be somewhat ex-

perimental. The suggestions on curricular
philosophy, content and procedure, based
on official yearbooks and authoritative pro-
fessional references, are intended to guide,
not prescribe; to stimulate, not handicap;
to foster curricular progress, certainly not
to recommend a fixed program.. . . Ap-
proved education is an attempt to har-
monize instructional practice with the laws
of human nature and society, and empha-
size in the curriculum those items which
can be justified on the basis of social utility.
. . . Having the child understand the civics
text doesn't necessarily make him an exem-
plary citizen in a democracy; teaching him
grammar rules won't insure correct English
usage.. . . That learning procedure consti-
tutes his curriculum which is . . . not a
mimeographed product but actuol learning
activities in improving health, developing
desiroble social relationships, using leisure
time wisely, practicing worthy citizenship,
and acquiring the fundomental knowledge,
skill, habits and attitudes."

Curriculum Development in the Elemen-
tary Schools of New Mexico (41) soys,
"Teachers ore urged to adapt the materiols
to the .needs of the communities in which
they teach. . . . It is further suggested that
teachers enrich and supplement the learn-
ing experiences recommended. . . . There
must be flexibility to work around large cen-
ters of interest. . . . Every doy may differ,
for growth implies constant change."

Oklahoma Schools Move Forward (42)
maintains that "In static, mechanical occu-
pations, the training necessary for the job
once learned, is sufficient for all time. But
teaching being a human enterprise must of
necessity be dynamic. . . . We must regain
the attitude that a teacher's education is
never completed, and that improvement is
always possible through study, planning, ex-
perimentation and evaluating."

SurveysFoundation for Curriculum
Building

Indian Education, No. 31, November 1,
1939, in "Taking the Lag Out of the Curric-

(41) State Department of Education, Santo Fe, New Mexico,1944.
State of Oklahoma, Department of Education, OklahomaCity, Oklahoma, 1941.

(40) Superintendent of Public Instruction, Department of Ed- (42)ucatian, State of Idaho, Boise, Idaho, 1943.
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ulum," states that the Indian school "is
called upon, not only to supply generalities
of education, but to contribute directly to
the reorientation of a minority culture
group faced with . . . adjustment to o sur-
rounding majority whose culture pattern is
totally different. Education . . . must
clearly define its objectives and then organ-
ize its training program so os to furnish
continuing well-directed and specific in-
structions which will lend to o realization
of those objectives." To aid schools in de-
vising instruction related to the needs of
their students, "o continuing vocotionol
survey of the oreos tributary to Indian Serv-
ice vocotionol high schools was approved."
This same issue of Indian Education, and
No. 32, November 15; No. 41, April 15,
1940; and No. 48, December 1, 1940, give
details of such surveys' conducted for Pine
Ridge, Shermon Institute and Phoenix. Is-
sues Nos. 54, March 15, 1941; 55, April 1,
1941; 56, April 15, 1941; 57, Moy 1,
1941; and 58, May 15, 1941, and Educa-
tion for Action, poges 270-276 outline
changes which have been undertaken of
;hese schools os o result of the surveys.
Compare with the above this statement
from A Guide to Study of the Curriculum
(42), "A survey of each of the communities
Of Oklahoma is now under way . . . the
local survey activities with The things that
grow out of them will set up local areas of
vigorous activity drawing their energy . . .

from the velocity of the mainstream of the
state wide program. Meanwhile the main
state program should travel on . . . with

. . attack on such problems as . . . the
proper reorganization of the secondary pro-
gram in order to give it a more functional
quality, the relation of vocational education
to general education.. . . " The major por-
tion of this Oklahoma bulletin, p. 11-98 is
itself o survey of the most pressing social
and economic problems of the state.

Guidance
Indian Education, No. 17, October 15,

1937, in Self Deception, says, "Last year on
analysis of pupil ambitions on one northern
reservation revealed that the elementary
youngsters . . . looked forward without ex-
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ception to some type of life activity at home
or on the reservotion. Yet all high school
seniors on the some reservation expressed
themselves in terms of urban activities off
the reservation. . The answer to how this
change had come about was revealed in an
analysis of the attitudes of the high school
teochers toward reservation life. . . . The
fact that subsistence gardening, cattle rais-
ing, tanning, harness making, blacksmith-
ing and similar activities . . . offered op-
portunity for self sufficiency was completely
ignored," and the fact that "Most girls of
the age of high school graduates married
. . . was even looked upon os on evil to be
postponed if possible. Naturally, children
so conditioned had lost touch with real-
ity. . . ." This quotation may be compared
with the following from A Guide to Study of
the Curriculum (43): "A sizeable port of the
youth problem is based on on ,unjustifiable
expectation, and is, therefore, spurious."
Speaking of occupational misfits, the bulle-
tin continues, "The secondary school' has
received a great deal of deserved criticism
for these maladjustments, because of its
failure to change with the times. . .'. The
fact thot many of our youth that ore listed
os employable have no qualifications for
any type of work, other than o willingness
to accept it, is o direct slap at our educa-
tional system. One out of three of our youth
want 'white collar' jobs, whereas only one
worker out of sixteen actually- has such a
job. The choices of our youth reflect the
distorted values society places on 'white
collar' versus monual work. The educo-
tionol system hos faithfully perpetuated
these distorted values by preparing youth
for 'white collar' jobs only. . . . There are
thousands in our secondary schools, pursu-
ing courses that have no significance or
value for them."

Toward Improved Living

Indian Education, No. 25, February 15,
1938, in The Practice Cottege, discusses the
problem of improving native housing and
points out that "planning for the future must
begin with what is possible and look forward

(43) State of Oklahoma, Deportment of Education, Oklahoma
City, Oklahomo, 1941.
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to gradual improvement of existing facili-
ties. Our schools, therefore, need typical
Indian cc±ins for practice cottages which
the students may learn through experience
to improve. Change will take the form of
an extra room, simple but comfortable fur-
niture, more effective provision for personal
cleanliness and the washing of dishes and
clothes, more efficient heating and venti-
lating, or the use of inexpensive paints for
colorful decoration. Girls and boys planningsuch things in school can visuolize similar
improvements being made in their ownhomes."

The Oklahoma publication, A Guide toStudy of the Curriculum,(44) points out thatall but perhaps 10 per cent of the people of
Oklahoma "are living in the some cracker-
box houses in which they found homes whenthe state was admitted to the Union, the on-ly difference being that thestr houses are athird of a century older. Village and open
country houses are conspicuous for neglectof upkeep. . . . The fact that only 1.4 percent of elementary school time has been de-voted to study of home problems indicatesthat the school might do more to generate
interest and influence activity in correcting
these conditions."

Indian Education, No. 26, March 1,1938,in The Test of Education is the Job, pointsout that, "While the ability to read and
compute are needs of every literote citizen,
the ability to succeed in chicken ranching,
general ogriculture or stock roising, the
technical skill to be a good printer, a good
shoemaker, a good weaver, or a reliable
auto mechanic, require particularized train-ing. . . ., We need to know whether there is
a prospect that, as a result of his troining,
the student may earn a livelihood after he
graduates. . . . The school must continu-
ously adapt its curriculum in terms of the
demands of the community. Not until itfaces the problem of plocing its studentswill the school become sufficiently sensitiveto these demands. What has become of
your graduates this year? How many ofthem can you placeon a farm of their
own, or in o job?"

In a letter dated January 20, 1945, from
the Superintendent of Public Instruction for
New Mexico to the members of the Special
Committees charged with revision of the
secondary school curriculum are listed a
number of generdl objectives for the sec-
ondary schools of the' state, among which is
"to understand the value of work as a fac-tor in the development of character; to ap-ply his knowledge and training to the ac-
quisition of skill in his chosen vocation."

Alobama's Program of Studies and Guideto the Curriculum for Secondary Schools(45) lists four groups of objectives for edu-cation. One of these groups is called, "Ob-
jectives of Economic Efficiency." For the
secondary schools of Alabama, the bulletin
insists that these objectives "must be ap-proached in terms of a state which has a low
per capita income . . . a high rate of form
tenancy, a low percentage of adults who ac-
tually exercise the privileges of citizenship,
o state which is predominately agricultural.
. . . There is a deorth of technically troinedpersons and skilled tradesmen. It would
seem, therefore, that our state needs to pur-
sue diligently and for some time to come
those objectives analyzed under the headof economic efficiency. Consideration mustbe given to . . . the need to do some useful
work, to lay the foundations for vocational
success. . . . The development of interests
and understandings which have to do with
vocationol choices must be associated withthe total development of the pupil.. .. The
study of the community and the region pro-
vides data which are significant to youngpeople who are about to be thrown upontheir own resources to earn o living. . . .
They should grow in the adjustment of their
attitudes and ideas obout jobs, success and
respectability, and in the willingness to face
realities as regards the opportunities for
employment.... They should develop work
skills, muscular skills, and work standards.
. . The school will . . . be concerned
about helping students to obtain employ-
ment and to make good in whatever theyundertake. . . . When the community un-
derstands the !cr.: in human resources which(44) State of Oklahoma. Department of Education, Oklahoma (45) Department c' Education, State of Alabama, Mont-

City, Oklahoma, 1941.
gomery, Alabama, 1941.
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it sustains through the emigration of its
youth, orgonized efforts will be mode to
prevent such loss."

Indian Education, No. 31, NoveMber 1,
1939, in Toking the Log out of the Curricu-
lum, points out that "the curriculum of
mony Indion schools hos been developed
without much regard to the vocational
needs of the area served by the school. As
o result, pupils who graduate possess skills
for which there is no demand, and oppor-
tunities for self sufficiency ore neglected
for wont of odequote educational training.
. . . The Indian school . ., . is coiled upon
not only to supply the generalities of edu-
cotion, but to contribute directly to reorien-
tation of o minority culture group foced
with inevitable adjustment to a surrounding
majority whose culture pattern . . . is dif-
ferent.... Educotion in this case must ...
organize its training program so os to fur-
nish continuing well-directed and specific
instruction which will lead to reolization of
these objectives."

Indian Education, No. 42, May 1, 1940,
in Fitting Educational Patterns to Life Pat-
terns, carries these statements: "To live is
to enjoy and participate in the society and
culture of one's own group os well os to
moke diving. . . ., Just what form the de-
sirable life and making o living tokes, de-
pends upon the customs, the society, the
language ond the resources of the group to
which o person belongs . . . : land utiliza-
tion and land monogement, the potentiolity
of resources, irrigation methods, cottle and
crop economics, soils, climote, housing,
home monogement, locol foods, arts and
crofts, native sociol orgonizotion, family,
don and tribal cooperotion, new tribol and
district councils, native political systems,
medical proctices and health needs, Indion
Service and reservation administration, co-
operation with other government divisions,
living by home resources or by wage work in
industry, notive ceremonies, white society
of the reservation, town and state, the im-
provement of notive life by odopting ad-
vancements of American life, cultural pro-
gress and change in tribe, population prob-
lems and social adjustments and molodjust-
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meats, should all be subject of study for
every Indian being educoted. They ore port
of the study of the whole environment, but
the problems ore also distinct for eoch tribe
or eoch reservation. . . . Tc face the back-
ground of specific reservotions and tribal
economies ond societies, insteod of ossum-
ing o generalized Indian background or o
generolized American one, is the most prac-
tical approach to providing the adjustment
ond success in modern life thot both Indi-
ans and interested Americons desire."

From Education for Action, page 11, in
Educating for Whot? come these decloro-
tions:_"Tne world will olwoys need its hew-
ers of wood and its drawers of water.. . .

The time will never come when oll con make
o living os lawyers, doctors, teachers, bank-
ers or stockbrokers. The assumption that
education is o stepping stone from work
with the hands to work with the brain is fun-
domentolly follocious. We need educoted

.and intelligent hand workers, for within
ony conceivable period of time there will be
mony mzre of them than oll the rest of mon-
kind put together. They ore the ones whose
votes will determine the personnel of our
. . . government. It is their tastes which
will . . . decide whether we hove ploy-
prounds or dump heaps, libraries or pool
halls . . . as the basic training ground for
youth. . . . It should be clear thot teachers
who urge education os an escape from labor,
rother thon on enrichment of the life of
lobar, are contributing too breakdown of
the social structure, for which they offer no
compensating bolonce."

Making Education Real
Indian Education, No.I25, November 15,

1945, in an article, Student Projects uses
these words, "An attempt hos been mode to
provide opportunities for realistic experi-
ences in the educotion of students. . . .Stu-
dent project funds hove been generally
ovoiloble to finance the erection of hen
houses, hog pens, shelter sheds, etc., in con-
nection with mony of the ogriculturol pro-
grams . . so that spinners, weavers, pot-,
tery makers, and other craft workers may
hove row materials in large enough quanti-
ties so that the students may actually be-



come proficient craftsmen through continu-
ous, adequate and practical experience in
doing the jab which they may do later far a
living. . . . Each step of the planning as
well as each step of the actual work must
be experienced by the students. . . . I f real-
ity is to be permitted to enter into the teach-
ing program, it will be necessary to revolu-
tionize our thinking about schedules, divi-
sion of time . . . and recognize that in

building a house almost every kind of learn-
ing experience con became involved if we
will only permit it to come in at its natural
point. . . . If we learn to leave with each
project all of the naturally associated prob-
lems, and give adequate time for their solu-
tion, building a house, raising a garden,
caring for livestock . . con become edu-
cational in a very wide sense."
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PART II

REVIEWS OF STATE
COURSES OF STUDY

Beginning with the issue of November 1,
1945, No. 124, ond concluding in the issue
of October 15, 1946, No. 139, Indian Edu-
cation presented o series of reviews of sev-
eral stote courses of study. Others ore in-
cluded in this volume. The issue of Jonu-
ory 15, 1946, No. 128, exploins the pur-
pose of the series in these words: "In the
post ten yeors the public schools ond
the lndion Service hove come to speak o
common longuoge. . . . Indian Education
preoches no educotionol 'ism'it hos sim-
ply presented on objective onolysis . of
the educational problems confronted by the
teochers of the Indion Service with concrete
suggestions for their solution. We hove rec-
ognized that many of these problems are
typical of American rurol educotionand
the solutions ore those of any practical ru-
rol school.. . . It is todoy . . . grotifying to
discover that the pottern of educotion pre-
sented through the past ten yeors by the
Indion Servicewhich hos often been re-
ferred to os o pioneering approach to rural
educationis today taken for gre'.:4d by
the public school systems with which we are
cooperating."

The reviews of public school courses of
study reprinted in this volume should help
confirm the conscientious lndion Service
teacher in the feeling of the rightness of
whot is being done in our schools. These
digests "may reassure some of the Indian
leaders that Indian schools hove been really
concerned with their needs; that the Indian
Service hos pioneered a program of rural
educotion which the states in which we
operote now subscribe to with few reserva-
tions for all rural schools."
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ARIZONA

Instruction of Bilingual Children, one of
the numerous bulletins which comprise the
State Course of Study for Elementary
Schools of Arizona, states that "instruction
of bilingual children is o for reaching prob-
lem in Arizona, os it touches mast of the
schools in the state." The some is true of
many federal schools throughout Indian
country.

The Biennial Report of the State Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction, 1935; says
that "on age-grade distribution of pupils of
the State of Arizona shows that approxi-
mately thirty-five percent of the pupils of
the elementary'schools ore over age. Many
of them ore os much os two or three years
over age." Indian schools hove long faced
the pupil difficulties which arise and con-
tinue for years after the non-English speak-
ing child enters school. Supervisors and
teachers hove striven to set up realizable
goals and standards for such pupils, and ore
continuing work along these lines.

The authors of Instruction of Bilingual
Children ore frank in admitting that their
suggestions ore designed to start the ball
rolling toward the solution of the complex
problem of developing o suitable course of
study for the non-English speaker. Previous
bulletins of the Arizona State Deportment
of Education hove been planned primarily
for the child from the overage good home
and "the activities suggested in them ore
based upon an assumption of . . . abiiity to
speak English." The existence of the bulle-
tin under discussion is justified by the fact
that "emphasis on various phases of the
curriculum may appropriately differ" for
children from homes where English is the
common language and for those from
homes where English is seldom or never
spoken. "Educational policies of today ore

greatly influenced by recognition of the
fact that fundamental differences exist
among American children . . . and by the
fact that, for instance, the needs, interests,
abilities and future outlook of the members
of one eighth grade class may be very dif-
ferent from those of another eighth grade
class only a few miles away. . . . Some ex-
periences are needed by the one group and
not by the other.. . . The child should hove
many first-hand experiences in school and
much opportunity to hear and speak Eng-
lish.. . . He must hove time and much prac-
tice to learn o new language well enough
for any practical use. . . . There is more
chance of success if the school program in-
cludes o wide variety of activities such os
dramatization, excursions, club work, stu-
dent government . gardening, core of
pets.. . .Children show on interest in many
types of activities. . . . Their interests may
be hard to discover because of reticence,
lock of means of expression, imperfect un-
derstanding, or because the material of-
fered does not relate closely enough to what
the child already knows. . . . If o child
studidi about rabbits, he should be given
first-hand experience with rabbits. If he
con core for a pet, build o cage which meets
the rabbit's needs for protection and com-
fort, learn how to feed it properly and keep
its quarters clean, he will develop on under-
standing of real value which will help him
to get the meaning of a wide range of ideas
about related subjects."

The bulletin continues, "In the past,
school programs hove presented many con-
cepts too mature for the understanding of
young children. . . . It is commonly recog-
nized that troditionol stondords" of
achievement far American children "ore
not wholly sound. To apply these stondords
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to children for whom they were never in-
tended makes them even less suitable. In
order to be acceptable, standards must suit
the abilities of the children whose work is to
be judged, and must be in accord with the
point of view from which the education of

*these children is being conducted. No suit-
able standards far children from homes in
which language and customs are different
from those of English speaking homes hove
ever been established." Since 1939, when
this bulletin was issued, Indian schools
especially in the Pueblo and the Novo- ho
jurisdictionshave directed efforts toward
the development of such standar&

The bulletin states further that "The
school may set standards in accordance with
its local setup. . . . Standards are difficult
to determine because we purpose in terms
of making the best of personal abilities, of
becoming good citizens rather than in terms
of definite accomplishment in subject mat-
ter. . . . We cannot soy that at the end of
six weeks a child should have learned a
given amount, or at the end of four years he
shall have read a given number of books.
. The most important standard that we
can set is honest effortthat the child do
the best he is capable of doing. . . . The
next consideration is that he attain in the
various tool subjects the ability requisite to
actuol life demands."

The bulletin points out that where par-
ents "fail to use English in their home life"
it is a symptom of a condition which has
even a mare important influence, that is,
"they also cling to customs and tradition
which are at variance with the American
norm." The child is "finding his way from
one culture to another . . . struggling with
antagonistic forces if his school environ-
ment and his home surroundings differ too
widely and if either is too insistent in its de-
mands upon him."

The language problem "calls for special
techniques an the part of both child and
teacher. Supplerrienting the experience
background of the child . . . to an extent
that will make his school curriculum mean-
ingful is a problem even more fundamental
and difficult than that of language.. . .
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Progress is affected by the dominant factor,
cultural inheritance." The child "comes
mare nearly to resemble" the typical public
school child "in his interests, abilities and
achievements as his home environment be-
comes more like that of the Anglo child.
At some point in his advance he merges into
the group for wham the other Arizona 'cur
riculum bulletins have been prepared." This
bulletin outlines procedures for use with the
non-English-speaking child "through the
stages of progress in which his educational
needs are markedly different" from those
of children from English-speaking homes.

Detailed suggestions are presented for
treatment of the language arts. Suitable
units for social sciences and nature study
are outlined because of their close relation-
ship to the phases previously discussed and
becouse of the importance of these subjects
in the lives of the group. Some of the pro-
posed long-time activities or projects are
called, The Home, The Form, The Commun-
ity, A Garden, Post Office, Flour Mill, Stare
and Market.

"The special aspects which the problem
of arithmetic teaming presents to the bilin-
gual group are closely related to those of
language learning. Most bilingual children
have standard ability to acquire skill in
arithmetic fundamentals. Problem reading
and arithmetical reasoning depend upon an
understanding of the concepts involved, a
command of English relating to them, and
upon the specific reading ability needed.
The development of these accomplishments
requires many details of learning."

"Art and music are of great importance
in the curriculum of bilingual children be-
cause they offer good opportunities to unite
groups, wide possibilities to add to the jay
of living and provide a means of creative
expression to children who are handicapped
by limited ability to put ideas into words.
. . . The teacher of bilingual children
should emphasize self expression . . . as an
approach to development of needed skills.
. . . The learning of techniques should be
subordinated. Learning to play simple in-
struments, os harmonica, ukelele, guitar,
gives the bilingual child great jay and is an



accomplishment which he can constantly
use outside of school."

All study groups which have been con-
cerned with the problem of teaching the
non-English-speaking child, stress the im-
portance of school people being open-
minded and making a sincere effort to free

themselves from prejudice, of their becom-
ing acquainted with the cultural back-
ground of the child together with his family
history and with conditions in the commun-
ity from which the pupil comes, and keeping
abreast of the progress of educational the-
ory and practice.

Elementary Teaching Guide-1948*

For the first time since 1932, the State
Department of Public Instruction far Ari-
zona issued a revised guide far elementary
schools. This new bulletin entitled "Teach-
ing Guide and Philosophy of Education for
Elementary Schools of Arizona, Bulletin
Number One, 1948," puts the public
schools of Arizona on record as supporting
the same point of view and practices as
have been pursued for a number of years in
the government Indian schools.

Individual differences: On page eight is
an excellent photograph showing a desir-
able classroom arrangement of furniture
and pupil activity. In the front corner of the
room, a group of eight children is sitting in
chairs in a semi-circle, working with the
teacher on a reading chart. At one end of
the room, four children are seated at a
table reading books. In one corner, two chil-
dren are standing at an easel and drawing
large pictures. The remaining children are
at pupil desks doing different things. Some
are coloring; some are reading. Walls and
bulletin boards are decorated with a variety
of interesting displays. All these things are
standard practice in our Indian schools in
meeting individual differences by organiz-
ing the class into various small groups.

Arts: "Good school programs with ex-
cellent provisions in health, music, art, and
industrial arts can and should be provided
in many of our schools. This situation offers
both an opportunity and a challenge to the
administrators and the teachers of these
schools." p. 9.

Language handicaps: "For the state as a
whole almost one-third of the elementary

This review wos prepared by George A. Boyce, Director
of Navaho Schools.

school pupils come fram homes where a for-
eign language is used by the parents. This
requires that many first grade pupils be
taught to understand and speak English be-
fore effective school work can be carried on.
. . . Effective reading requires that experi-
ence in the form of spoken words be used to
acquire skill in the use of printed and writ-
ten symbols of thought. Children who come
to school without command of the English
language will require two years to do the
work of the usual first grade. Some will be
hinderedn later grades because of the in-
itial language handicap." p. 11.

This position concurs with the experience
and practice in the government schools.

Units: Because of the high rate of mi-
grancy in Arizona, a condition which pre-
vails among many Indian tribes also, the
State authorities urge recognition of this
problem.

"Migrancy suggests specific attainments
to be secured at the end of definite periods
of time. A unit, project, or activity which
runs far a year or a half-year may conceiv-
ably prove a handicap for transferring pu-
pils, whether entering or leaving. Shorter
units may be, at times, more usable and
more satisfactory." 14.

Small Classes: "The large numbers of mi-
grant pupils and of those with language dif-
ficulties imply the need for smaller class
groups. It is a for more difficult task to
teach twenty-five pupils; a third of whom
are migrants, than to teach thirty-five pupils
all of whom are present during the entire
school year." p. 14.

Drop-outs: A table of enrollments of var-
ious ages for 1948, shows that only 33 per
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cent as many children are in public school
at the age of 17 as there ore in school at the
age of six. In sh!rt, this culture problem is
not unique among Indian schools, although
great progress is being made in the holding
power of the government schools.

Realistic Schooling: "Since the school is
but one agency for the education of individ-
uals, it follows that the educative experi-
ences of the school should be closely inte-
grated with the experience of living outside
of schools. Schools, to contribute effectively
to the growth and development of socially
desirable personalities, must be realistic
and lifelike. They must be geared to the
present day needs and interests of young
people and continually adapted to the
changing socio-economic order." p. 15.

Objectives Not Static: "The democratic
woy of life is a developing concept rather
than a static one, and its meaning and
values need to be continuously re-examined
and overhauled. Thus, the aims and objec-
tives of education in a democratic society
are not fixed ends to be achieved, but
rather, the direction in which individuals
and society should continue to grow in their
effort to achieve freedom and the goad life
under the democratic ideal." p. 15.

_Modern Psychology: "The means by
which the purposes and objectives will be
met should utilize to the fullest extent pos-
sible, the principlesof human motivation
and learning developed through available
research in psychology. In this connection
it is fundamental (1) that pupils understand
and accept the things they are expected to
do in school, and (2) that the individual dif-
ferences in interest and ability of pupils be
fully recognized in the selection and organ-
ization of materials and activities for use
in the classrooms." p. 16.

Primary Objectives Urged: "While large
aims are inspirational to teachers it is essen-
tial that any unit or division have specific
objectives to be achieved if the work is to be
definite and realistic. . . . Our most vital------
ized instruction occurs when teaching is re-
lated to more or less immediate activities
and needs.

"As the term suggests, secondary sources

of objectives imply the use of objectives for-
mulated and arranged by others besides the
teocher herself. Objectives may be found
in stotements in books and in courses of
study. This is quite common. . . . The use
of secondary sources of objectives alone
may readily provide for teaching which is
academically respectable but.which may be
wide of the mark with respect to immediate
pupil needs." p. 17.

Longer Work Year for Teachers: "Provi-
sion for an additional month or more ai
time apart from the teaching of classes
might encourage the formulation of more
functional objectives and more vitol mater-
ials in the various schoolrooms of the state.
Too often the classroom teaching during
the regular school year leaves little time for
constructive planning of objectives and con-
tent and detailed critical evaluation of the
results of their use." p. 17.

Teach Tool Subjects Functionally: "Skill
in the tool subjects, health, citizenship, and
good use of leisure time are goad objectives.
When we teach percentage or fractions in
arithmetic the results of such instruction
are not ends in themselves. Understanding
of the concepts of percentage and skill in
their use are vital only insofar as these con-
tribute to the individual's effectiveness in
various life situations." p. 18.

Understandings and Habits: "Knowledge
as a pupil outcome has been provided in our
schools for years. It is an item which is easy
to isolate; it is comparatively definite with
regard to teaching and learning, and it
lends itself very readily to measurement.
However, the mere fact that items of knowl-
edge may be readily isolated and differenti-
ated tends toward the presentation and
learning of facts as ends in themselves. Tao,
many relatively valueless facts may be
learned without regard to their real mean-
ing or their relationship and application to
life use. For this reason understanding
would be ii better term . . .

"Habits, practices, abilities, and skills are
worth while pupils outcomes to plan far.
Fundamentally, they provide far the appli-
cation of the knowledge and understanding
which have been developed. The habit of
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good posture, of regular physical examina-tions, of effective care of the teeth; and ofproper sleep are examples of such habits."p. 18.

Emotional Outcomes: "The atmosphereof the classroom, the attitude of the teacher,and the method of instruction will deter-mine what outcomes of the emotional typewill ensue. With certain teachers an inter-est in other groups, the ideal of justice, theattitude of tolerance, and an appreciation
of the interdependence of various peopleswill accrue from the study of the social sci-ences. With other teachers using largelysimilar materials entirely different resultsare secured. This type of pupil outcomesfurnishes the drives for continued growthand study and determines largely the per-manet value of the work of the school andof the individual teacher." p. 19.

Pupil Objectives: "It is quite obviousthat in stating objectives pupil outcomesshould be the major concern. The state-ment of aim should not be (a) to teachhandwriting; or (b) to teach poetry. Ratherone should develop with pupils (a) under-standing of letter forms, of most effectivehandwriting materials, and of criteria forevaluating one's own handwriting; (b) skillin writing correct letter forms, in use andcare of writing materials, and in evaluatingand improving his-own writing; and (c) afeeling of personal responsibility for rapidand legible writing and an ideal of effective
performance.... Formulating objectives interms of desired pupil outcomes should be-come a regular practice with all teachers."p. 19.

Integrated Subject-matter: "Integrationof materials and experiences from differentfields and areas is highly desirable. Such
integration should, ideally, come as the re-sult of the child's efforts and activities. Itshould not be merely a plan of organizationof content and experiences prepared by the

curriculum specialist or the textbook writer.It should come as the desirable end resultof the efforts of teachers and pupils, especi-ally pupils." p. 20.
Curriculum Determines Books Used: "In

some schools and in certain subject- matter

areas the textbooks in use determine theofferings of the individual school. . . .
Courses of study with clear objectives and
desirable content should first be prepared.
Textbooks should be selected because theywill aid in promoting and attaining the ob-
jectives set forth in a well preparedcourse." p. 21.

Daily Assignments Criticised: "A very
Common type of teaching organization isthe daily lesson

assignment-and-learningplan. The relationship of each day's workto that which precedes and that which fol-
lows is not clear to pupils. There is a ten-
dency for the teacher to act as taskmaster
. . . the motivation is often pocr and some
pupils remain largely mechanical lesson-learners. In this plan of teaching organiza-tion, integration is largely incidental and accidental." p. 23.

Functional, Experience Units Urged:
"Functional subject matter units emphasize
the selection of useful content. Pupils are
encouraged to learn because of need, pres-ent or future (probably mostly future). The
relation to life problems is indicated, vari-
ous good sources of materials are used, and
methods emphasize pupil thinking and ap-plication. . . .

"The immediate child experience unit be-
gins with the selection of some immediate
experience of the children- which ariseswithin the group. Either individual orgroup activities may be used. There is a
large degree of pupil direction and control.
Subject-matter lines ce disregarded; inte-
gration of learning materials developsaround major activities and problems. Self-
control and creative endeavor by pupils are
emphasized." p. 23.

Diverse Activities: "Activities have al-ways been present in classrooms. The
simple pupil activities of reading, ,writing,spelling, and computation have been usedand will continue to be, used in situationswithin and without the school. Other pupil
activities which sh.,uld be consciously used,because of their possibilities in pupil devel-opment and continued learning are plan-
ning, organizing observing, discussing, an-
alyzing, interviewing, constructing, outlin-
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ing, comparing, evaluating, thinking, gener-
alizing, applying, and summarizing. . . .

"In teaching by units (or by any other
plan) teachers and pupils must have access
to many sources of materials besides the
textbook. Reference books must be avail-
able. Auditory-visual aids to learning=
mops, charts, objects, pictures, films, re-
cordings, and school journeysmust be
provided and used. One con not expect the
best results in a narrowly restricted and
highly artificial learning environment."
p. 24.

Local Curriculum: "It is as impossible to
make o program to fit the needs of every
school, as it is impossible to buy a pair of
shoes for a person one has never seen. Each
teacher must accept this program as sug-
gestive and from it develop o program that
will provide opportunities to direct the
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learning experiences according to the inter-
ests, needs, and abilities of the group being
taught." p. 30.

Flexible Grade Grouping: "Grouping im-
plies taking the child where he is and help-
ing him progress at the rote he is able to
achieve success in learning. The plan of
grouping should be FLEXIBLE so that a
child may be moved from time to time as
he progresses. He may be with one group
for one type of instruction, and with differ-
ent groups of other times according to his
needs." p.30.

Quotations from the new Arizona Elemen-
tary Guide have been presented here rather
fully to show the many points now urged by
the State authorities for public schools
which ore identical to what has now been
long practice in Indian schools.



COLORADO

The latest edition of the Course of Study
for Elementary Schools of Colorado was is-
sued in 1942. The foreword states that
"there are incorporatedhew patterns tor prac-
tices and new techniques based upon further
scientific findings which have appeared since
the former course was published" in 1936.
"It has been the constant aim ta make this
course. . .meaningful and practical." The
special committees of educators and the con-
tributing lay citizens have placed stress upon
practices designed to develop in children
"understandings of social relationships," sa
that as "they practice the art of living with
others in school and in the community, they
may become better prepared to live in the
social world of today and to take their place
in the new world to be."

One of the primary values of a state course
of study is that it provides a "pattern far
cammon experiences which are necessary
fcr common understandings among the citi-
zensof the commonwealth. It is not intended
that this course of study shall supersede or
take the place of a superior one already in use
in any school. . . . In each community . . this
course may be enriched and broadened in ac-
cordance with the local economic and social
life." In any case."it remains for the teachers
of Colorado to adapt this course to the needs
of the communities in which they teach
and to the children under their guidance.
. . .Children, according to the suggested
procedure, should have a part in helping ta
plan, corry out and evaluate their exper-
iences in making this course a vital source of
educational guidance. It is recommended
. . .that teachers individualty and in groups,
whenever possible, study this course of study
and plan for its most effective use."

The people responsible for the Colorado
Caurse of Study for Elementary Schools be-

lieve that schools exist "for the purpose of
guiding the development of the whole child
physically, mentally, socially and emotion-
ally," a contrast with an ecirlier belief which
held that the primary purpose of the elemen-
tary school was to make the pupil literate.
Mention is made of the following opportuni-
ties which schools should provide: "growth
and development of strong, healthy bodies,
. . . an ever increasing degree of emotional
stability, . . understanding of and an ap-
preciation for democracy as a way of liv-
ing, . . . intelligent understanding of the
natural and social environment, . . growth in
the ability to live happily in a cooperative
society, . . . mastery of those skills and
abilities used frequently in life situations
and those for which the need is crucial
when it does arise, . . . development of in-
dividual interests and aptitudes." While
the foregoing objectives are stated in broad
terms, they aim fundamentally at the same
kinds of outcomes which are stated more
specifically in the primary objectives of
Indian schools.

The course of study is divided into seven
sections. The first six are: Language Arts,
Social Studies, Physical Education, Science
and Health, Arithmetic, and Fine Arts. The
seventh section aims to give teachers help on
special problems such as Teaching Bilingual
Children, Unit Teaching, Guiding the Emo-
tional Development of Children. "Although
the content of the course is divided into these
six major sections, it does not imply that
each is to be taught in . . . isolation from
the others. Each area has a definite contri-
bution to make to the development of the
child, but all are interrelated. . . . A good
principle to follow, as a guide in this
matter of correlation, is: 'In any educational
activity, utilize those related experiences
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which fit naturally into the activity and
which serve a useful purpose in furthering
the objectives of the activity'."

The six divisions which deal with content
material are oll orgonized on the some pat-
tern. The following heodings from the sociol
studies section ore typical." (1) Why Sociol
Studies Should be Taught (The contribution
which social studies can make to the growth-
of the child); (2) How Social Studies Might
Function in Other Activities (The relationship
of social studies to the entire program); (3)
The Program of Sociol Studies by Grades (in-
cluding suggested outcomes, illustrotive
units, suggested octivities and other aids for
teoching); (4) Evaluating the Pupil's Work
(Suggestions for evaiuotion in terms of de-
sirable outcomes); (5) Suggested Adoptotions
of This Program for Schools Having Several
Grades Taught by one Teocher; (6) Spe-
cial Helps in Teaching Social Studies (Sug-
gested methods and procedures); and (7)
Professional Bibliography for Teachers."

The social studies represent those pads of
learning which "deal mainly with the relation
of man to social and natural environment."
Social studies begin with an exominotion of
"the child's own world, the home, and then
progresses to the school, his new environment.
Later he studies ond porticipotes in o bigger
world with ever-widening horizons; the neigh-
borhood, the community, the state ohd the
world of large. This is developed through a
progression of experiences over a period of
eight years." In the daily programming there
needs to be provision for "developing the
brooder units more adequately and for in-
cluding more 'activities' in the program. It
isn't so much what individuals memorize as
what they experience that has value."

A comment on language arts holds good
equally for all area of learning. "Pupils in
each grode differ widely from each other in
achievement. Good teaching increases,
rather than decreases, these differences. The
programs . . . are designed to meet the
needs of pupils of average ability in a grade.
It is to be expected that a few pupils in each
grade will be unable to do all the work sug-
gested for that grade. Others will be able to
do much more . . . "
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Under o number of the six major headings
are to be found lists of the most common
life situations in which o given type of learn-
ing is likely to be needed and used.

Fuggestions for taking core of individual
differences ore mode of many points. One
such suggestion in regard to social studies
"Children of lesser rending ability should be
given eosier moteriols and those of obove-
overage obility more difficult materials to
rend. It is not necessary that all read the
same thing. All may study different aspect of
the same topic and then shore the outcomes
of their study with one another. Similarly in
expressional work, some may be able to ex-
press themselves best through writing, some
through painting, some through modeling
with clay, and some through singing. Uni-
formity of expression is not possible or to be
desired."

There are helps provided for the manage-
ment of group activities. One is for the
teachers to encourage the pupils to form in-
terest.groups. "Then, as members of these
groups, they will collect and study material
bearing on the problem and later share these
with other groups thrcugh expressional ac-
tivities, such as group reports, informal dis-
cussion, or dramatic interpretation," and
they will participate in group responsibilities.
"It is important that the teocher cal I the entire
class together from time to time for sharing
the results of study, for taking stock, and for
making plans for renewed efforts toward
the progress of the unit. . . . Some might be
constructing something of wood, some
modeling with cloy, some writing a letter,
some sewing, some pointing, and some read-
ing. . . . " Teachers are cautioned to begin
group work with planning the period; then
the various groups "secure their materials
and go to work. The teacher acts as guide
and gives assistance when needed. At the
end of the period . . . work centers are put
in order . . . and a few minutes are given
over to sharing, evaluating and planning.
Pupils display what they have accomplished,
plans are made for the next activity period,
materiels are requested. and the success of
the period is evaluated. This is done through
informal discussion of how much was ac-



complished, how well the work centers were
put in order, whether the graups interfered
with others in any way, and how quickly
pupils returned to their seats.

"Situations which involve numbersare met
in almost every phase of daily living. . . .
The major objective of past arithmetic in-
struction has been skill in computation. . . .
Today the -main purpose of arithmetic is to
help the child understand and to adjust him-
self to his environment. This understanding
cannot be gained in an arithmetic program
which stresses only computation and ignores
the informational, psychological, and sociolo-
gical functions of numbers. . . . The course
of study in arithmetic . . . has purposely
been labeled, 'The Suggested Content.' Be-
cause a topic is listed in a given grade does
not necessary mean' that in all instances this
is the proper time for introduction or cam-
pletion. . . . Teachers should use the
suggested content as a guide only. . . . It
will be noted that . . _some-topics have
been stepped up to a higher grade level or
completed in the next grade. . . . Investiga-
tions indicate that many number processes
ore taught beforethe child has sufficient ma-
turity to understand their meaning. . . . It
seems advisable to call attention to the fact
that most all the new arithmetic text books
have revised their placement of topics 'to
meet the findings of recent research. Prob-
ably no text will coincide exactly with the
suggested content given in this course but
the resourceful teacher can make needed ad-
aptation with little difficulty.

"We cannot use the the most ordinary ob-
jects of our daily living without being aware
of line, color and design. . . . The public
school affords the best opportunity for de-
veloping intelligent consumers of fine arts

products . . . every child needs an emo-
tional outlet. . . . Whether he ever becomes
a poet, musician, or pcinter is immaterial.
By gaining first-hand experience with the
various media he is able to appreciate the
fine workmanship of artists. . . . A general
fine arts program discovers special aptitudes
and makes provision fcr their encourage-
ment.

"The daily recess .and noon periods pro-
vide opportunities for free choice group
games and play on outdoor apparatus. . . .

However., neither of these periods satisfies
the need for . . . a physical education in-
structional period. . . . In group recreation-
al activities such as opportunities for devel-
oping courage, generosity, thoughtfulness,
and fairness, muscuiar coordinations that
respond-readily to guidcnce at these ages
should be developed. Fundamentals of rhyth-
mic movement and of throwing and catch-
ing skills can be established which result in
good-motor habits upon which adolescent
ond adult performance can be reliably de-
veloped."

The suggestions provided as helps to
teachers in dealing with .ailingual children
are similar to those already developed by
Indian Service education personnel, particu-
larly in schools on the Navaho Reservation,
and to those found in the state courses of
study for New Mexico, Arizona, Texas and
California.

Noteworthy in the Colorado course of
study are the many hints scattered through-
out the volume which should be of help to
teachers in explaining to parents and to the
general lay public the changes which are
operative in school piocedure at the present
time and the reasons for these changes.
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FLORIDA

For 9 number of yeors the Stote Deport-
ment of Educotion of Florido hos been issu-
ing o series of publicotions in o continuing
progrom for improvement of instruction in
the schools of thot stote. Florido recognizes
the fact that schools ore in need of o fundo-
mentol reorgonizotion of curriculum, neces-
sitoting corresponding chonges in teoching
ond odministrotive procedures. Two im-
portont bulletins ore, Ways to Better In-
struction in Florida Schools, 1939; and A
Guide to Improved Practices in Florida Ele-
mentary Schools, 1940. This orticle is bosed
on these bulletins.

From o report on the results of o study of
New York youth groduoting or. leoving pub-
lic schools, one Florido bulletin quotes, "The
total impression of these boys ond girls new-
ly out of school is one of o group largely
adrift, cut off from odult ossistonce, out of
contoct with any kind of helpful supervision.
. . .Collectively the leoving pupils con-
stitute o group schooled in ocodemic focts,
recognizing their rights as free citizens in
a free country, but unconcerned obout civic
responsibility, ond not owoke even to the
immediote ond loco! problems ond issues
which will shortly confront them os citizens,
toxpoyers ond voters." Florido educotors
exploin thot "one reoson for this deploroble
situotion is thot the schools of todoy scorce-
ly touch upon the fundomentol ospects Of
modern life. . . . In spite 'of the foct thot
schools r ow house all kinds of children from
oll kinds of homes, they still cling to a tro-
ditional curriculum of subjects originolly
planned for aristocrats and professional peo-
ple. . . . Few of the school subjects . . .

beor much direct relotionship to the eco-
nomic life of the community or the nation.
Each school a study group

"The very diversity cf schools ond com-
munities in Florido mokes it impossible for
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ony plonned curriculum to be.opplicoble
its entirety to every community." Schools etc
urged to moke the opprooch to educotion:
problems "through total foculty plonnin;
ond in terms of the mony foctors invoke::
in the locol situotion. Much horm con come
from odopting indiscriminately solution.,
ond procedures used in other locolities." it
is expected thot eoch school foculty will be
come o study group to exomine problems
foced by Florido people, the notural re
sources of the stote, the complexities of the
child's noture and needs, the noture ct
leorning ond the noture of the democratic
ideol. As the foculty studies "the interre
lotionships of these in the development o'
the individuol," the group con "envision
the school that must be erected to meet the
challenge of such relationships."
General advice

The several stotements which follow,
present ideos to be borne in mind by each
local study group. "Everyone of the faculty
should hove a port in plonning ond develop
ing every step involved. The . . . curricu
lum should be built oround needs of pupils
which orise in their interoction with the cul
ture. The school should utilize problem
situotions in such a woy os to promote ever
increosing obility of pupils to think at the
level of their moturotion ond intelligence
. . Teachers should utilize school octivities
os a meons of giving children direct expen
ence. It seems desirable that instructional
octivities . . . be orgonized in large units
In this woy time is odequote for resolvinc
the problems with which pupils ore con.
cerned. Opportunities for porticipation on the
port of each . . . ore greoter.... Charocter
development should permeote the entity
school program. Since the orgonism
leorning all the time, specific and unrelated
lessons devoted to choracter education 63



little good .. The daily program should be
flexible enough to allow modifications in
doily planning. . . Enrichment of the curricu-
lum con come only to the degree that the
courses offered are related to social living
and to vital life situations. . . . Schools
v.hich are . . . failing to guide pupils in
the process of relating the significance of
the field of experience to democratic living,
are likely to have a poverty-stricken cur-
riculum in spite of the number of offerings.

. . It would not seem wise to require of
'all students 3 units in mathematics or 3 in
science just because these were necessry to
certoin pupils who planned to enter certain
colleges. . . . a faculty will evolve a pro-
grom of school living wherein many of the
problems to which special guidonce must
now be directed . . . will be solved. Such
problems would be prevented, corrected or
resolved by the very functioning of theschool
program. . . . The success of the school
program should be judged in terms of
changes in pupil behovior with reference to
values implied in the democratic way of life.
Skills are only a part of the attributes neces-
sary for successful democratic living and
should not receive disproportionote empha-
sis.... There was o time when the chief pur-
Pose of the school was the teaching of read-
ing, writing and arithmetic. Today, . . .
things formerly tought by the home and
community must now be assumed by the
school.... No textbook, however beautifully
illustroted, logically organized and psycho-
logically pitched to the level of the pupil,
is sufficient for the finest teoching. Nothing
can take the place of . . . first-hand ex-
oerience; and no writer con take the place
of the vital teacher in leading Rupils to
understanding relationships in terms of the
Immediate setting and in reference to in-
dividual differences of various members ofthe group."
Maturity

"Some six-year olds have the motor
control of some nine year olds; some kinder-
garten pupils can sit still longer than some
eighth graders; some boys have better de-velopment than some girls seven years older.

Children who ore chronologically at

the same age may vary from four to five
years in maturity. . . . A child may be
chronologically six years of age and show a
mental age of five. ... Because of the
differences in the rate of mental maturation
of individuals, experiences which are suited
to several levels . . . should be provided,
if the teacher wishes to promote optimum
growth in each individual.

"The importance of direct .experience in
the learning process needs emphasis. First-
hand contact with the actual things of life
is extremely important. . . without such
experiences, learning becomes mere verbal-
ism. The most realistic experience on indi-
vidual can have is the actual handling of an
object, the observation of a process as an
event, or experimentation with moterials
in creating ... articles. ... The wider the
variety of situations with which the child has
dealt . . the more likely he is to develop
control over subsequent,problem situotions.

"The school represents the first organized
instutition where the.child must learn to ad-
just himself to the demands of the group."
How well he develops the habits of being
quiet while others are talking; being tolerant
of others' ideas and actions, controlling his
temper, etc., "will depend in part upon the
kind of situations provided for learning
them.... Individual differences ore present
in social growth as in physical and mentol
growth. . . . The achievement of maturity
. . . requires a steady widening of this be-
longing from the family to play group, to
the school class, to clubs and so on.

"The school can best be regarded as on
extension of the home, as a place where the
activities of the doy are planned in large
blocks of time. . . . There will be a time
for group planning by pupils and teacher,
a time for group activities, a time for direct
instruction as the need arises, and a time
when the teacher meets the needs of indivi-
dual pupils through a personal touch."
Units help integrate

Integrated experiences "give many oppor-
tunities for the child to see that his learning
and various activities of life are related to
one another.... Units which are developed
in the integrated phase of the program
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should be related to the problems of the
child as he attempts to adjust himself to a
complex society.. . . Units shau:cI not be
thought of os something to be carried out
following completion of routine work." The
Experience Unit seems to possess certain ad-
vantages over other types, in that its relc-
tionship to each pupil "makes o unit . . .

o particular experience for him, and makes
it possible for o unit ... to be a different ex-
perience for every child.. . . There is o com-
plete harmony between o large experience
unit of work and the learning process . . .

units provided throughout the year need not
include everything contained in the texts
and other references. These ore often so
overloaded with facts and concepts un-
related to the child's needs that it is difficult
for him to comprehend all the material con-
tained in them." Several sample ur.its are in-
cluded. There is on explanation of the ways
in which leorning values may evolve from the
unit. Possible activities and o culminotino
activity for each suggested unit ore outlined.

A general center of interests is suggested
for each grade level, for example, Helping
Each Other in the Community for second
grade; Improving Life in Different Regions,
far fifth grade. From each general center of
interest certain important elements ore
selected and for each of these a number of
problems ore listed for exploration by the
classroom group. Related problems are clus-
tered to form o unit of work.

Under each subject heading ore discussed
ways of promoting child growth, of develop-
ing the process of reflective thinking and the
scientific method, of developing creative
ability, of understanding use of .the skills in
real life situations.
Language arts

Fairly detailed suggestions ore given for
improving instruction in the language arts.
"Formal, unrelated language work does not
result in the acquisition of either desired
skills or social values.... If the child is to
establish appropriate attitudes toward self
control and his relations to others, he will
need guidance in participating more skill-
fully in longuoge activities. In school he will
need experiences with conversation, tele-
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phoning, group discussion, group planning,
story telling, dramatization, reporting,
speaking to large groups, social letters, bus-
iness letters, forms, labels, titles, signs,
announcements, notices, advertisements, di-
rections, rules, memorizing, records, notes,
diaries, reports, reviews, summaries, out-
lines, bibliographies, indexes, tables of con-
tent and title pages The child will
need these types of experiences both in and
out of school and in connection with many
activities which he will carry on as he par-
ticipates in the present complex social
order.... It is probably biologically impos-
sible for each child in a grade to meeta cer-
tain level of achievement with regard to the
mechanics of longuoge. If it were possible
. . . such on achievement would not give
any guarantee of social development which
is so necessary for effective living in a
democracy."

The failures in reading, so common in
the primary grades, ore "brought about by
putting children in a difficult reading situa-
tion before they ore able to cope with it suc-
cessfully. . . . Although teachers may real-
ize the necessity for developing o readiness
to read, parents often expect the children to
begin formal reading on the first day of
school. The . . . solution to this problem
is . . . a long range educational program
involving parents . . . to assist in building
clear concepts regarding the reason for
change in educational procedure.

"The pupil should be led to correct and
clear expression rather than to become con-
scious.regarding error. Where error hunting
becomes a major objective it may produce
o situation where the child will cling to sim-
pler, immature sentences merely to avoid
poor grades or a sense of failure."
Social studies

"Suggestions are offered . . for se-
lecting and using socializing experiences
that may result in increased understanding
and appreciation . . . concerning the
world . . . and in the development of . . .
responsibility to the group and to society...
. . . The mere teaching of facts, whether
accomplished through the text book method
or through the activity program, has been in-



effectual in developing in the child the un-
derstanding which will aid him in sensing
relationships and in solving his own social
problems." Charts of problems and situa-
tions are included to "serve os . . . guides
for teachers in plonning experience situa-
tions through which these problems con be
solved. . . . Teacher-pupil plonning for
activities which will aid in the solution of
the problem should promote a better under-
standing of it, develop pupil initiative in
carrying out activities, and eliminate doily
assignments prescribed by the teachers.
. . . There will be times during group ac-
tivities when situations will arise which will
demand further explanation and will call
for direct teaching... The teacher moy fur-
ther provide for the individual by organizing
her class into smaller groups concerned
with problems of varying difficulty."
Science

In the past elementary school science
"tended to consist largely of superficial or
sentimental nature study. . . . Later, the
teaching of elementary science became con-
cerned with grouping facts under large prin-
ciples or generalization.. . . Recent trends
. . . emphasize such values os . . :

the social meaning of scientific advance,
the scientific attitude, and the contribu-
tion which science con make to every de..
living. . . . One of the very common
generalizations of science states that plants
and animals ore interdependent. If the
teacher merely gave this generalization '.o
the child, it would . . . mean very :Ole
to the individual.... She will guide the
pupil to discover principles . . . , in mak
ing investigations of his own; the why
become quite as important os the what. In
a sense, every generalization in science
which is meaningful will be caught rather
than taught. . . . Even a simple group
problem like caring for'a pet,will cut across
many areas of science.

"The human resources of the community
are often overlooked. Each community hos
people who could make a definite contri-
bution to the science experiences of the
children."

Arithmetic
"The trend today is toward the teaching

of arithmetic in such o way os to help the
child see meoning in number. . . . The
teacher . . . will attempt to provide sit-
uations in which the child moy come to on
understanding of the social value of number
and of the need for control over mathema-
tical skills. . . . It is through the integra-
ting of number experiences with the rest of
the school curriculum that the child gets his
best opportunity to think reflectively in
terms of problem situations that ore vital.
. . . When number facts ore present os
something to be learned they may become
drudgery; when they ore discovered by the
child himself, they take on added meoning
and interest... . . The life of the primary
child abounds in opportunity for concrete
number situations.. . .

"There is no reason for expecting o child
to come unaided into on understanding of a
number system _which his remote ancestors
require thousands of years to develop. . . .

The suddeness of the transition from the
concrete experience to abstract thinking is
commonly a basic cause of confusion . .
children jumping this gap and landing in a
wilderness of unknown symbols and mean-
ogless names. . . Orin alone does not
me ke for adequacy in dealing with situations
inv, living number. . . A use for number
mr j arise at any time during the school day,
fend the teacher must be alert to take ad-
vantage of these situations at they occur.

"Since learning arithmetic is complicated
by individual differences of pupils and by
variations in groups and localities, there
probably could never be a set curriculum
for arithmetic. Even when research moy hove
supplied far more information than is now
available, no rigid standards or allocation of
grade placement would be desirable."
The arts

"Lifelong enrichment of doily living, con-
scious improvement of surroundings, in-
telligent buying and appreciative listening
are values which experiences in art and music
should hold for every child. . . It is not
what the child contributes to art but what art
does for the child that many matters. . . .
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Ideas that are expressed through out or music
may require a great deal of hard thinking.
Graphic expression often requires more
planning and ability to see cleorly the ideo
. . . than would hove been required hod
one decided to express the idea through oral
languoge."

Health

"In recent years health education has
been regarded as fundamental to any school
program that assumes full responsibility for
its shore in the physical, mental, emotional
and social life of the child. The emphasis
has shifted from a formal, factual treatment
too point of view that recognizes healthful
living os one of the major responsibilifes of
the school . . . It is becoming increasingly
clear that mere textbook learnincs and
parrot-like repetitions of health or safety
slogans have little value --A casual survey
will reveol the discrepancy between what is
known and what is actually practiced. . . .

If the child is to maintain throughout his life

desirable health habits and attitudes, these
must be learned in a functional situation so
that they will not be forgotten when he
leaves the school . . . An adequate back-
ground for healthful living moy be provided
in any type of school, in every classroom
where teachers ore alert to . . . the
problem and willing to capitalize on every
situation that arises."

A chapter, A Growing Teacher and a
Growing Faculty, describes in detail four
supervisory visits to o sixth grade classroom.
Each sketch describes a higher level of
of growth reached by the teacher between
one visit and the next, as she moved from
a teacher-dominated classroom situation to
a child-society centered situation. The ac-
count is revealing as to the possibility of any
teacher improving methods of dealing with
children, and points out that "the progress
mode by on individual teacher is dis-
tinctly limited or accelerated by adminis-
trative policy, faculty planning and commu-
nity understanding."



MINNESOTA

The Minnesota Curriculum for Elemen-
tary Schools, published in 1923, was revised
in 1928. It was reprinted in 1943 for interim
use until the new curriculum, now being
developed is ready far issue.

As far back as the 1928 revision the Min-
nesota curriculum was adding "new and ap-
propriate materials of character and social
worth of the greatest functional value,"
making such modifications as "combining
into unified courses . . subjects . . .
having natural relationship," and accepting
changes in material, methods of procedure
and content to make for "better adapta-
tion to child needs and mare effective func-
tioning in child life. . . . These modifica-
tions reflect the influence of . . . the re-
sults of research and investigation . . . ."
These-changes ore only the "next tentative
forward step for keeping the curriculum in
harmony with advancing educational prac-
tices."

Education is defined as "the active ad-
justment of individuals one to another, to
their environment and to the life of the
world... The individual grows as an individ-
ual in the best sense only through participa-
tion in and adding to the efficiency of
society.... Education should lend to on in-
terest in life, all phases of life. Education
which is not related to life, to its practicali-
ties and to its beauties, is futile.... The
success of a democracy depends not only
upon the . . . knowledge and skills pos-
sessed by its citizens but also upon their at-
titudes and the ideals far which they
stand."

In discussing the educative process, the
Minnesota curriculum says, "The exper-
iences of life as thty came naturally in con-
nection with the life of the individual fur-
nish the mast effective teaching. Na other

teaching would be necessary" were it not
far the need of protecting the young against
unsocial tendencies . . ., of selecting
typical and representative experiences,
since schools cannot cover the entire span
of human endeavor; of evaluating and in-
terpreting experiences; and of giving the
pupil mastery aver his environment.

"The school exists for the child. Child
growth and effective social life provide the
basis far all educational effort." The
teacher must "minister to the needs of the
child in the light of what he is and what he
should be.... He needs to be encouraged
to appropriate . . . the modes of social
behavior, to 'accept responsibility far his
acts and the quality of his work, and to de-
velop the power of self-discipline . . . inde-
pendent thinking and efficient coopera-
tion." The teacher must know "the individ-
ual child and . . . appreciate the fact
that education is not dead formalism but
rather the active participation of children
in life's activities."

The Minnesota curriculum divides life in-
to three large aspects and regards "prepara-
tion for efficiency in these as objectives of
education." These are: "A. Health: . . .

-physical vigor and sound health. B. Civic
and Social Relations: . . . ideals and
habits of cooperation in civic and social en-
terprises, . . . citizenship, moral and ethi
cal character, and worthy home member-
ship. C. Recreation: . . . enjoyment and
enrichment of life . . . interests and
means of recreation of value to all. .

"It is the viewpoint here, that," although
the obligation of importing to pupils the
skills in the Three Rs "rests an ulementpry
education . . . it is not an objective in the
same sense as are the three already named
This is an objective not an a par with, but
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merely preliminary to efficiency in thesemain aspects of life. . . .
"There should be much in common be-tween objectives of elementary and ofsecondary education. . . . The chief dif-

ference is the addition far the upper periodof an objective relating to vocation. . . .There is . . a consensus that the period
intervening between elementary educationand senior high school education should becharacterized . . . as one of guidance,"
not for vocational training but for examin-ing possibilities and for making tentative oc-cupational choices.

"Life has been defined-as a relay race inwhich each generation hands on its ac-
cumulated wisdom to the next. The func-tion of the curriculum . . . is to commun-icate this wisdom and experience and so in-terpret it as to set the new generation run-ning in the right direction. In thought andpractice, however, the curriculum too oftenhas been defined in terms of formal sub-ject matter unrelated to the child's needsand interests or to life itself. . . . The in-

terests, needs and capacities of children
. . . should be the determining factorfor the selection of content. . . . Pupil dif-ferences demand a wide range of adapta-tion of materials and activities. . . .
-"Children differ widely in their traits ofcharacter, their interests, their needs, theirlevels of mental ability and -their rates oflearning and progress. . . . It is impossible,

"therefore, to teach all children in the samemanner or to expect the some accomplish-ments of all or, even in all cases, to give thesome content. . . .The curriculum must
. . . be organized so as to provide a basic
common training for all and still be so flex-ible as to provide

supplementary materialof an optional nature for the moreefficient."
Scme statements abate character edu-cation follow. "Individuals are not ab-stractly honest, or neat or courteous. Theyare honest in ...definite situations... : Char-acter education consists not in philosophizing

over generalities but in training children tomake proper ethical responses to situations
presented in school life." Certain general
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tendencies of children are discussed and itis suggested that teachers study "some ofthe facts of the child's inborn nature" asa basis for character
education. "Smallchildren have On impulse to look at, to taste,to examine things that are in the least un-familiar to them. As they grow older, theyshow a tendency to experiment, to takethings apart, and put them together again."The child "wants to do things. . . . Edu-cators are realizing that education comesthrough the 'muscles,' and motor activitiesare being given a larger place in ourschools." The child "wants the approval ofhis teacher and . . . later it is the ap-proval of his mates . . . that means mastto him . . . . Play has always been naturalto children, but we are realizing more andmore the important part is haS in their edu-cation." A very active period is that be-tween the ages of eight and twelve, and thechild "likes to test his mental as well as hisphysical powers . . . in . . . games thatexercise thought power." A statement,quoted from the Fourth Yearbook of theDeportment of Superintendents, N. E. A.sums up the matter, "The most effectivemoral training can be given when the childengages in purposeful activities."

The Project-Problem method is recom-mended to teachers. "Such school exper-iences ore vastly more like the experiencesof real life than merely sitting quietly andmemorizing facts from a text book. IfeciU-Ication is to prepare far life, it must relate it-self closely to the great undertctkings of thepost and the equally great enterprises of thepresent." The child must start with "what heknows, with his own experience; but, as heproceeds, hisexperiences grow, his world gets
larger and he is able to meet more and moredifficult situations. . Upon such schoolwork as this, the child of his own free willbrings to bear all of his ambitions and effort.His power of initiative is aroused and alsohis self-determination. He learns to use allthe. knowledge that he has acquired and toeconomize time and avoid waste by organi-zing this knowledge. He sees the necessityfor more knowledge, the need far masteryof the fundamental

processes and, with the



realization of this need, he has a real pur-
pose in applying himself to the mechanics
of reading, arithmetical computation and
the elements of oral and written language.
Many projects or problems bring about
group work, . . . . The group spirit gives
new life to the interest of each member, and
the common effort arouses the sympathy
and interest of each child in the group. ac-
tivities and the desire to accept his share in
the common undertaking. . . . The aim of
this method is to make conditions as much
as possible like those in which work out-
side school is carried .on.. , . When the
child's best effort is called forth and ex-
pended upon some project . . . ,there will
be no great temptation to whisper, to write
'notes,' to make . . . disturbing noises, to
play truant . . ." .

The elementary curriculum is organized
into the fields of Arithmetic; Englishread-
ing, library, language, spelling, handwriting,
Social studieshistory, citizenship; Arts
art and industrial arts, music; Science
geography, environment in relation to hu-
man welfare, elementary agriculture (sev-
enth and eighth grades), health education,
physical education:

etic

in formulating the arithmetic work con-
sideration was given to the "needs of the
child as a member of a social group; the
needs and demands of the industrial and
commercial world in which arithmetic pro-
cesses are employed. . . In the first two
grades the child should be getting clear,
correct ideas of number and quantity
through play, games and construction work.
. . . Drill should be organized to secure
participation of all of the pupils, all in-
dividually or in groups working on their own
specific needs. There should be little, if any,
concert work. . . . The aim should be to
teac:1 the child to analyze and salve cor-
rectly . . . problems that . . . appy the
arithmetic processes he has learned to life
situctions." A text book is not used by pupils
until third grade.

Some pupil activities for second grade
through sixth are: playing store, earning and

spending money, assisting in weighing
pupils, making the garden, doing farm work,
planning a trip, keeping records, planning
cost of school lunch, making out bills, draw-
ing maps to scale, keeping a boy's cash ac-
count, planning a candy sale, figuring cost
of making and putting up a radio set.
Reading

Recommendatians are based on "studies
aof society to select subject matter and meth-

od with respect to their utility," and an
"studies of the child to discover his interests
and to help base teaching on the laws of
learning."

The "period of preparation for reading"
is recognized as an important one. "This
period includes the preschool age, the
kindergarten and . . . part of the first
grade." For this period teachers are urged
to provide opportunities for doll play repre-
senting home activities; activities related to
holidays; nature study actititiesfilling an
aquarium, making a snowman, gathering
nuts and flowers; making collections; plant-
ing gardens; taking trips; . . . using a boak
and picture center; keeping a bulletin board.
Grades two and three are considered to-
gether as a period in reading growth. Sug-
gested are "wide reading in connection with
classrooM ..;independent read-
ing to insure wise use of leisure and to devel-
op individual interest." Grades four, five and
six are grouped together as another period
in reading growth. Here pupils should have
opportunities for "wide reading experience
and to cultivate important habits and tastes.
. . . Silent reading becomes increasingly
important during this period. . . .

"Oral language for most people is prac-
tically the only language used. For this rea-
son it is of first importance in our schools,
and deserving of a far larger share of time-
allotment than it generally receives, . . ."
During the first grade "all the language time
should be given to oral language," and for
grades two, three and four it is recom-
mended that only one-fifth of the time be
used for written work. Conversation, story
telling and dramatization are to be
emphasized.
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Social Studies
Social studies ore defined os "those de-voted to the relotion . . . of individuols

with one onother or with groups. These stud-
ies comprise history and citizenship. . . .
The special field of history is to teach the
child how social ideals hove developed. The
special field of citizenship is to tench thechild his relationship with those institu-
tions through which these ideols function.
. . . Many correlations should be mode."

The content of the first three grodes is or-
gonized oround control themes such os
Holidays, The Home Community Activities,
Primitive Life, Pastoral and Early Agricul-
tural Life. Units of work ore outlined. "Sim-
ple dramatization should be used to make
historical Material vivid and real to the chil-dren . . . The history for fourth and fifth
grades presented chiefly as biographical
stories, seek to give the boys and girls o
series of pictures of events in American his-
tory. . . . Emphasis should be . . . upon
the achievements of these men and women;
upon their courage, fidelity and patriotism;
and upon the debt which the rising genera-
tion owes to the men of the post."
Arts

"Provision is mode for a close correla-
tion between art and industrial arts courses
for grades from one through six in-this cur-
riculum. . . . Art has a place in the ele-
mentary curriculum that provision may be
mode far growth in expression through theuse of materials. . . . The present genera-
tion lives in on industrial age. and although
not all are producers in the field of industry
all ore consumers of the products of in-
dustry. To live effectively ... requires that
each citizen have some acquaintance with
the ovoiloble sources of row moteriols, the
processes of industry which change these
row moteriols into usable products, and the
standards of excellence in finished pro-
ducts. . . .

"The study of industrial arts in the ele-
mentary school contributes to the develop-
ment of this desired knowledge. . . . Per-
haps no subject in the curriculum relates so
naturally to . .. . other subjects of the cur-
riculum as does industrial arts. The study
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of the ovoiloble sources of row moteriols
. .relotes to nature study and geography;

a study of the gradual development of in-
dustry through the invention of better tools,
machines and processes relates to history;
o study of the changes brought about in row
moteriols to meet man's growing need . . .
relates especially to elementary science andhealth."

Suggestions for industrial arts for seventhand eighth grade girls include units of work
on Housekeeping, the Bedroom, and Per-
sonal Core. For both boys and girls of these
grades proposed units on Family Festivals,Food and Health, Child Development, andfor boys of these junior high school yearsthe curriculum includes study of where in-
dustrial products come from and how in-dustrial products ore produced. Many ac-tual construction activities are listed.

Science

"The function of geography is to des-
cribe and explain the relationship between
mon and his natural enviroment" which in-
cludes "soil, climate, minerals, native plants
and animal life, surface and underground
waters, land forms and their slopes, areas
and location. The environment is not studied
os on isolated fact but only as mon relates
his various activities

toltr-g-ettihgfood,cicith--ing or shelter, . . . forming, logging and
lumbering, mining, hunting, trapping and
fishing, transportation, manufacturing, com-
merce and recreation. . . . In lowergrodes,
the relationships must be very simple. Asthe work advances, it assumes more and
more the economic view; land utilization
becomes the very core of the subject."

Environment in relation to human welfare
deals with "the adjustment of the individual
to the world in which he lives," and stresses
preparation for life in "on environmentwhich
differs quite radically from that of the post.
The introduction of new insect pests,. . .
the improvement of plants, and new dis-
coveries in science . . . bring each genera-tion new problems, new opportunities and
new responsibilities. ... Environment in re-
lation to human welfare correlates naturally
with many aspects of geography, reading,



history, industrial arts and health educa-
tion."

Grades one and two ore "primarily a per-
iod of directed observation; grades three
and four, primarily a period of original in-
vestigation supplemented by simple reading
and of identification of facts; grades five
and six primarily a period of interpretation,
classification, establishment of relationships,
. . . drawing of conclusions . . ."

The work in agriculture is planned for
bath boys and girls of seventh and eighth
grades. "In a state whose interests are pre-
dominantly agricultural, no curriculum far
the education of youth is complete unless it
gives attention to problems of this one
of the notion's biggest industries. The pro-
cedure far administering the work will de-
pend somewhat upon the class of school,
the enrollment and the environment. To
meet these conditions the course is flexibly
organized."

Health education in primary grades cen-
ters on "the development of personal health
habits in school, home, playground and com-
munity." In the intermediate grades it
stresses "the practice of health habits by
children in relation* to others," and the up-
per grades deal with personal health habits
"in relation to the responsibility of the in-
dividual for participating in the health work
of the state and notion."

Numerous trends, now firmly established
.in today's state courses of study, as well as
in Indian educational policy, are implicit in
this 1928 revision of the Minnesota cur-
riculum, now nearly twenty years old. The
forthcoming curriculum of this state is
eagerly awaited, and it can be expected
that it will still mare closely parallel the
curricula which are being developed at
schools throughout the United States Indian
Service.
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NEBRASKA

The Course of Study for the Elementary
Schools of Nebraska, issued in 1929, con-
tinued to be revised between that date and
1936 when the present edition appeared. It
was reprinted in 1941.

The Stote Department of Public Instruc-
tion affirms that the purpose of the volume is
"to offer suggested courses which will prove
helpful as guides," and may assist "those
schools working on local curriculum con-
struction. . . .A curriculum cannot remain
static" and for this reason "it should be
considered tentative in nature. . . . It has
been the purpose to provide for flexibility in
this course so that the teacher may adapt it to
her school. The materials of this course have
been organized particularly for the rural
schools."

This course of study "includes not only
essential facts, principles and processes to be
leorned, and appreciations to be developed,
but it hos been enriched by suggested
activities. The school work should relate the
child to his environment and activities in
such a way that he will work willingly and
enthusiastically, and with a well defined pur-
pose.. . .

"We believe that educotion is doing its
best only when it helps people to succeed.
. .. We need to turn our attention away from
the failures that we observe in the classroom
to the causes of failure. . . . Assignments
may be adapted to the . . . ability of the
pupils. The minimum assignment, the
average assignment, and the maximum
assignment are meons by which one may
adapt the work to pupils of varying ability."

Much of the course has been organized
into units of work. A unit may be "a topic,
. . . a generalization, . . . a significant
phase of environment or development, or,
from the standpoint of the child, it may be
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based upon the child's interests, purposes,
or needs.. . .

"An activity has been defined as purpose-
ful endeavor which is rich in the possibilities
for growth of the child." Throughout the
nearly 600 pages of the volume lists of ac-
tivities appear at frequent intervals. They
are classified in such ways that "the work of
the school may be integrated . . . and not
thought of as distinct subject fields." Some-
times they are classified as to purpose, for
instance, Activities That Will Stimulate an
Interest in Community Life. Sometimes they
appear under the heading, Teaching Pro-
cedures. Correlation is stressed as, when
under Written English,we find the suggested
activity, "making booklets in connection
with nature, science, heolth and social
studies; or under Oral English that of "call-
ing a produce dealer to learn the price of
eggs"; or in sixth grade arithmetic the act-
ivity of "making . . book cases from
heavy pOcking cases," or for seventh and
eighth year orithmetic, "participation in a
school banking project." Sometimes the
caption Group Activities is used, and the
value of children working together in small
groups is recognized. A few of the many
group activities suggested are "Making of
the schoolroom a model of the interior of a
colonial kitchen" in order to give reality to
the seventh and eighth grade history unit,
The Thirteen Colonies; or "playing restau-
rant"with a primary grades unit on Commu-
nity Life; or "Creating a museum for the
preservation of historical material of Ne-
braska" as part of a sixth grade unit, Local
History; or "Making a collection of soils in
bottles" in connection with the seventh and
eighth grade work in Agriculture and Geog-
raphy of Nebraska;" or "Making safety
signs for homes and school grounds" for the



study of grades five to eighth of Safety in
the Home and at School.

The Art Course of Study is developed to
integrate with the different parts of the total
curriculum. "Drawing should not be taught
as an isolated subject but should be a part
of the activity program carried on in other
subjects." Examples of such related art ac-
tivities are: "Making illustrations of different
farm activities as man milking the cows,
the farmer harvesting the crop, the farmer
plowing, the chicken yard, picking apples,
the grocery store where some of the farm
products are sold." This activity would be
associated with a Fall and Harvest unit for
grades one to four. "Constructing an Indian
wigwam from cloth or paper" would be done
while a fourth grade unit on The Indians is
in progress. To accompany fifth grade work
in American Exploration and Settlement the
art course suggests such activities as "cre-
ating an orginal design for a quilt or rug
. . . sketching a pioneer church and circuit
rider . . . carving boats from wood, using
muslin for sails, and . . . collecting and
mounting illustrations of lighting fixtures,
candles, shades and lamps."

The alternation and combination of class-
es plan is advocated for rural schools in Ne-.
braska, the extent to which it is carried out
depending upon the size of the school and
the size of the classes. For each of the sub-
ject matter areas certain units are recom-
mended for the odd year and others far the
even year. Teachers in the Indian Service
who have more than one class in a single
classroom are urged to develop different pro-
grams for alternate years.

In language work "the effort should be to
train the pupil's tongue and fingers to a flu-
ent use of language. Emphasis should be up-
on the doing. . . . For convenience the ac-
tivities are organized under certain topics.
This does not mean that all conversational
activities should be given consecutively. The
work may be orgonized-'according to the
needs, interests and experiences of the pu-
pils. Some of the suggested activities may
not be suitable. The teacher should feel free
to substitute others." For the first grade
teacher there is the suggestion that "there is

greater need for oral English than for written
English in this grade." The second grade
teacher is reminded that "the function of
the school . is to provide abundant and
varied experiences where conversation, or
appreciation of ideas, is a natural port
of the activity; to center instruction about
units of social interest and experiences; to
stimulate language activities by the social
situations which a child will meet, both in
and out of school; . . . to provide oppor-
tunity for free, happy spontaneous express-
ion of ideas and emotions under comfort-
able, happy social relations and conditions."

In preparing the course in arithmetic "the
child is. recognized as the center of interest.
. . . The child's present life and the child's
future must be considered. . . : What to
teach should be decided by as wise adults as
are available for the task who will base their
decisions as far as possible upon the avail-
able body of objective scientific data. How to
teach should be based upon a virile psychol-
ogy of learning . . . not, on the one hand,
running to seed . . . on dead tasks for
the task's sake; and not, on the other hand
. . . becoming concerned only with the
factor of interest. . . . There must be no
retreat from the position that felt need must
be utilized, . . . tasks be made significant,
that the sustaining effects of interest be
earnestly sought and capitalized. Arithmetic
should give to the child the power to think
in numerical situations, an understanding of
business transactions, an appreciation of
the value of thrift in the relation of saving
to character education, and a discrimination
in judging investments. . . . In the first
grade it is most important to give the pupils
the mastery of certain reading skills. For this
reason it does not seem advisable to re-
quire formal work in arithmetic, . . . chil-
dren may read . . . page numbers in
the primeri at the time they are learning
to read. Children like to count. The number
work in the first grade should be taught in
connection with objects until the meaning
of number is understood. . . . Begin with
real experiences, then pass on to work with
concrete objects at hond," later working with
"concrete objects not present with which the
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children ore fomilior," and finally of long
lost deal with "abstract numbers."

Some of the stated aims of the Sociol
Studies Progrom ore: "to develop the desire
and habit of doing on honest day's work
. . . ond of . . . assuming one's shore of
responsibility; to . . . understond the rights
of others os well as one's own rights; to de-
velop the ability to porticipote construct-
ively in a sociol group for its greater good;
to develop one's interests . . . and through
these to enrich the leisure time of one's self
and others; . . . to develop o critical
attitude and also o spirit of . . . open
mindedness toward what one rends, hears
or sees; to appreciate the importance of the
conservation of all human and material re-
sources." Centers of interest .are nomed
for the different age levels. Beginning with
the third grade the units of work ore organ-
ized oround concepts of history, civics ond
geography. "History is SOCIETY'S memory,"
and it "seorches for the TRUTH. . . . His-
tory leods the citizen to see and attempt
to solve the PROBLEMS of his time; giving
him a vision of a better society for which to
strive. . . . The present should be used to
illustrate the post and the post to explain
the present."

The course in geography is planned to be
flexible and individual.: . . "A time allot-
ment is suggested for each unit, out . . .
is in no sense arbitrary. Some of the units
may hove such interest for the group that
they will demand more for their invest-
igation." Whot is said about geography
units would be basically true of any good
unit of work. "Less ground is covered by the
unit plon but you hove a much greater op-
portunity to enrich eoch topic by o wealth of
detail, thus intensifying the impressions
which the children receive." Eoch unit should
develop the child's "powers of observation,
widen his sympathies and increase his appre-
ciation of his own or his neighbors environ-
ment. . . . The study of each unit should
be so engrossing that it will get into the talk
of the community. The children should in-
terview people of the community who ore
particularly well informed about any phone
of the unit being studied. They may write
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letters to the 'Chamber of Commerce' in
certain cities o school children in our own
or other lands asking for information. . . .

Remember that the text book gives . . .

port of the material needed for this unit
study. Master it but do not depend on it
wholly. . . . Much opportunity should be
given for individual reports and for smoll
group activity. . . . Don't hurry the study
of any unit. Remember that it tokes time
to 'ripen' impressions. . . . Most children
need to learn a new way to think about
focts. They should not be asked to learn o
foct for the fact's sake, but for o felt need.
. . . The teacher of geography helps the
child to discover his world and its peoples
. . . to get some understanding of the re-
lationship between mon's activities and his
geographical environment."

For seventh and eighth grades two en-
richment units in geography are proposed.
One is Survey of Industries, and the other A
Survey of Leading Countries. Together they
ore called A Comparative Study of the
World. The oims ore to get' "a new view
of the interdependence of notions, to dis-
cover . . . principles controlling the pro-
duction, manufacturing and distribution of
the world's most important commodities

There are ten units of work under the
brood designation of Agriculture and Geog-
raphy of Nebraska for seventh and eighth
grades. These units ore intended to give the
pupil "o picture of the development of the
state from a wild, unsettled virgin territory"
and to create "a regard far the hardihood,
bravery, and fixed purpose of the western
pioneers. . . .

"Nebraska is essentially on agricultural
state. . . . Rural boys and girls ore more
interested in studying reol farming problems,
improved practices on the farm, information
about the state and federal agencies which
render service to the former, and the re-
lotions of farmers with people in other
occupations than about agriculture from
the pages of o book.. . . Many rural school
teachers have been reared in town," but
if they know something about agriculture
and elementary science, "any teacher will



be able to succeed if she is willing to
study the problem and liarn while she lives
in the country.... The teacher must think
of agricultUre as an achievement and as an
occupation which takes the time and atten-
tion of the entire rural family. Certain ac-
tivities are carried on during different peri-
ods of the year. This course of study is based
on these activities. The teacher must think
of agriculture in terms of problems . . .
every farmer must solve.... Many lessons
may be taught from specimens taken from
the fields, orchard or garden.... Trips to
a nearby farm may be made to study animals
or buildings.... The teacher should lose
no opportunity to study the object or acti-
vity itself, rather than to read and then
talk about it.

"Schools may find it possible to organize
agriculture clubs in their neighborhood. If
a Corn, Pig, or Calf Club were organized, it
would be possible to devote more time to
other phases of agriculture and add practical
experiences." Courses of study of other
states which like Nebraska have large agri-
cultural acreage also suggest plans whereby
boys and girls may have same actual ex-
perience with crops and livestock. Indian
Service schools have been able pretty gener-
ally to realize this objective because in con-
trast to public schoolsboth the dayschools
and the boarding schools have enough land
around them so that gardens, field crops and
livestock can be raised and cared for as an
integral part of the educational program.
Curricula for Indian schools in rural areas
provide for first hand experiences in these
fields, as well as for theoretical subject
matter.

Character Education has as its aim to
emphasize "common honesty, morality,
courtesy, obedience to law, respect for the
notional flag, the Constitution of the United
States and the State of Nebraska, respect
for parents and home, the dignity and ne-
cessity for honest labor and other lessons
of o steadying influence, which tend to de-
velop an upright and desirable citizenry."
The State Department of Public Instruction
has prepared bulletins about the Knighthood
of Youth Clubs, as sponsored by the Nationol

Child Welfare Association, and teachers are
urged to use these clubs as a means of
character education. The club program pro-
vides for activities for club members, for
learning to "assume responsibility . . . for
consultation with individual pupils . . .
for happy natural experiences . . . so that
they will function for better discipline.
. . . In the club plan, the strong incentive
to do right is the approval of the social
gallery which through the club includes the
school, home and community. . . . We are
more concerned today about the child's
social attitudes, his emotions and conduct.
We are less ardent to inflict upon him super-
ficial indoctrination. We want socialized cit-
izens and not mere adding machines and
phonograph records. . . . Real character
growth comes in proportion as either chil-
dren or adults face their own problems frank-
ly, predict consequences, make their deci-
sions and in practice suffer the consequci-
ces." This last statement is .quoted from
G. B. Watson's The Project Method,
Y. M. C. A. Forum Bulletin, March 1924.

"The school club should be organized
as a regular part of the school program."

Health education, safety, and physical
education are provided for in a series of
units of work in all grades from one through
eight. Very considerable attention is given
to narcotics, with a unit coiled, Harmful
Things for the Body for use in grades one,
two and three; a unit on Alcohol, Nicotine
and Opium Derivatives for grades four, five
and six; and one called Nature and Effects
of Narcotics for seventh and eighth grades.
An unusually large amount of material has
been assembled on this subject, together
with suggestions as to content, actual stories
to be read, teaching procedures and pupil
activities.

Nebraska approves of local curriculum
construction, of integrating different sub-
ject matter areas, of character education,
of flexibility of method to meet individual
needs, of learning through a voriety of ac-
tivities, of organizing the class into small
work groups. The entire staff at many Indian
schools is meeting regularly to work on the
development of a curriculum for the school;
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summer schools and supervisors provide
guidance. Teachers in Indian schools are en-
couraged to group the work of a given yearoround a centrol integrative theme. Indion
school curricula provide for the developmentof habits and attitudes through group acti-
vities. Teochers are expected to make ony
provisions necessary to insure individuol

pupil progress. Indian education accepts
as desirable the use of varied learning ac-
tivities requiring the monipulotion of many
kinds of materials, tools and implements.
Indian Service teochers are urged to make
opportunities for children to work together
in smoll groups rather than to attempt to
teoch them en masse.



NEVADA

The 1938 issue of the State of Nevado
Course of Study for the Elementary Grades
was originally issued in mimeographed form
two years earlier. The material was sent to
many schools in the state and teachers were
invited and urged to make criticisms of the
work. The present document includes many
suggestions received. Nevada teachers, like
those in the Indian Service, are expected to
participate actively in developing the course
of study for their schools.
Curriculum flexible

As evidence that material in the Nevado
elementary state course of study is intended
to be flexible are these statements: "The
subject matter contained herein is more sug-
gestive than mandatory. While . . . stand-
ards of accomplishment are desirable and
necessary, there is no wish to . . . reduce
all children in our schools to a single pattern
of knowledge. . . . Genuine interest in the
community, the people, and a community
spirit which results in activities of real' ser-
vice to the community are irresistable assets
to cny education. . . . Education is more
effective when it deals with everyday living."
These might be compared to an Indian Ser-
vice statement of policy which reads,
"Teachers are expected to find within the
environment much of the material for their
education program."

To indicate principles to which the Ne-
vado state education authorities subscribe
the course of study quotes phrases from
the Creed of the teachers of the Francis W.
Porker School of Chicago: "Self activated
work causes the greatest gain to pupils.
. . . Training in initiative is the child's
greatest need. . . . Freedom with balanc-
ing responsibility is the best condition far
moral and intellectual growth. . . . Real
experience with actual material is on essen-

tial of learning. . . . Opportunity for var-
ied expression is necessary far right educa-
tion. . . For pUrposes of development,
children must be treated os individuals and
not os a group. . . . One of the most ef-
fective and wholesome motives is the social
motive." a

Activities suggested by environment
Other suggestions to teachers are, "The

task of the teacher is to direct and stimu-
late the children in activities of learning that
are mode possible by the elements of which
their environment is composed. . . . The
content material of any single text book or
school subject must not be pursued in isola-
tion. The teacher should be fomiliar with
the theory and practice of correlation, and
should seek to link together the items of
all learning moteriol into one unified and
complete whale"

Commenting an the more than thirty
courses in the elementary curriculum and
the multitude of short doily recitations which
they call for in the one roam school, the Ne-
vada elementary course of study says, "In-
struction, drill and the stimulation of pupil
self- activity ore crowded out, and the
teacher becomes o mere hearer of recita-
tions. Combinations, alterations and cor-
relation will . . . result in more efficient
teaching. . . . From this heterogeneous
mixture of subject matter, let us draw two
guiding principles of education and call
them our fundamental mottoes: 1. To teach
the child have to live; 2. To teach the child
to earn o living."
Aids in learning to read

Suggested as aids to children in learning
to read are such activities os, "Conversa-
tion about home activities, telling stories
about pets and toys, playing a variety of
games, taking excursions, looking at picture
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books and talking about them, dramatizing
stories, labeling objects, matching things.
. . . We must consider the harm which
may later come to a child's nervous system,
his health and his mental attitude in gen-
eral, if too much reading is forced upon him
before he is ready." It is proposed thot spe-
cial groups be formed to provide a place for
children who ore of regular chronological
age but who ore "immotura or not up to
reading-readiness age, or who have langu-
age, social or other handicaps which prevent
them from progressing regularly, or who en-
ter school late, or who hove been kept out
a great ciao! because of illness or other
causes."

For language studies, teachers ore told
that no text book is used in the first grade,
that "all work in this grade is oral," thgt the
work should be. "closely connected with
home life and experiences." For the second
grade there is no adopted text book, but
teachers "should hove access to such books
os ore applicable to the work. . . . There
is a wide variation in individual spelling abili-
ties and it is the responsibility of the teacher
to make assignments accordingly . .

remember that o pupil will hove no need to
spell a word until he knows its meaning."
Number must be meaningful

In regard to the teaching of arithmetic,
the Nevado elementary course of study has
these things to soy. "There is a reaction
against . . . the formal manipulations of
arithmetic skills in the early grades. If they
ore taught before the child . . . is men-
tally ready they will not be retained.On the
other hand, many arithmetic facts for which
the child has use can be taught. . . . We
must invest numbers with meaning beforewe
teach abstract number processes. In order
to do this we must proceed much more
slowly than in the post." The answer to the
question as to when arithmetic teaching
should begin, "depends upon what we mean
by arithmetic. If we mean the formal mas-
tery of addition and subtraction facts. ...,
the subject had better be postponed to the
third or fourth grade. If . . . we consider
that arithmetic is understanding the every-
day situations that involve quantitative ad-

justments, then it may be started in the
kindergarten. . . . We hove lessened the
requirements on formal manipulation of
arithmetic skills ond increosed . . . num-
ber concept and quantitative adjustment."
Despite the fact the Nevado elementary
course of study was issued as for back os
1938, its recommendations about handling
reading, language arts ond arithmetic cor-
respond closely to practices advocated by
numberless articles on the tool subjects
which hove appeared in Indian Education.
(See pages 17 and 18.)
Use many different books

"No one of the texts is considered a com-
plete course in science. . . . We recom-
mend thot teachers . . . equip themselves
with several texts covering the several fields
they feel ore most beneficial to the children
of that community." One of the special aims
of science experience is stated to be "to en-
able the children to better understand . . .

and control their environment, and to adjust
themselves to it through knowledge of the
science involved in the doily problems of liv-
ing." Compare these aims with certain
phrases from the primary objectives of In-
dian schools: To aid students in analyzing
the economic resources a the reservationand
in planning more effective ways of utiliz-
ing these resources . . ., intelligent con-
servation of natural resources, . . . Devel-
op better health habits, improved sanita-
tion and higher stondards of diet with a
view to the prevention of tuberculosis tra-
choma and infant diseases, . . . to aid stu-
dents in achieving some mastery over, their
environment (see pages 11 through 20).

For training in citizenship, Nevada re-
commends, "organize the school into clubs
and assign duties to the children.. . .

Since there is no offical text to follow, the
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teacher will need to develop the course on
o project basis,. . . build projects which
ore suitable to the community in which she
serves. . . . Guide each pupil and keep him
'going somewhere' vocationally. ... Train
more in school for the things we really do in
life. . . . Include organizations in music,
athletics, art, policing, curio and stomp col-



1

lecting,ogriculture,debating, sport, pets, ac-tive community work." As part of the train-ing in good citizenship, teachers are urgedto help children realize that "conservation

is the foundation of the welfare and stabilityof the future generations," and involve chil-dren in establishing
a "safety code for homeand highway."
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NEW MEXICO

Among recently issued state courses ofstudy is that of New Mexico. (1) it illustrates
many trends in the direction of making ed-ucation more realistic, less completely pre-scribed but with greater initiative for thelocal school in developing an environment-
centered curriculum ond better provisionsfor each student to progress at the rotewhich is individually

possible for him.
Local adaptation desirable

The new elementary course of study forNew Mexico states that major emphasis hosbeen placed on developing skills togetherwith interests in activities that will be corriedon by the pupils after they leave school. Itgoes on to soy that this course of study isintended to be used as "a guid;" by teach-ers, and they "are urged to adapt thematerial to the needs of the communitiesin which they teach." Several times repeatedis the caution that "deviations from the out-line may be necessary and should be made tomeet the needs of the curriculum in any onecommunity and also the individual needsof the child. . . . It is important that theteacher become acquainted with the com-munity, survey its resourcesso as to utilizethe community as 2 basis for curriculum de-velopment."
This new course makes these recommen-dations. "There should be ample opportun-ities for children to help plan, execute ondevaluate their own experiences so that theyare able to participate

happily and naturallyin a democrotic
society. . . . Without aplan little isaccomplished in any undertaking,and conducting a school is no exception.This plan should be flexible, include goodtechniques of method, contain a curriculumthat provides for the acquisition of tool-

i1) Curriculum Development in the
Elementary Schools ofNew Mexico, State Department of Education, Santo Fe,New Mexico, 4'44. 51.00.
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subject skills and for information in thefield of content subjects. . . . The em-phosis in teaching has consistently shiftedfrom teaching subjects to teaching actly-ities and accordingly there must be flexi-ibility to work around large centers of in-terest. . . This in turn calls for largeblocks of time to permit following a vitalinterest through, in contrast to many briefrecitations on unrelated subjects."
Teachers ore advised that, instead of de-voting a certain amount of time each day tosome unit of progress, "it is better to plana certoin amount of time each week, some-times using the time all in one day, sometimes spreading it over two or three days,"because this "aids in giving children asense of accomplishment not always at-tained in short and interrupted periods.Every, day may differ, for growth impliesconstant change."

LoConsmunidad reports results
Pages 16 through 24 describe a de-sirable type of school day in a New Mexicopublic school. The account is from a book,La Communidod, (2) which details a fiveyear educational experiment. Mary Wat-son, now Director of Elementary Educationfor the New Mexico State Deportment ofEducation, was principal at this experiment-al school.

"In the elementary
schools, social studies'have brood implications. The child must, onhis own level, experience life itself. . . .The minimum interpretation of social studiesis the inclusion of histe .y, geography andcitizenship; the maximum, the whole childin his whole environment. . . . The terms

science, history, geography, literature, art,music, health ore . . . good terms because
(2) La Communidod.

1.. S. Tiremon and
Mary Watson, Uni-versity of New Mexico. Albuqueraue. 32.00. New title"A Community School in a Spanish-Speaking



they delineate certain fields of knowledgeand experience. As these fields . . . areinextricably related and interwoven, it seemsadvisoble to present them in terms of humanlife common to all people."
Units of work advocated

Organizing subject matter into units ofwork is taken for granted. "In working . . .on a social studies unit, many opportunitiespresent themselves to motivate the mosteryof subject motter, far more . than in the. . subject-centered program." Sampleunits of work on several grade levels, sug-gestive of what a teacher herself might de-velop, are included.
Pages 129 through 146 describe a socialstudies project in the field of citizenship.The project is called Marshall City, and ex-plains student

government octivities carriedon at the John Marshall School in Albuquer-que.
In Janurary, 1945, the General Commit-tee for the State High School CurriculumProgram wrote to members of the SpecialCommittees charged with reorganizing thecourse of study for secondary schools. Re-ferring to the last revision in 1931, the lettersays, "It is suggested that you retain thoseelements which have proven their worth, andthat you discard recommendations whichexperience has revealed as valueless. If postevents, or anticipated future changes,prompt you to suggest objectives which areentirely new, may you be courageous in ex-pressing your best thought in such in-stances."

High school should recognize individualdifferences
As a guide to the Special

Committees, theletter includes a suggested table of contentswith some elaboration of each of its head-ings. The ogreements of the General Com-mittee are based upon the following funda-mental understandings: "The minimumessentials should be adjusted to the averagepupil. . . . Secondary school pupils are aheterogeneous group marked by great dif-ferences in background, interests and abil-ities. . . The secondary school
teacher iswell prepared to make the many adapta-tions needed to meet the needs of individual

differences provided she is freed from therigid requirements of a completely pre-scribed course of study. . . . A number ofthings well done are better than many thingsattempted and not mastered. . . . Bothpupils and teachers are under constantpressure because of the ossumed responsi-bility of covering every page (of the textbook). . . . The attempt results in too littleottention to these elements whose mastery,or lack of it, condition the pupil's ability tomake use of those elements."
A list of general objectives is included.These are quite similar to the primary ob-jectives of Indian schools (see pages 134 5).Each Special Committee is instructed to de-velop an outline of ideas as to the relation-ship existing between the general objectivesand the specific course. "This means essen-tially that the contribution of the specificcourse to the attainment of the generalobjective should be revealed," together withhe contribution which the courses make tothe students in their practical life situations.Flexible program essential

"While the General Committee is tom- .mitted to the policy of emphasizing the min-imum essentials, it is necessary to makesuggestions concerning enrichment of thecurriculum for the gifted pupils and modi-fications of the curriculum for those of limit-ed ability. . . . In order to meet the needsof the less able students, more flexiblity isneeded and might be accomplished by thefollowing opportunities. Refer students toodditional texts more simply written. Readpopular books i the some or related fields.Work on simpler projects or reports. Makeuse of pupils' special abilities in other fields.Listen to reports by more able pupils. Givesufficient praise for accomplishment. Dwellmore on the tangible. Make increased pro-visions for construction work. Broaden thebase to allow credit for related activities.Arouse interest in vocational
opportunities."Each Special Committee is expected tostress materials which are closely related tothe pupirs.normal, daily experiences in andout of school. By pointing out those areas ofthe outline which can be so utilized, "teach-
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ers can be encouraged to bring more real-
ism into the classroom."

Suggestions about correlation with other
subjects are, "No subject can be isolated,"
and "Do not go out of your way too far to
reveal means of applying the subject matter
under consideration to other fields, at the
same time bear in mind that no course stands
alone but becomes an essential small part
of a larger program."

Challenge pupil participation and planning
The comment is made that "between the

authoritarian teaching of earlier years" and
the idea that the pupil "need not do any-
thing he does not happen to want to do" is
a middle ground that "encourages and
challenges pupil participation in planning
and carrying on learning experiences for the
benefit of the group. This is the procedure
referred to as 'socialization,' and which we
recommend."

The letter states that "problem solving
is so important an aspect of everyday living
that a teacher should avail herself of every
opportunity to help pupils locate problems

- and should use these problems as a means
to increase pupil skill in problem solving."
It goes on to point out that "there is a casual
relationship between projects and problems,
and that you cannot have the former with-
out first having had the latter." Finally, it
cautions against beginning the preparation
of a unit of work by thinking only of subject
matter, "think first of the understanding
that you would like the pupils to have," and
which would lead to some alteration in the
pupil's way of life, "when such on under-
standing is your definite aim, then search
for the learning experience which will serve
as a means to the development of the under-
standing."

Elementary Schools

The new state course of study for elemen-
tary schools devotes much space to the dis-
cussion of techniques for teaching reading,
language and arithmetic. This bulletin em-
bodies in its recommendations the findings
of numbers of projects in educational re-
search which are recognized as having
proven their worth.
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Consider individual differences
The following comments are indicative of

the general point of view: "Children do not
learn according to any one preconceived
idea. . . . In the past, a certain part of
(each of the tool subjects and content sub-
jects learned) was designated for each year in
school. The recent trend seems to be in the
direction of finding out where each child is
in his achievement ct,d interests, and build-
ing on that. It would seem reasonable to pre-
pare or buy diagnostic tests ancrtheh help
each child analyze his own case and outline
his own program. Instead of trying to keep
all ten year old children together, it would
be much more sensible to group those who
were having the same difficulty. . . . The
teacher directs the mental development of
the child from the level of achievement he
possesses when she receives him, to the next
higher level."

In considering techniques for teaching
- reading, considerable attention is given to
factors which retard progress. "Large classes
in primary grades make it impossible to
give the individual child the attention he
needs. . . . Inflexible grading and promo-
tion schemes, with rigid and uniform require-
ments for passing. . . . Lack of adequate
materials to meet different age interests or
to care for varying abilities. . . . Too early
entrance into school. . . . Poor teaching
methods."
The non-English-speaking beginner

Many suggestions for better methods of
teaching reading, especially with beginners
and first graders are given. "The schools
vary a great deal in the readiness for read-
ing among the different groups of children.
Some schools are faced with the problem of
children who do not know English when they
enter school. These children need a long and
more concentrated program to prepare
them for reading than do children who knew
their English and who have had many. inter-
esting and varied experiences before they
came to school. All children should be test-
ed for reading readiness before charts or
books are introduced to them. The prelim-
inary training period for different groups of



children will vary from three months to one
school year."
Varied experience necessary

The proposed prelimindry training period
would stress experiences like the following:
"Providing each child with real, varied and
rich experience through excursion, through
practical activities such as coring for a pet,
food experiences such as making soup, co-
coa, cookies or a garden. . Training in the
use of oral language by providing opportun-
ities for listening and conversation about
trips or experiences, story telling and re-
telling, discussing pictures, simple directions
or explanations, group (oral) compositions on
room interests. . . . Social experiences;
birthdays, special daysThanksgiving,
Christmas, Valentine's Day, game experien-
ces and dramatic ploy, visiting other rooms,
parties. . . . Experiences in !Torii p lot i ng,
coloring, pointing, sowing, hammering and
building."

Recommended for increasing reading
readiness are numerous types of games
and exercises which ore designed to de-
velop "visual abilities" for children who
have "poor memory for objects and forms
which they have seen;" to develop "audi-
tory abilities" for those who hove "difficulty
in remembering what they hove heard;" to
develop "mato- abilities" because some
children are "clumsy and lock coordination
in their movements;" to improve articula-
tion because "speech defects should be cor-
rectedbefore the child is exposed to read-
ing."
Reading readiness essential to success

"Until recently our first grade programs
have been built on the assumption that chil-
dren have had their preparation and ore
'ready' to read." The state authorities re-
cognize that there hove been far too many
failures arriong first grade children and that
these failures "were largely due to chil-
dren's inability to meet the requirements
set for them in reading skills. Many studies
have resulted in the conclusion that chil-
dren learn to read much more readily and
pleasurably, that they develop good attitudes
toward reading much more surely, and make
much more rapid progress if teachers wait

until children ore fully ready to undertake
reading before beginning its definite in-
struction."
Flexible groupings recommended

The following statement represents the
policy in regard to the teaching of reading
from the second grade upward. "The prac-
tice of flexible grouping, not only in read-
ing but in all school activities, greatly facil-
itates individual and group progress. The
child with a reading problem should be
placed in the group or grade where con he
secure the most help on his particular prob-
lem. Children who move to another grade for
reading ore referred to as 'visiting' read-
ers. Children know that no change is perm-
anent, and they are moved as fast as suf-
ficient improvement is shown. Each child re-
urns toliis awn grade for his other work."

An added comment is that reading problems
should receive more recognition during con-
tent subject periods, in addition to the at-
tention given them in regular reading
periods.
Language use grows from activities

For language experiences, teachers ore
encouraged to aid in vocabulary growth by
planning occasions for children to use words
which they hove learned through their ac-
tivities, and to devise ample opportunities
for oral expression by the child. Children are
encouraged "to talk about their personal in-
terests with the group" and to exchange
ideas. For first graders, it is suggested that
they can develop the ability to write their
first name and captions for original draw-
ings in one word or in short phrases. For sec-
ond graders, "stress story telling, drama-
tization, but above all, provide situations
where children will hove something to talk
about." In written expression, second grad-
ers may "make captions for pictures brought
in for the bulletin board on individual or on
social science interests. These captions may
be a word or a phrase at the beginning of
.the year, and complete sentences as the
child acquires ability to write o statement.
At this time the use of the period is taught.
. . . A composition is dictated by the group,
written by the teacher on the board, later on
mode into a chart for re-reading!!
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The new Course of study has this to say
about spelling. "The teaching of spelling,
beginning in the second grade, has as itsaim the furnishing of tools the pupil will
need to use in writing. Too much stress has
been given to learning columns of isolated
words rather than to skills that will be an aid
in written expression. . . . Where pupils
have an important part in the selection of
words to study, there is a definite spelling
consciousness," and teachers are urged to
use words taken from special interests in
the classroom or from the sociol science in-
terests. "Most children who have spelling
difficulty are not getting enough practice in
using words in written expression."
Must give purpose to writing

"Children do not hove any particular
need for writing. They do not understand the
social significance of writing. Therefore
the social school must provide many ex-
periences wherein writing is given purpose
and meaning." Teachers are advised to
start writing lessons in the latter part of
the first grade and to continue them through
the second grade. "It is advisable for chil-
dren to do their first writing on the black-
board. . . . Experimental practice has de-
termined that the use of manuscript writ-
ing is a distinct aid" to children in their be-
ginning attempts to learn to rend.
Postpone computational skills

Here follow statements which present the
New Mexico public school thinking in re-
gard to the teaching of arithmetic. "Many
of the recommendations for grade place-
ment ore in the nature of moving it up.
There has been a postponement of arith-
metic work previously required in primary
grades." For pre-first and first grade are
suggested: "emphasis upon the building of
number meanings and the development of
concepts, such as those of size, quantity
and location, a stable arithmetic readiness
background," to include among other things
the ability "to repeat their oges; to count
out the correct number of scissors and simi-
lar materials; to sense that 5 is more than 2;
to begin to gain the concept of time, time for
recess, time to catch the bus, marking spec-
ial days on the calendar; to begin to gain the
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concept of size, a big ball, tall, short; ta be-
gin to gain the concept of coins, a dime buys
more than a nickel; ta know the meaning of
words like more, less.

"After numbers are experienced through
on integrated series of activities in pre-first
and second grades, more mature children,
with a basic fund of number knowledge and
experiente to which can be related sub
sequent learning, are now ready fbr com-
putational arithmetic."

While school systems must necessarily
differ at points from other systems in thematter f grade placement of elements of
arithmetic, reading and language work,there is close agreement between the point.of view of the( New Mexico public schoolsand the Indian Service in regard to the
necessity for making arrangements for in-
dividual progress in mastering the funda-.
mental skills in all the tool subjects, and in
regard to on acceptance of the fact that childgrowth and development is a matter of slaw
and gradual maturing over a considerable
period of time.

Non-English-Speaking Children
A considerable section of the new state

course of study (pp. 320-333) discusses prob-
lems of dealing with those who enter school
without the ability to speak or understand
English. Because of the large number' of
children from Indian and Mexican speaking
communities in the public schools, many of
their teachers are faced with the same
puzzelment encountered by numberless Ind-

-ion Service teachers. Significont statements
in this section of the bulletin indicate howsimilar are their problems to ours.
Bilingual difficulties

"Bilingual children are those who think
and speak at home in a language other than
English, and who upon entering school mustlearn to think, speak, read and write in a
language new to them. In addition many
come from an environment which has given
them little opportunity for developing the
necessary concepts which will enable them
to understand the things which are pre-
sented in the beginning charts, pre-primers
and first readers. Often these children arc
timid and shy, and have difficulty in ad-
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justing themselves and becoming a part of
the social school group."
Activities helpful

Some of the devices which hav,e been help-
ful in dealing with the bilingual child arer
"to secure the cooperation of other children
in making (the newcomer) feel at home in
his new surroundings, . . . to impress the
child with (the value of) the contributions
which his ancestors have made to our
American way of life, . . . to appreciate
the particular contribution which he himself
can make to the new school group, . . .

-through the use of concrete materials such
as pictures, objects, construction materials,
books, toys, etc., to build up the necessary
background to first hand experience. . . .

Activities provide excellent opportunities
for developing the ability to speak English
in real life situations. If the children can
participate in the activities successfully, the
motivation for learning English is greatly in-
creased. . . . Develop the experience
background as well as the social adjustment,
emotional stability and language ability be-
fore hurrying the child into formal school
work. Many authorities agree that most
bilingual children will need at least a year
or readiness development before they be-
gin book reading. . . . See that the child is
given only such work as he can do with a
reasonable degree of success. . . . Be
patient. ., . . Establish friendly relations
with the child's home and the welfare work-
ers of the community. . . . Set up situa-
tions which require the use of English (by the
child). . . . Praising the child for using his
new (language) accomplishment in the class-
room, on the play ground and at home will
do more to stimulate his desire to speak
English than making rules forbidding him to
use his native tongue. . . . In evaluating
the child's work, do not consider his prcgress
in academic work alone. Of equal, or great-
er importance are his progress and improve-
ment made in social and emotional adjust-
ment, development of concepts, habits of
cleanliness, and language."
Centers of interest

Among many suggestions about materials
of instruction to be used, these few are

selected as representative of approved proce-
dures. "Centers of Interest should include:
Library Corner: plenty of picture books. . . .

scrap books. Keep the vocabulary to be
taught in mind; Play Center: to attract the
child in establishing an English vocabulary.
Provide toys, airplanes, wagons, boats, balls,
animals, garden tools, musical instruments,
families of dolls, playhouse and some furni
ture and housekeeping 'equipment,' personal
cleanliness equipment; Construction Center:
manipulative materials, paper, crayons,
paste, colored paper, newsprint, clay, work-
bench, scraps of wood, wooden boxes, tools,
nails; Science Center The splendid new pri-
mary science texts will give plenty of in-
spiration for varied material for observation,
aside from the usual aquarium and ter-
rarium" another section of the course of
study makes fuller suggestions about the
Science Center. A low table and a few
shelves will suffice. Teachers are reminded
that all children are interested in insects,
rocks, leaves, animals, plants, trees, birds,
electricity, soil, and other aspects of nature,
and that we should allow them to experiment
with, observe and handle such things in the
classroom. Specimens are displayed on the
si...ives and changed frequently. Pictures of
flowers, insects, birds, etc. are part of the
Science Corner "The science interests in
the corner will motivate many worthwhile
excursions to many parts of the community,
and provide material for oral language;
Beauty Center: Display one article at a time
for its intrinsic beauty. The contribution
may be made by the teacher, more often by
the children. Never turn down anything
which a child may bring for this purpose."
Descriptions of additional centers of inter-
estHealth Corner, Handicraft Center
are found in other parts of the bulletin.
Helpful practices

The following are offered as practices
helpful in vocabulary building with bilingual
children. "Select two or three words a day
for the first two or three weeks, increase as
children become accustomed to school. .

Select words that are easily taught together
on, under. . . . Teach words at a suit-
able timesnow on a snowy day. . . .
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Sounds that are difficult and words too
similar in sound are taught on different days
tomato, potato. Be sure to note any diffi-
cult sounds and check on these. . . If
aztion words are to be taught, be sure t 7*

there is available space to demonstrote the
oction. . . . Use a variety of materials in
presenting a word. . . . As soon as possible
have the children answer in complete, but
very brief sentences. . . . Teach songs,
rhymes, finger plays and games thot include
the words (in the agreed upon vocabulary).
. . . Tell stories in which the words occur.
. . . Dramatize stories and rhymes. . . .

Put objects out for (children) to play or work
with ofter they have learned the words. The
teocher goes around the room, talking with
children about what they are doing. . . .

Make a large picture dictionary. Floor
blocks are ovailable and children will begin
to build with them. This furnishes a splendid
lead for discussion... . . Drill in compre-
hending and using words through pictures,
games, dramatization, songs, stories and
rhymes.... Possible excursions.... File indi-
vidual drawings and paintings (as later dis-
cussion material).. . . Make group picture
books, illustrate them, write group com-
positions.

"Practically all of the foregoing material
is necessary for reading readiness. Develop-
ing reading readiness is especially important
for the bilingual child. After facility in the
use of English has been established, most
of the other suggestions for developing read-
ing readiness in English speaking children
are equally applicable to the bilingual
child."
Help for small school

New Mexico, like the Indian Service, has
many one and two teacher schools. The new
course of study (pp. 307-318) gives detailed
help to teachers in such schools for bettering
their practices and procedures.

"The idea that one and two room schools
are isolated places, with underprivileged
children, is wrong. They are a true picture
of American democracy. There is a closer
tie between children, teacher and parents
in small rural communities. This living and
working together as a group will bring obout
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responsibility, cooperation, leadership, and
development of abilities and interests."

Pupil groupings for instruction

"After stressing the educational value of
having children share in the planning and in
the participating responsibility for arrange-
ments in regard to classroom furnishings,
heating and ventilating cloakrooms, toi-
lets, drinking water, the hot lunch period,
and playground activities," the problem of
grouping students receives attention. "It
is unwise and very inefficient for teachers
to attempt to teach all subjects in each of.
the eight grades. A workable.plan is to com-
bine two or more grades and alternate the
sequence in the. various subjects each year.
This grouping must be explained to both
children and parents. Grouping should al-
ways be considered from the standpoint of
the children's needs. The first and in many
cases the second, grade children read to-
gether. The third and fourth grade program
widens. The fifth and sixth, seventh and
eighth may be combined into two reading
groups. The seventh and eighth grade group
may be oble to do independent reading to
solve problems. The teacher should strive to
have not more than three reading groups
in order to have time for all related read-
ing activities for each class. . . . RegroUp-
ing will continue for months. This means
that some seventh and eighth graders might
have to read with fifth graders who are
reading a fourth grade book. Many of the
recent text books are so identified that
grades are not mentioned. This arrangement
lessens the embarrassment of the older
pupils. The teacher can make the. pupils
realize that this is for their own good and
that she is trying to help them to help
themselves."

Vocabulary building important
"Language, writing and spelling can

easily be-combined. Very little writing and no
spelling will be done in first grade. The sec-
ond and third may be combined, the fourth
and fifth, the sixth, seventh and eighth.
Language itself cannot be confined to set
periods but should be stressed throughout
the school program by building an adequate



vocabulary with which children can express
themselves.

"Because of all this grouping which is
done in the one and two room school, and
because grade levels are disregarded, it
is imperative that teachers keep individu-
al records of children's progress."
Individual difference can be provided for

"In one and two teacher schools, the
teacher has a wonderful opportunity to pro-
vide for individual differences which is not
always possible in a larger graded school.
Formal (grade levels) can be disregarded
and subject matter .divisions need not be

madhered to. Subject. matter of one and two
room .schools should be adapted to rural
problems. Since it is true that most books are
planned for city children, it is up to the
teacher to supplement with material which
will be worthwhile to her group. The matter
of books is not as important as making use

'of a community and its resources, news-
papers, magazines and the radio. A school
garden can 'help motivate the study of
agriculture. Testing the soil, planning
the garden, collecting seeds and preparing
the soil can be a few of the problems
solved in any rural district. The teacher,
by cooperating with the community, can
easily make (children and parents) under-
stand that, though the three R's are im-
portant it is honest thinking, learning to
take the initiative and forming habits
of cooperation, which help the three R's."
A common project for all grades

"The social studies cover various areas
of living. Again, combining can easily be
done. The first three grades study their
own homes and community, the immedi-
ate locality only; fourth and fifth, expand
their interests to wider field and some-
what more complicated problems . The

'same unit is carried on in all grades.
While primary grades are learning vo-
cabulary concerning the unit, second and
third are doing simple reading, writing
charts and discussing, fourth and fifth are
doing more extensive reading concerning
the same unit, and sixth, seventh and
eighth are doing still more extensive read-
ing research and discussing. Use as many
(different) geographies and history books
as are available. Some days the teacher
may spend the entire period' discussing
and planning with the lower grades while
older pupils are reading and doing re-
search. The following day the lower
grades group might be busy while the
older children discuss, report or plan.

"With the help of sixth, seventh and
eighth graders, third, fourth, and 'fifth
graders can make a detailed map of their
community recording any kind of data,
such as bus routes or points of interest
where excursions might be taken. Wild-
life of the community, farm crops, roads
are a few suggestions for mapping. Maps
will motivate reading and discussing.

"Carefully planned excursions which
grow out of the curriculum will enrich
learning.

"In arithmetic, again the teacher should
find out where each child is in his
achievement and interest and build upon
that. Children having the same difficulty
are grouped together regardless of grade."

Those who have followed Indian Edu-
cation through the years of its publication
or who have read Education For Action
and who are acquainted with the offerings
as Indian Service Summer Sessions, will
recognize numerous likenesses between what
they have learned and what is now
being suggested to teachers in the public
schools of New Mexico.
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NORTH CAROLINA

In 1941 the General Assembly passed alaw extending the public school system from11 to 12 grades. The State Superintendentof Public Instruction and the Central Cur-riculum Committee of the Twelve Year Pro-gram Study, in 1942, issued A SuggestedTwelve Year Program. This bulletin gives anover-all view of the suggested curriculum.Later, more detailed bulletins are to be de-
veloped democraticolly "throUgh the activeparticipation of all of the teachers of thestate."

Guiding principles of curriculum makingare stated. Curriculum building "is a con-tinuous, on going process, . . must beflexible enough to permit satisfactory localadoptation and experimentation, . .. shouldprovide for participation . . . of pupils,
teachers, parents, and the laity in general.. . Program changes at one level shouldnot be made out of relationship to all otherlevels of instruction.

. . The success of acurriculum program is dependent upon awise utilization of the latest informationand research concerning the growth and de-velopment of children."
Port 1 of the bulletin lists objectives anddEusses administrative problems of pupil

progress and guidance. It admits the needfor giving the "public school program avocational trend," for "training the greatmass of boys and girls in North Carolina whodo not get to go to college," for revising thestate system of education to "make it morerealistic," for accepting the challenge "thatthe secondary school need not be bound by
conventional patterns of content or organi-zation," for following the thought that edu-
cation should "include social, emotional andphysical growth as well as intellectualgrowth," and for "making adjustments that
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will assist . . . in overcoming the high rateof slow progress in our school."
Speaking of failure and promotion, thebulletin states "that pupil progress . . .can be achieved by undertaking certain cor-rective measures: a curriculum better ad-apted to the child's needs and abilities;more time for the child to grow and as-similate the curriculum; better attendance;improved child health; more attention to. . . mental hygiene . . .; removal ofcommunity distractions; a more interesting,

dynamic school program. . .; better ad-ministrative practices. . . : Local admini-strators and teachers are urged to cooperatein developing better policies, in studyingthe literature on promotion, and in mokinga survey" of existing promotion conditions."The first grade has been the grade in which. . . by far the greatest per cent of non-promotion is found.
"The effect of non-promotion on schoolorganization, size of graded and program ofinstruction is . ... great. The effect on thepupil is . . . much more serious. Failure. . . influences both his personality andhis achievement. . . . Studies show thatpupils who are promoted learn more thanpupils of the some ability and achievementwho are retained , . ., 65% of the pupils

repeating a grade did either poorer or nobetter.. . . The pupil who fails must re-turn to the same work without a clearunderstanding of how he can reach his ob-jective, plus a general feeling of inadequacy.. . . He looses self respect, self confidenceand a feeling of 'belonging'; his interest isreplaced by a feeling of resentment toward. . . the school and . . . results in such un-desirable personality traits as withdraw-ing, day dreaming, backbiting, cheating,



and generally unsotisfactory aggressive be-havior.
"One theory of pupil progress holds thatthere are identical

achievement standards
that must be met by all pupils before theycan pass from a given grade to the next.
. . . The other believes that equivalent op-
portunity should be offered all pupils interms of their ability to do various types ofschool activities," and that children should"keep moving through the grades accordingto chronological age; non-promotion in asystem run on this plan seldom occurs....In many cases promotion is based solely onthe teacher's monthly report marks, or al-

most exclusively on standardized test scores.Measures of pupil growth in many areas are
needed" for a valid appraisal of pupil pro-
gress. Indian education holds a similar pointof view in regard to these matters.

"The function of the guidance program isto help the student reach his optimum de-velopment in relation to his own ability andin his relationships with others." The needfor in-service training of teachers in thisfield is recognized. A few specific guidance
procedure for both elementary and second-
ary schools are outlined.

Part ll discusses teaching procedures and
suggests content and methods for grades I-I 2 inclusive in language arts, mathematics,
social studies, science and health and phy-sical education, art, music, industrial artsand vocational education.

Among over-all suggestions are: "Many
skills and many areas of information are tobe found in books, in courses of study, and
in demands made by pressure groups.Teachers .. . should exercise critical abilityin selecting the appropriate material for the
children concerned. They should choose for
emphasis . . . those skills and that in-
formation which will be used most often bythe greatest number. . . . There is no
reason why an enterprising teacher cannot
se- integrate her program that the meregoing through text books would be neither
necessary or desirable.

"Spelling for spelling's sake, reading for
reading's sake, arithmetic for arithmetic's
sake, information for information's sake,

at least in the ... elementary classes and
in the general courses in high school, are
hardly justifiable. Learning of any skill orfact or habit or attitude . . . should serve
some purpose in a larger, well understood
plan that the learner has helped to make.
. . . A whole class . . . will seldom need
drill upon the same skill at the same time.

"The facility with which the language arts
. . . are used is the surest guarantee of ac-
ademic success. . . . Every hour of everyday in every classroom . . . whether the
teacher is designated as an English teacher,
as a primary teacher, as a mathematics
teacher, as a vocational director . .
a coach, there should be present the feelingof responsibility for guidance in the ef-
fective use of language. . . . Unless all
teachers act as suggested, schools will still
have to suffer the accusation that products
of our schools can't read, or spell, or write,
or talk, as the case may be.

"In the social studies, in science and in
the language arts . . .,the local setting and
the present . . . offer valuable and in-
teresting beginning places. . . From the
local community to North Carolina and to
the nation, then into the far away and long
ago should be the general approach. Such
procedure is psychologically sound.

"Books are valuable assets. . . . So are
radio and motion pictures. Visual educa-
tion . . . is also possible though excur-
sions, dramatizations, constructions, collec-
tions, exhibits and graphic representations.
These . . . should play large parts in ef-
fective teaching and learning.

"Classrooms should provide many op-
portunities for working together to consider
problems, make plans, carry out plans, and
evaluate accomplishment. . .; for finding
and assuming responsibility. . . .; Class-
rooms must become more than places for
recitation of facts or for carrying out direct-
ions of teachers.

"The development of right attitudes . . .
is more likely to result" if learning has "plea-
sant accompaniments." It is recommended
that every teacher in North Carolina "read
at least one good book on Child Growth and
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Development, especially mental and emo-tional growth, every year."
Language arts

"The . . . language teacher must ac-cept as her goal" the development of Ian-.guage art skills in every pupil "in sa far as hisability permits, and through a flexible andintegrative program. . . . Emphasis in theearlier years should be on oral language.
Effective expression, both oral and written,is an indispensable tool in the social develop-ment of every child. . . Emphasis shouldbe focused on . . . free and correct ex-pression of ideas as they are needed in ac-tivities that are vital in the social, civic andvocational lives of the dupils. . . . Em-phasis upon expression with proper guidancein usage tends to produce more fluent andcorrect speech . . . than does work uponformal grammar.
"The first grade teacher should re-cognize that children mature physically,

socially, emotionally and intellectually at dif-ferent rates. . . A great deal of time mustbe spent in developing their readiness forreading. . . . Reading . . . involves in-terpretation in terms of previous experience.. . . Children must see, touch, taste,smell, and otherwise experience the char-acteristics of many things before wordscan mean anything to them. . . . Read-iness is as necessary on the higher levelsand in the various subject matter fields asit is in the first year of school. . . . Eachtime a pupil meets a new and different fieldof .reading, he needs guidance. . . . Thedevelopment of readiness is an individualmatter which cannot be hurried or forced.. . . In the majority of first grades betterhabits and attitudes will be established ifthere is no reading of first readers by chil-dren who do not read primers easily andhappily.
"Manuscript writing is recommended.. . . The first practice . . . should bedone at the blackboard. . . . When theneed for written expression arises, practicein making letters is importantnot . . .isolated letters, but . . . writing the words

needed."
Teachers are cautioned that even as
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far along as the dth grade there will be"a wide range of abilities . . . ;rates of
progress will vary in each individual; and
weaknesses will become more apparent.
. . . Sustained pragress . . . will callfor . . . careful grouping to provide for
individual differences." On the 5th gradelevel, "while the greater part of the languagework is still oral, the pupils should find plea-sure in expressing themselves in writing."
In the 8th grade it "is important. that lan-
guage arts be made functional through cor-relation . . . with social studies, scienceand other content areas. Classroom activi-ties such as publishing a class newspaper,
dramatizing stories . . planning and car-rying out a community project" are advoc-ated. For the secondary school it is proposed
that the"English department, of ter consulta-tion with other departments, get out a stand-
ard usage chart for all teachers, showing
acceptable forms of manuscripts, autlinesand letters and giving the fundamentalrules of punctuation and grammatical us-age. "The use of subject matter centers ofinterest is suggested, and it is felt that ."theteacher and her class may well plan together. . . satisfying units . .

Arithmetic
"The purpose of arithmetic is to equipthe learner . . . to live more proficient-ly, more happly and more intelligently in the

quantitative society of the present. . . .The arithmetic curriculum transcends the
arithmetic period, for significantquantitativesituations" arise throughout the school dayand "in numerous activities outside school.
. . . It is normal for different children towork at different rates of speed, far one child
to require methods of presentation differentfrom those suitable for another child. . . .The arithmetic curriculum must be flexible
enough to allow far many kinds of differen-
tiation, both as to rate of learning and as to
coring for a pet, planning and putting on acontent learned." A class grocery store,party, a sale to raise money, school andhome gardens, a class newspaper, a classpostoffice, are long-time activities which

serve as some of the means of making arith-
metic functional." The search for illustrative
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material should send mathematics teachersand students to the teachers of science lan-
guage, art, geography, social studies, and alsoto banks, shops, store:;, farms, courthouses,offices, etc. . . . The trend in mathematics
is from a narrow computational subject to asubject of broad economic and social signi-ficance. The computational aspects of arith-metic are now handled mainly through . . .
mechanical devices . . . such as the ad-
ding machine, computing scales, computing
gasoline 'service tank slide rules and cbmp-tameter."
Social studies

The social studies "include material. , . drawn from the fields of history, geo-graphy, economics, sociology, political
science, psychology and ethics. . . . Theschools . . . should provide opportunitiesfor children to live in a democratic way. Thiscan be accomplished only when pupils takepart in planning and carrying out school ac-tivities of all kinds. . . . Study of the im-
mediate environment and of the state ingeneral is relatively more important than an
intimate knowledge of places far away, bothwith reference to time and geographical lo-cation.

"Some of the most effective integrations
. . . take place in the development of social
studies units of work." The bulletin sug-gests titles for a broad central theme foreach year's work and mentions a few unitsof work appropriate to the major topic for
each grade. The caution is given that "itis not desirable . . . to make almost iden-tical studies of such topic as Pilgrims or
transportation in successive years.

"Teachers should provide time in thedaily program for a planning period . . :a work period . . . a report period . . .and an evaluation period. Each of thesecalls for active participation by pupils andfor guidance by their teachers.
Science

This program, a continuous and regular
part of the curriculum from grade 1 through
8, "may consist of science as a part of large
units integrating many subjects, of science
that arises incidentally, of science units that
are arganiied on a given topic, and of

science activities arising in the activity pro-
gram." Science must be mode "dynamic
and functional. . . . Biology should in-
clude study of the human body and of allits life. processes. Physics and chemistry
should be practical it 'nature. They wouldthus be not only more worthwhile for the
high school graduate who does not go to
college, but they would also be less likelyto duplicate experiences that the student
would have in these subjects if he should
attend college." Under health and physical
education are listed health activites by
grades, and suggestions are presented for
integrating health work with the center of
interest for each grade.
Arts and Music

Recommendations in regard to art are
found in the record of an account by stu-
dents of a class trip to see the docks alongthe river. Out of the discussion come re-
quests by the children for pictures to be
painted, some carvings in wood and soap,a clay mode( of a monument for the town
square to replace one which the children
do not like, a movie of certain dock scenes
(one of the boys owns a movie camera) a
map showing the school in relation to the
docks and intermediate points of interest,
and some linoleum block prints. "Art in this
way, as part of the curriculum, gives chil-
dren another medium through which they
express their feelings and observations." In-
dications of child growth in art skills for
which the teacher may be on the watch are
listed for the several grades.

"Each teacher will likely find a place for
music in every large unit . . . of work,"
the type of music activity used depending
upon the nature of the unit. Possible music
abilities to try to develop at different levels
are suggested.
Industrial Arts

"In the elementary school industrial arts
experiences should be a unified and integral
part of pupil activity." The pupil's interest
is centered "on his home, school and neigh-
borhood, where he daily comes in contact
with innumerable products of industry that
are made from materials easily obtained
and easily manipulatedmaterials with
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which he can satisfy a need." For the older
pupils, "the shop or classroom should be oplace where pupils con create those articles
which they hove wonted to moke and could
not because the home provided no opportun-ity. . . . The program should include . . .the wise use ond core of hond tools. The
pupils should be encouraged to developsound work hobits ond to appreciate good
workmanship."
Vocational Education

Vocational education is planned "on the
assumption that the students hove hod
many experiences prior to enrolling in these
classes which hove prepared them for thisinstruction. . . . In*erest ih rural livingand agriculture hove been fostered throughthe study of gardens and food preservation,animal and plant life, country life . . . andthis lays a foundation for homemaking as avocation. Shop activities, the study of com-

munity workers and how people earn theirliving, can . . . contribute to awakeninginterest in trade, industrial . . . ond dis-
tributive education. Special attention shouldbe given to the dissemination of occupation-ol information of the community, the region
and the the notion . ." the training ex-
periences should help the young person "to
select more intelligently the work for whichhe is best suited."

"The Day Trade Program is school shop
training, planned to prepare the student
specifically for skilled trades. . . . The
boy who receives this instruction will not
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emerge os a journeyman, . . but instruc-
tion will develop in him some of the skills
useful in his chosen trade. . . . The Diver-
sified Occupotions Plon involves o coopera-
tive arrangement in which commercial and
industrial enterprises in the community. . .
furnish port-time employment to students
during school hours. . . . The students
learn the\ manipulotive port of the job under
octuol working conditions. . . . The school
facilities sfurnish_ the technical subject ma-terial .relpted to the job being learned

. . .and a qualified coordinotor," who super-vises the reloted work of the student at
school and visits him during the work period
in industry. This program is especially ad-
vantageous "when only one or two students
desire training in any one occupation. . ."It provides initiol employment under the
protection . . . of the coordinator" and it
"almost guarantees employment immedia-
tely upon completion of high school."

If the present bulletin is compared with
Suggested Procedures for Curriculum Con-
struction and of Course of Study Building,
issued in 1934-35, it is evident that North
Carolina has mode considerable progressin the implementation of philosophy and
policies along the some generol rood .which
Indian Education hos been following. No two
groups of educators agree at all points, but
there would be less difference in philisophyand approved procedures between North
Carolina school and Indian Service schools
than between the curricula odvocoted by
departments of education of different states.



NORTH DAKOTA

A survey of quotations from the latest
North Dakota Course of Study reveals strik-
ing .similarities between its objectives ond
those long held desirable for Indian schools.
Anyone of the holf-dozen statements which
follow might have formed the basis for
numerous articles which have appeared in
Indian Education.

"In formulating objectives, we must take
into account the nature of the pupils in at-
tendance. . . . The first duty of the school
is to teach the pupils to do better the de-
siroble things they are most likely to do
anyway. . . . Schools should teach pupils
to function better in those situations which
they are most likely to meet. . . . Content
material must not only furnish mental troin-
ing but must be worthwhile within itself. ...
Subject matter is being organized and cor-
related in terms of the activities of life
rather than of the artificial division into
subjects. . . . College entrance can no
longer be the sole objective of high school
education."
Local conditions influence education

Another point of contact is suggested by
the recognition in the North Dakoto State
Course of Sjudy of the need for relating
education to Kcal conditions and to real
life activities. "Units to be taught should be
governed by a coreful survey of community
needs. . . . We believe that it is highly
desirable to organize industrial art courses
to conform to conditions which actually exist
in . . . our North Dakota communities.
. . . The teacher's biggest job is to see that
focts are connected up with every day life
so that they can be of some service (to the
pupils)."

Among objectives of the Vocational Ag-
riculture Section of the State Department
of Education are: "ability to onalyze the

general ogricultural situation in a com-
munity, ability to judge land, ability to plan
effectively for farm and home improvement,
ability to think a 'woy out' of specific form
situations, ability to plan o long-time pro-
gram of form management, ability to parti-
cipate in worthy rural and social activities."

Training needed on real jobs

Further statements obout vocational edu-
cation taken from the North Dakota course
of study are: ,"A successful teaching pro-
gram . . . demands worthwhile projects
. . . adapted to local farm conditions,"
and ". . . will be efficient in proportion
as the environment in which the learner
is trained is a replica of the environment
in which he must later work," or "the ef-
fective establishment of process habits in
ony learner will be secured in proportion as
the training is given on actual jobs and not
through. exercises or on pseudo jobs."

The North Dakota State Course of Study
recommends that in the field of citizenship,
"Problems of democracy should be organ-
ized not on a formal basis but on concrete
problems vital to society," and state' that,
"Mere learning of facts will not take a
good citizen." It urges, . . . "give the
pupil experiences and practice in handling
social situations, . . . octual proctice in
citizenship through the school community,
. . . on understanding of the civic and
political problems existing in the com-
munity." One of the primary objectives of
Indian schools is "To teach students through
their own participation in school ond com-
munity government to become constructive
citizens of their communities."

Here follows a list of further similarities
in the objectives of North Dakota public
education and those of Indian schools:
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N. D. "To develop interest in the study of
the life of our forefathers."

I. S. "To give students on understanding
and appreciation of their own tribal
lore, ort, music and community or-
ganization."

N. D. "Use of the school for social purposes
such as P. T. A., club work and com-
munity recreotion."

1. S. "To serve as a community center in
meeting the social ond economic needs
of the community."

N. D. "To influence parents and other
adults, through the heolth educotion

programs for children, to adopt better habits
ond attitudes, so that the school may be-
come on effective agency for the promotion
of social aspects of heolth education in the
family and community os well os in the
school itself," and "to improve the indivi-
duol ond community life of the future; to
insure o better second generation ond a still
better third generation."
I. S. "To develop better health habits, im-

proved sanitation ond higher stond-
ords of diet with o view to the preven-
tion of (those diseases most prevalent
in the area)."

From the 1944 Administrotive Monuol
for North Dakcto Schools came significant
stotements obout moking provision for in-
dividual differences among students. They
parallel some of the tenets of the philosophy
of Indian education. "We recognize thot all
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children are not problem children, but we
must also recognize thot all children have
problems. . . . Mon has recognized for cen-
turies that differences of ability, personality.
physical strength, and other troits exist a-
mong men. Because of these differences,
David was mode King of Israel, Aristotle
was recognized as on eminent teacher,
George-Washington was first chosen to di-
rect our ormed forces and later elected our
first president. Despite this universal ac-
ceptance of the principle, we school people
are often prone to overlook it. This over-
sight hos resulted in o moss production type
of instruction in which every pupil hos been
forced to perform up to o certoin standard
or be foiled. This has led to the situotion
that now exists in many schools, namely:
that the school curriculum is geared to the
pace of the overage pupil with the result
thot the brilliant pupil and the mediocre
pupil suffer. One important function-zic
to determine the individual differences of
each pupil ond thus help him to attain the
maximum of his ability."

By and large, the public school author-
ities of North Dakota hope to troin pupils
and adults to utilize those opportunities
existing in their respective communities
which will tend to provide o more abundant
life. Thot they believe that the outcomes of
education should be measurable in practical
ways is evident in the statement, "Real edu-
cation represents a changed habit or atti-
tude on the port of the learner."



OKLAHOMA

Curriculum study in Oklahoma, began
on a state-wide basis in 1940. Workshops
at Oklahoma University, Oklahoma A.&M.
College, and at George Peabody College for
Teachers produced three bulletins which
have been used by curriculum study groups
and committees in many counties in the
state.

Bulletin No. 1 is coiled A Guide to
Study of the Curriculum. The first port
deals with "current problems of a social
nature;" the second port with "the aims
of the school growing out of (1) the na-
ture of the democratic social order, (2)
the nature of the leorner and of learning,
and (3) the current problems of society:"
while the third port considers "the kind
of school that Oklahoma needs, to do
the job implied in the two preceeding
ports." The statements of philosophy,
point of view, and objectivesif read
withciut looking at the title page of the
bulletinmight eosily be mistaken for
recommendations made in Indian Education.
School must face social problems

Oklahoma's acute social problems are
stated to be, "Problems of the best use
of.resources in Oklahoma, . . . Home and
family life problems, . . . Recreation prob-
lems, . . . Safe living, Consumer prob-
lems, . . . Communications problems, Citi-
zenship problems, . . . Youth Problems,"
and "The community as a resource for
economic and social improvement." Hence,
says the bulletin, "Our school program
needs some changes. . . . The world has
changed, so the schools must change. . . .

"Elementary schools in the past were
for importing a definite body of skills,
but the general, comprehensive education
for life, was left to other agencies. On
higher levels, education has been the

vocational preparation of leaders in the
social order. Pressing new demands for
adopting the people to life in a demo-
cratic land, complicated by technology
ore upon us and the finger of logic points
to the school to_take them up.

"The nature, of learning has not
changed, but principles ore being given
new meaning and . application. There
must be on understanding of the nature
of. the individual, and of the nature of
the social order, and of the nature of
learning, in any attempt to improve in-
struction.

"To direct wisely through proper en-
vironmental control the development of on
individual into a useful and harmon-
ious social being is the problem of edu-
cation" . . which "results in desired
changes in the learner and increases his
ability to understand and appreciate, or
carry on, activities both in and out of
school.

"The motive force of learning is purpose."
. . . and "it takes both a motive and
a plan of action to constitute a pur-
pose. Pupil purpose . . . materially con-
ditions his present experience and deter-
mines . . . the way present experiences
will serve as a guide for future conduct."
When on individual "mokes on effort to
modify conditions in order to bring about
a desired result," he may "employ a
variety of means, each . . . called on acti-
vity. . . . If on activity is to be worthwhile,
the individual must . . . see how his acti-
vities contribute to the realization of his
purpose . . . be able to evaluate the re-
sults of his efforts in terms of progress
toward his goat, . . . Evaluation is connect-
ed with every phase of the learning pro-
cess" and the individual is "confronted
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with the necessity of weighing the out-
comes of each choice. . . . The individual
should be his own strictest judge."
Evaluation should accompany teaching

"The teacher . . is to direct . . . the
activities of the pupil . . . so that in the
realization_of pupil purpose, progress ismade in the direction indicated by theaims of education. The question shouldbe asked . . . for example, after teach-ing of a unit of social relationships,Does the pupil on the 'playground re-spect the rights of others in playing the
game when not under the supervision of
the teacher? . The teacher should be
conscious that there is . . . a changed
point of view, a new taste, or set of val-ues, a new inward ability. . . . A new ex-
perience is meaningful only in terms of
the past experience of the individual. . . .It is necessary that the individual havein orderly ways many meaningful experi-ences in order to . . . raise the level ofliving of the individual, and hence of

society."
The bulletin quotes John Dewey assaying, "I know of no more demoralizing

doctrine . . than the assertion . . .that after subject matter has been chosen,then the teacher should make it interest-ing. If pupil interest, or previous experi-
ence is considered first, no tricks or
schemes of motivation will be necessary.Artificial interest can, at best, be nomore than divided interest, leaving the
learner's thoughts free to work upon mattersof real interest to him. . . . Nor do I see
how anyone at all familiar with the greatmass of existing school work can denythat the greater part of the pupils are
gradually forming habits of divided atten-tion."
Goal: problem solving not rote learning

"The point of view presented in thisbulletin . . . implies that subject matter
must be considered as a means to anend, . . . that it' must be found in moreplaces than text books, and that not
everything in a given text book is neces-sarily useful or helpful. The limitation of
subject matter to the contents of a given
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text book and the attempt to have pupils
memorize all facts as important in them-
selves are yet common practices in our
schools." The result of such procedures
is that the "real learning outcomes are un-
desirable dispositions toward school work.
. . . So long as pupils are growing in thehabi' of answering their own questions,
seeking their answers in all available
sources of information, growing in the ability
to and the. disposition to use these sources,
forming new and wider interests, under-
standings and appreciations, and growingin the realization that .facts are necessary
for valid conclusions, there need not be
any serious concern about what particular
subject they are using or on what gradelevel they are working. . . . A rather liber-
al disregard for departmentalized instruc-
tion, allowing the learner to seek informa-
tion wherever it may be found, will help to
prepare him for a continued interest in the
solution of life problems after he leaves
school. . . .

"It should be remembered that evenbefore drill can begin, the pupil must
have a goal toward the realization of
which he is striving, . . . most facts can
best be taught when there is a pupil
need for them in the solution of a chal-
lenging learning situation. . . . This view-
point does not eliminate practice, but it
does emphasize the point that in any
practice exercise the purpose of the learner
should be uppermost .. . and that the
practice should be continued only until this
purpose is realized.

Social participation important aim
"The social point of view is . . . re-

emphasized . . to make clear the re-
lationship of the learning process to the
social process. . . . Traits grow and de-
velop as the child grows and develops in
his total reactions, . . they are part of
the effect of every learning situation.. . .
Personality is the individual's expressionof his total self in a social order. . . .
"Sympathy, freedom, authority, attentionin right amount given at the right timeall lead to . . . a balanced personality.
In the light of this statement social par-



ticipation is, therefore, the aim and purposeof the learning process.
"Thoughtful citizens expect schools to

help guide bays and girls so that theiTbe-
come good citizens and valued members
of society, . . . Too often teachers lose
sight of this large purpose... . . Mastery
of facts and principles sometimes come to
be considered ends rather than means to
better living. . . . The facts and principles
of science should not be taught to the end
that those who hove attended high school or.
college know things which are unknown to
other people, but rather so that those who
have studied science will meet the problems
and situations of life with an inclination to
base decisions on facts,.to hold conclusions
tentatively, to consider the opinions of
others and to avoid prejudices and super-
stitions."

Then follows a discussion of six charac-
ter traits, "the development of which re-
present acceptable aims of education."
The cultivation of such characteristics "re-
quires that the individual understand many
things and be able to use many skills."
If the individual is to "maintain his personal
integrity, he must be able to make change
accurately, to compute his accounts correct-
ly. . . . Teachers must ever have before
them as a guide the kind of personality
which is worthy and valuable, and they
must see its development as the fundamental
aim of education. At the sa -ne. time they
must recognize that living in this desiied
way can only be accomplished through ef-
fective use of skills, facts, principles and
generalizations. Knowledge is power which
must be directed to the ends we wish to
serve."

The bulletin points out that curriculum
makers are insisting that underStanding
of such themes as, "Interdependence of all
forms of life, . . . Mun's need and ca-
pacity for adaptation, . . . Mon's increas-
ing control of nature, . . . Masses of men
struggle constantly to gain freedom from
the domination of the few," can, if "properly
developed, fill out into emotionalized atti-
tudes or character '-aits."

Successful education changes environment
"Education cannot carry out a program

of making individuals better members of
society without at the same time directly
engaging in a program ofbettering society."
. . . "Learning takes place only in the in-
teraction between individual and environ-
ment. The school which causes learning to
take place will cause pupils to make an
attack'upon the environment in such a way
as to produce real changes in the environ-
ment. It is only as one sees the possibility
of social betterment that reacts to produce
better individuals, who react in turn to pro-
duce a second social betterment,.and so on,
ad infinitum, that the enormous possibilities
of democratic education can come to one's
realization. The means for limitless im-
provement of society and of the individual
are in this technique."
In-service training essential

The bulletin frankly recognizes the fact
that many teachers cannot undertake the
changes now being advocated without be-
ing educated to do so. The Oklahoma
bulletins are designed to be used in the in-
service training of the teachers of the state
to help them develop a point of view,
begin local curriculum making, and adopt
new teaching techniques.

Bulletin No. 2, The Role of the Oklahoma
Schools in the War Effort, was issued in
1942. Those portions of it which hold good
for postwar education are retained in Bulle-
tin No. 3, Oklahoma Schools Move Forward,
which was issued in 1945.

The program suggested is, in general, "a
plan far in-service training for teachers and
administrators. It is closely related to the
community, and it takes into consideration
many of the newer practices in education
that directly concern the community as well
as the school. If . . . well executed . . .
our patrons will see a marked change in our
school system, and those who appropriate
funds . . . will be mare easily persuaded
that the school is rendering a dollar's worth
. . . of service for every dollar spent.

"The needs of the postwar world haVe al-
ready impressed themselves upon the con-
sciousness of curriculum planners. We have
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already begun teaching many things which
formerly had no place in our classroom
program," and "the newer aspects of many
other subjects have been recognized.

"Teachers of the present and of the future
will need a different type of training. First,
there will be some newer subject matter
to be mastered; second, the viewpoint of
the teacher will need to be adjusted to
changed conditions and newer services to
be rendered. . . . Teachers need to became
familiar with the principles of curriculum
development and to learn how to apply
them." The Indian Service began as much
as ten years ago the in- service training of
its teachers in the matter of curriculum
planning by instituting local study groups
and curriculum conferences which hove con-
tinued to the present time. Ever since W40,
Indian Service Summer Schools have offered
courses an curriculum and curriculum ma-
king workshops.

The pkin of Bulletin Na. 3 is to "present
each problem, analyze it, and offer a sol-
ution and a plan for its practical application
in any ordinary situation." To the acute
social problems discussed in A Guide to the
Study of Curriculum, ore now added prob-
lems which grow but of World War II and
its aftermath, one -of which has to do with
"the heritage of free development which our
democratic social order offers." Following
a detailed analysis of American democracy,
the bulletin suggests that schools "should
teach the value of our democratic princi-
ples," but recognizes the fact that "direct
teaching does not gurantee learning." Tea-
chers are advised that "many and varied ex-
periences and activities must be set up in
which the student may practice democracy.
. . . But that is not enough. . . . An
ideal situation would make the school the
center far all community activities, open to
use in the evening as well as during the day,
carrying on throughout the entire year, and
offering to citizens of the community all
that they may desire in the way of study,
discussions, activities, individual interest
courses, and social planning for community
welfare.

"Pupil planning is . . . one of the newer
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classroom practices," which; starts "where
the pupil is, discovers his problems, in a
given field, encourages all to participate, to
make useful decisions, to feel responsibility
for the program of the whole class. . . . It
is democratic because all work together to-
ward a common gool.

"Teachers may . . organize groups of
students to work on projects which not only
pertain to the subject matter . . . but also
assist in the organization, administration
and morale building phases of school life
where these correlate with the subject mat-
ter studied. Beoutificotion projects, clean-
up campaigns, safety programs, . . . com-
munity projects may be decided in this
manner. . . . All good information should
lead to corresponding action. . .

"Another procedure which . . . increas-
es democracy in the classroom is the for-
mation of committees of students to study
and report upon particular phases of a
unit which the class decides to follow, . . .

Membership should be a matter of free
choice based upon the interests of the
student. If the unit has been planned by
the class, all students will probably par-
ticipate."

Another important phase of democratic
procedure, it is stated, is "tree discussion
of problems by the members of the class.
. . . The teacher . . . must skillfully, but
not arbitrarily, check partisan opinions and
personalities, make judicial suggestions and
summarize the general outcome of the class
discussion."

Since the purpose of the school is "the
production of democratic citizens through
democratic living, . . . every teacher . . .

must be alert not only to the student's
scholastic progress, but also to his per-
sonality development, his emotional sta-
bilization and his aspirations of the spirit.
The final gaol here is leading the student
into a habit of self-evaluation by which he

"w;11 freely and consciously set himself cri-
tical standards of work and achievement
which he will be ashamed not to realize.

"The teacher is a leader, not a dicta-
tor; a counseler, not a commander; an
expert in some things, and a guide along



oIl poths of knowledge. The student isthe importont foctor becouse he is thelearner. He must be treoted with sympo-thy, given responsibilities so he con de-
velopbut not too mony or too diverse
responsibilities, and respected os on in-
dividual whose opinions are important to
himself, and for whose decisions he olone
must take the responsibility.

"Student activities ore an educative force
equal in value to the more formal subjects'in the curriculum, and often more powerful
as character building agencies because
they are more spontaneous and interestingto the students. . . Insofar as these in-
crease pupil responsibility, interpret the
school to the public, or make our schools
better centers of democratic living, they
should be utilized to the.fullest extent. . . .

In concluding the chapter on Democracy
At Work, the bulletin discusses services to
the community which schools con undertake,
one of which is "making of surveys to de-
termine needs and opportunities. Topics
studied have been: racial distribution, hous-
ing needs, home conditions, industrial oppor-
tunities." Another project has been the
"setting up of job-finding machinery" and
this would "include a follow-up scheme
which keeps in touch with students placed
on jobs for several years . . . until they
are settled, in a chosen profession."
Elementary education in postwar world

"Neither educator nor layman is sot-
isf ied with the educational achievement
of children taught in the traditional or
the so-called progressive school. . . . There
seems to be a growing demand . . . an
the port of curriculum makers . . . and of
many . . . thoughtful . . . persons out-
side the profession that whatever is taught
in the elementary school should promote
the socialization of the learner and prepare
the child to meet life effectively now andin the future. . . . The three R's have
been fairly well taught during the pint
through mechanical drill, with little mean-
ing to the child, but the socializing factors,
that ore needed to develop personalities
that will more adequately fit the child to
shoulder his responsibilities in his world,

hove received too little emphosis. . . .
Some newer aspects of the curriculum

which will need added emphosis ore con-
sumer educotion, conservation of naturaland human resources, and democrotic
living."
Language arts

"For the most part our longuoge de-
velopment locks motivation. . . . Societydemands that we hove people who conrend and write well enough to transacttheir own business and keep necessary
reports and records. . . . Educators today
ore no longer satisfied to tench rending
without considering the needs of the chil-dren. . . . One of the . . . functions of
the teacher is to study the children whilethey are engaged in worthy enterprises
and help theM read, write and spell as
easily and effectively as possible in connec-
tion with enterprises. . . If language
is presented in o functional manner, much
mechanical, repetitive drill for the whole
class . . . becomes unnecessary. . . . The
child should be given many Opportunities
to talk obout things which interest him.
. . . Notural writing experiences should
develop . . . through meoningful situa-
tions created in the clossroom, such os:
writing invitations to the homes, to friends,
to other school groups; writing reports,
ploys, outlines, poems, stories. Emphasis
should be placed upon spelling only os it
relotes to the writing needs of the child.
. . . Emphasis upon the mechanics of rend-
ing is now being largely supplemented by
stress upon expression of ideas and thought.
. . Interest in books is stimulated . . .through library experiences, story hours,
poem appreciotion, and the dictotion of
children's own stories and poems, .
frequent and regular opportunities to read
for pleasure. . . . Opportunities for listen-
ing hove increased with the development
oft the radio an the talkies. Conversation,using the telephone, and story telling ore-other lifelike situotions which give oppor-
tunities for listening."
Arithmetic

"Research and investigotion have shown
that more children foil in arithmetic than in
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ony other subject, that many children dis-like it, thot the elementary proccsses oretaught without meoning, that inferioritycomplexes ore developed while teaching isdone in the abstract, ond thot drill taughtbefore the child is aware of the need oftenbecomes o detriment to the later use ofnumbers, . . . that schools hove taughtorithmetic skills but mode no provisionsfor maintaining them. Too often, orithmeticis tought entirely unrelated to any of the
experiences of the child. The child shouldsee the need of orithmetic as it concerns hislife, in his buying, selling, soving, weighingond measuring, counting, telling time,checking. temperotures, comparing values,etc. Army and Novy officers, industrialistsond others' have voiced a common com-plaint thot the arithmetic training givenyoung America is inadequote "ond thus "itbecomes necessary for the school to recog-nize this and provide appiortunities forthe application and use of numbers an thechild's level."

Natural science
"The great out of doors furnishes omillion dollar laboratory for the develop-ment of the child's finer senses. . . . Hemust see the plant growth through sun-shine and rain, . . . appreciate the bar-

ren tree os o necessity for the production
of the red apple, . . . hear the music of
the stream as it sings of its successes inturning the wheels, watering the craps,furnishing him his bath. . . . View the sunin all its glory as the source of all lightand heat. . . . Many opportunities should
be given for the child to read nature'sstories in the origionol edition; that isfrom nature
Art and music

"Art education is important because itoffers an outlet for the creative urge ofall children. . . . An integration with social
studies, science, reading ond other schoolond community interests is valuable. . . .There are many life situations in whichart values are involved such as: choosing
a ribbon, o tie, a shirt . . . lompshodes, a. . . gift; planning a garden . . . a party
. . . selecting and hanging a picture,
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choosing a Christmas cord, setting o table,etc. . . . The teacher should not evaluatethe child's production in terms of her ownstandards, but in terms of growth and de-velopment of the child. . . . Art teachesbalance and harmony, the ability to workwith others, respect for other people's workand ideas, resourcefulness, appreciation ofthe limitations of materials, development ofjudgment, and emotional stability.
"Few subjects make mare direct con-tribution to community life than music. . . Music furnishes o means for emo-tional and intellectual release. . . . Chil-dren can learn of the culture and character-istics of various peoples of the worldthrough music. Their art, literature, poetry,nature, history, geographic relations, nation-alities; each has been expressed by man'smusical genius."

Social studies
"We are living in o global age. . . . Afeeling of friendliness, of kindness andof tolerance must exist if we are to livein a peaceful postwar world. . . . Geographic relations should be developed in thelower elementary grodes. It is easy to de-velop certain concepts, as: People who buildhouses with flat roofs live in a land of littlerainfall; if they live in a country with avariety of building materials there will be avariety of homes." In this way the child"should see the relationship between theclimatic conditions . . . the kind of worka man does, of clothing he wears. . . .The history learned should be that which willmake the present richer and fuller in mean-ing.

"A well adjusted individual cannotemerge through the question- answer typeof social science procedure. . . . The childmust have many opportunities to learnthrough meeting social situations . . ..within the classroom, if the school ac-cepts its responsibility in training desir-able citizenship traits. . . . Utilization ofall of the community resources should bemode if we expect socially minded boysand girls . . . to later find themselves asadult members of the community. . . .Every elementary teacher should plan many
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trips into the community with the chil-dren . . . to get firsthand information rel-ative to the needs of the community andalso develop a "program of action towardcorrection of any problems discovered .
thot ore within the scope of school."Consumer education

"The child should leorn how to spendhis time, energy and
money wisely . . .

learn to invest safely . . . that wise buy-ing is intelligent saving. . . Planning andconstruction of the home, the selectionand core of clothing, the core and re-pair of toysthese ore illustrated unitsthrough which the thread of
consumer ed-ucation runs. . . . Same aspects of thissubject have been taught under the guiseof reading,

science, social science . . andhealth."
Conservation

"Conservation is rsing wisely and notwasting. It also means restoring and pro-viding for the future.
Programs should-beset up in every-

elementary school thatwill enable children to engage actively inconservation activities. Units should be de-veloped on such topics as: the use and pro-tection of forests, wild animal life, how ani-mals serve man and their need far pro-tection; need for
conservation of grazingand forage lands, how the child can help;mineralsimportance in our daily living,how necessary is soil and needs for con-servation; how plant life serves man andreasons far

protection. . . . The lows ofOklahoma specify that
conservation educa-tion be taught in grades 4-9. There is everyreason why children in grades below the levelset by law should be working, reading andexperiencing

conservation practices. . . .The child must be taught the care of cloth-ing . . . toys, ba...-.s, paper and suppliesof all kinds. Field trips to the aquarium,forests, lakes, eroded
countrysides and sec-tions where

conservation is practiced willsurely be
understood by the primary child ifhis thinking is guided before and duringthe trips that ore taken."

Human resources
"Children should discuss why they needto keep fit . . . understand proper health

practices, and th.e_Achool should place thechild in a. healthful
environment. . . .Everywhere and always, safety must bestressed in school. Children should put every-thing in its proper place. . . . Observationof light sibnals, road signs, rood laws withreference to walking an the highways, andspeed limit lows should be port of the dailyschool program. Other safety habits shouldbe stressed, as: looking bath ways whencrossing a street or rood, playing cautiouslyon playground

equipment, clearing groundof all hazards etc. Children will work en-thusiastically an lists of safety rules to beobserved if given an opportunity."
Democratic living

"It is the obligation of the school todevelop . . . a notion-
strong enough andinterested enough in group welfare to causethe democratic way of life to really function.. . Countless

opportunities present them-selves daily for the exercise of such demo-cratic procedures as group planning, groupdiscussion, group evaluating
and other co-operative projects. . . The teacher

. . .
must know the modes of living of the people,their liabilities as well as their assets. Thevision of the best type of education yetconceived has, os a center of its curriculum,cooperative activities for individual andcommunity

improvement," and it does notask children to be "content with studyingabout community problems," but rather itallows them to
"pcirticipote in their sol-ution. . . .

"Children should learn that they ore livingin a new agethe global age. . . . It isin the
elementary grades where the childbegins to learn the

interdependenc_e_of-mon:-
. Each day he comes into contact witharticles brought to him from different partsof the world. . . . He learns of

the effortsrequired to make available to him an orange,. . . a raincoat,
. . . the twine

string inhis packet, the pan in which
his mothermade the soup far his lunch.. . . Racialand religious prejudices are not ordinarilyfarmed after

maturity, but at an earlylag9.... Tolerance
toward all races and religiousgroups should be taught all children of theelementary grades. . . . The school's ba-
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sic role is the guidance of the assimilative
process."

Changes in High School Inevitable
After a survey of objectives defined by

the Education Policies Commission and the
five values, constituting the American faith,
to be preserved through education, as pre-
sented by the Commission on Teacher Ed-
ucation of the American Council on Educa-
tion, the bulletin lists a number of expected
future trends. It suggests that the recon-
version period will return an unknown num-
ber of young people to high school for fur-
ther preparation, that non-graduates ser-
vicemen may skip the secondary school
and seek trade training, that schools will
find these young people more mature, and
that they may be impatient "with much
that has characterized our secondary pro-
gram to date and more receptive to the
immediate functional program." It reaches
the conclusion that "by any measurement

. the secondary school is in for change"
and adds that "when a democracy indicates
that a change is coming, then educators
had better look to their leadership lest
others assume it."

A number of trends are noted as being
apparent in curriculum revision. "Em-
phasis . . . is being given to postwar
needs. The curricula are given more and
more consideration to the non-college youth
who usually amounts to 6596 or more of
the enrollment in any community, . . to
general education and vocational courses.
. . . College preparatory courses may not
be fewer in number, but . . . content is
being modified in the general interest of
all students for living in a democratic
world.

"One method being used by a number
of schools for meeting the diverse de-
mands is' the several track curriculum. A
student may choose a college preparatory
course, commerce, a general course, or
vocational work. . . Graduation from one
of these tracks may be certified by a
diploma, stating the field of preparation,
or a general diploma is issued, accom-
panied by a certificate stating the special
track followed. . . . A number of Okla-
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homa schools are following the multi-
diploma plan.

"Another trend is the study and pre-
paration by secondary schools to assume
the task of caring for the problems for
which the parallel federal agencies, N.Y.
A., C.C.C., and W.P.A. adult education
program, were organized. The duplication
and obvious overlapping of work which
characterized this parallel organization may
be avoided if schools take vigorous ac-
tion.

"The junior college . . . is one means of
meeting the-educational demands for.., . .

a more extensive vocational program. The
6-4-4 plan seems to be meeting the most
general approval because of its more ef-
ficient use of personnel, buildings and equip-
ment.

"Curriculum revision goes on by sever-
al means. . . . The introduction of new
text books lends its influence to the revision
and in too many instances is not for
the best. Smaller schools adopt the . . .

curricula of larger schools. Too many times
these metropolitan revisions are not suit-
ed to the smaller schools and are not con-
ducive to the best interests of the smaller
community. . . . The objection to all is
that they are fragmentary and don't arise
from any whole viewpoint of the child,
or of the community's needs. . . . The
school and the community should plan a-
complete, over-all program and these frag-
mentary demands fall into their proper
perspective." The bulletin insists that ap-
proaches to curriculum revision "should be
planned and set in operation after a study
of the local situation to lead to an ()Ver-
a!l program and not to satisfy educational
fashions."

Next follows a survey of trends in con-
tent and methods of presenting secondary
school subjects.
English

"English composition and grammar
courses are being made more functional,
with more emphasis . . . on pupil needs
and less to anticipate college entrance
examinations. Course contents are being
based on pupil needs for self ,expression



in conversotion, talking, writing, ondlistening. Pupils ore being permitted tosubstitute for senior . . . courses, work inspeech, rodio, librory science, debote ondbusiness English. Norrow ond restrictedliteroture reading ossignments ore givingwoy to the needs of the individual stu-dents who ore being urged to develop
personal reading tostes based on their
own interests. More periodical literature_is being used. . . . Instructors in English
are finding thot the correlation of history,
music ond pictorial arts adds interest andemphasis to their instruction. The grow-ing interest in regional and locol historyhos opener., new vistas of creotive writingfor compositions os well os literary studies.Remediol reading has been included inEnglish instruction in some schools. . . .

Mathematics
"It is safe to say that . all groups

are agreed that basic mothemoticol skillsand abilities need to be better taughtand more thoroughly mastered . . . to theend that any normal child, going throughthe elementory and high school, will becompetent to use occurotelyZ11 of thefundamental tools of Mothemotics. . . .Pure mothematics is needed and willcontinue to be given to capable students.. . . Moreover, it should be clear thatmore attention is going to be given tosocial mothematics, including taxation, in-surance, consumer buying, and budgeting,by all students regardless of ability. Itis becoming evident that even a Phi Beta
Kappa will need to stretch his dollar os faros possible."
Science

"The increase of the new materiels ofscience will demand that people general-ly be familiar with them. However, notall students will study to become skilled
scientists, but rather applied scientists.Another use for science which will stim-ulate its study in high school is in thefield of recreation and hobbies such as:
photography, flower culture, and amateurastronomy. . . . The branches of sciencewill be more closely correlated with eachother. They will be mode more functional

in that they will tie in more closely with
related living. The sciences of biology, chem-istry and physics will deal more with peo-ple and human problems. The curriculumchanges will consist mainly of o changeof emphasis in bath content and methods.

. . . There Will probably continue to bemuch student interest in science.
Social studies

"We now hove a growing movementtoward combining the mast importantphases of several courses into one, or to-ward adopting units of learning in thoseareas of the sociol studies which deservethe greatest emphasis at present in ourlocal- school situation. A practice nowfinding much favor is the core curriculumplan, . . units of learning, experiences,which all developing citizens. should have,are pursued by all the students. . . Stu-dents who wish to progress further in thesocial studies may elect courses whichdeal with their special interests." Sarreof the areas in which curricula will heto undertake specific training, if Ne oreto act intelligently regarding the problemsof the present and the future, are: "In-ternational or tjlobol relotionships, Lawand responsibilities in democracies, Sociallegislation and welfare, and Educationfor the air age." Each of these areas isanalyzed.
Shop work and vocational training

"High school education is not consid-ered complete without shop courses, some-times in considerable variety. Rodio, print-ing, sheet metal work, welding, airplaneengines ond construction, have all beenintroduced into our schools. The rural elec-trification program . . . offers a field which
will employ many workers. The increasinguse of power machinery on forms will callfor . . . more . knowledge of the careand maintenance of pumps, tractors, ;com-bines and other types of farm machinery.'
Business education

"Business education must be considered
on important part of the general educa-tion of every student. . . . It should be
incorporated into various courses at dif-ferent levels. . . . " The bulletin makes it
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imperative that the child should discov-
er pertinent facts concerning natural re-
sources, the price system, distribution,
budget moking, economic geography, pro-
ducts of industry, ond other important
phases of our economic organization. He
should know_ enough about commercial
law, bookkeeping . . . to fit his personal
needs whether or not he intends to fol-
low o 'business career. . . . This general
business knowledge can be emphasized at
appropriate points in science, social stu-
dies, mathematics, English and commer-
cial ort. . . . To students who desire spe-
cialized training, our secondary schools
should offer not only the usual courses,
but opportunities . . . to engage in actual
business experiences. A class which han-
dles the stencilling of all school materi-
als, or runs a school bank, gives the stu-
dents this kind of actual business prac-/ tice."
tlome economics

"Preparation for effective participation
in home and family life should be part of
the general education of all youth . . .

some- of the training needed for personol
home living and homemaking is also basic
for success in o wage-earning job. Ed-
ucation which results in better adjust-
ed, more attractive, friendly, cooperative
individuals who spend their money wise-
ly, select becoming, suitable clothes, and
care for their health will also be an as-
set to both the individual as a wage earn-
er and to her employer. . . . Certain
homemaking skills can olso be used in
wage-earning occupations, as: food pre-
paration and service, dressmaking, care
of children, nursing, and domestic serv-
ice. Knowledge of foods, textiles, cloth-
ing and design, needed by the home-
maker, is also important in the retail sell-
ing of foods, clothing, yard goods and
home furnishings.

"Beyond general education in family. liv-
ing, . . . vocotional homemaking educa-
tion is directed toward the development
of those abilities for which the wife .and
mother is usually responsible; T'. . porent-
al responsibilities as well as many phases of
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management. . . . Extended employment
of homemaking teachers beyond the school
year, and the encourogement of pupils to
carry out projects in their homes are help-
ful in such a program bosed on coopera-
tive relationships."
Health education

"A good health program should have
these general objectives: correction of
physical impairments; prevention ond con-
trol of communicable diseases; good nu-
tritional practices; prevention of accidents;
first aid care; daily program for balanced
living; development of sound mental atti-
tudes; and sex education founded in the
latest instructional findings. This program
would necessitate . . . employment of
community resources. . . . Schools are in-
tegrating health education with courses in
social studies, the sciences, and homemak-
ing, physical education, and athletics. . .

The trend in athletics, physical fitness and
physical education is to measure their worth
in terms of what they contribute to the
general health education program. . . .

Such an evaluation will modify many of the
prevalent practices in these fields.
The "life approach" curriculum

"Leading educators have realized . . .

that conventional courses . . . presented
in . . . traditional . . . schools did not
root in the life experience of the student,
and therefore failed to arouse interest
because they did not meet a felt need,
. . . had too little correlation with the
pupil's everyday life outside the school. Ta
remedy this situation, an increasing num-
ber of schools has adopted a plan of pro-
cedure, far of least part of the school day,-
which is . . . called the core curriculum or
the life approach curriculum."

The bulletin then quotes from a des-
cription of this kind of organization at
the Fairview Public School in Alabama.
"English and social studies form the nu-
cleus of the core curriculum . . : however,
in the core program, the subject matter
lines have been abolished . . . and the or-
gonization is about life problems. It is
the basic education reqUired of all pupils.
It consists of problems thot are found within



the scope of the experience of the pupils.
The pupils help plan ond direct the in-
quiry into these problems. They hove on
opportunity for individuol ond group oc-
tivities. Pupils ore encouraged_ to ossume
significont responsibilities in accord with
their ability to dischorge these responsibi-
lities. The pupils involved in this program
hove increosed opportunity for self express-
ion and for adjusting to their individual in-
terests.

"Frequently one teocher hondles the
core subjects, giving the students under.
her core o greoter omount of time thon
the usual subject motter teocher con hove.
This increoses the guidonce possibilities
becouse the teocher con know the pupil's
interests and hondicops much better. . . .

"In addition to this common body of
leorning, the curriculum offers subject mot-
ter courses . . . to satisfy the speciol in-
terests of the students."
Conservation education

A chapter of Bulletin No. 3 is de-
voted to conservotion educotion ond points
out thot many stotes hove develop-
ed integroted units on conservotion for
use both in elementary ond high school,
and that teachers ore olso including the
study of conservation in the problems of
doily living. Emphosis in conservation ed-
ucotion includes "the problems of renew-
ing our forests, saving our soil, soving
our water supply, _improving the methods
of oil production, and promoting on inter-
notionol pion of cooperotion in conserva-
tion." A suggested method of opproach
to conservation study is "the regional op-
prooch. The odvantoge . . . is thot it offers
on opportunity to study o single problem in
its regionol setting, and mokes possible a
unified program adopted to locol needs."
Detoiled suggestions ore presented for units
of work for the several age levels.
Guidance

From o chopter on guidonce come these
statements. "There is o growing unoni-
mity of opinion that the whole child is
being educoted at any stage of his school

experience. His growth os on individual
is os o whole ond not by departments,
divisions or subjects.. . . It is the concern
of guidance to seek out . . . indwiduol
tolents and encourage their development
in the framework of the educational en-
vironment. . . . As experience with . .
guidance work increases, it becomes . . .
apparent that , . . all of education is guid-
once, that teachers must leave the nar-
rowness of their subject fields and be-
come teachers of children. Though the
public may at times clamor for more of
the 3 R's, they are more concerned with
the end result, the well bolonced,' inte-
grated groduote who is not only the pos-
sessor of training in the fundamental (skills)
but the possessor, too, of knowledge and
training in democratic citizenship. Children
must be led to being not just having."

A .chopter is devoted to the discussion
of pre-school education, and adult edu-

' cation in which veteran's educotion and
rehabilitation ore considered. Another
chapter presents the need for interpret-
ing' the school. to the community tl:ough
o public relotions program in order to
help the overage layman understand the
justification for new school courses and
new techniques of teaching. A final chop-
ter deals with the evaluation of child
growthphysically, socially in work hob-
its and in bosic, skills and other school
subjects. It has suggestions about stu-
dent records ond reports to parents; for
the latter it is proposed to include o short
summation of information in addition to
any conventionol system of school marks.
The bulletin ends with a brief presenta-
tion of the use of the panel method of
discussion ond of the workshop os helps
toward the in-service training of teachers.

Indian schools hove pioneered in some
of the fields of endeavor now proposed to
teachers in Oklahoma public schools. In
other fields, not yet explored, experiment-
ation by both public and federal schools
will produce data for scientific evaluation
of their worth.
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OREGON

From the Handbook for Oregon School
Directors comes this statement, "Curricu-
lum study in Oregon has been stimulated by
a number of conferences and by the work of
the Oregon State Teachers' Association
Committee on Improvement of the Curricu-
lum... . Courses of study for the state are
produced by volunteer groups of teachers
under supervision of the State Department
of Education. Curriculum progress is aided
by constant consideration and reconsidera-
tion of teaching methods and materials by
active school workers."

In the Social Studies Bulletin of 1937, it
is stated that, "A course of study, like a
textbook, should be handled with discretior.,
studied with much thought and, if followed
at all, followed with imagination. . . . The
teacher should study her local situation, the
ability of her pupils and the availability of
materials. She should then study the course
of study, and plan her own work in large units.
. . . It is understood thot no child should
be required to cover everything in the course
of study. . . . The activities suggested will
develop with the solution of problems. . . .

The teacher who slavishly follows a ready-
made course of study which c.oes not meet
the needs of her school is not far advanced
over the one who is a slave to her textbook.
. . . One of the purposes of the course of
study is to meet the need for information
on the part of school personnel who do not
have any other opportunity to become
gm. rated with general school policies and
who hav-e few contacts with experienced
professional advisers."

The Guide to the Program of Studies in
the Elementary Schools, 1945 edition, says,
"Differences in pupil ability, differences in
ability of teachers, and differences in the
length of the school year make it inadvis-
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able to specify page by page the progress
which teachers and pupils should be making
in subject matter content. To do so would
be a contradiction of our accepted philoso-
phy of education which has developed in
part os.a result of scientific findings in edu-
cation . . . an integrated program is ad-
vocated for the primary grades.... No area
has maximum educational value in and for
itself. All develop their maximum meaning
only in relation to one another." Since edu-
cation deals with human beings and many
variables enter into the picture, "it cannot be
repeated too often that . . if we are to
succeed as teachers we must take our pupils
where we find them and begin to teach from
that point on. . . . The fact that a child
has reached his sixth birthdoy..4iin no way
indicative that he is ready tb pafticipate in
the complicated process of formal reading.
. . . In order to make a prolonged period
of reading readiness training possible for
those children who need it, there must
necessarily be administrative backing; other-
wise uninformed patrons and 'school boards
may demand that every child complete the
first grade within a year's time, and the
teacher is held responsible for crowding the
child . . . whether he is ready or not.
. . . A glance at the basal texts will show
the need for knowing about pets, animals,
names, members of the family, ways of
traveling, autumn experiences with leaves
and their coloring, birthdays, etc., all of
which may be a part of the science and
social studies program."

That the need for reading readiness train-
ing may persist beyond the first grade is
recognized. "Although a few may be able
to do reading of second reader difficulty,
the first grade teacher has done well if
most of her pupils can read satisfactorily



...,./

on first reader level." The second grade
teacher must "begin with any second
grade pupil where the pupil can read with a
fair degree of success. This may be on the
pre-primer level or any other level, including
materials of a second reader difficulty or
beyond." Social studies help provide a cen-
ter of interest for "meaningful language
situations and reading experiences," and
this center may have to do with the con-
cepts of the community. A second grade
class "visit to the market, mill or farm, pre-ceded by planning, reading and discus-
sion, and followed by creative construc-
tion and evaluation of activities, is typ-.
icol of the enlargement of meaning
which accompanies the social studieswork." Social studies for the following
grades put emphasis on the expanding
environment, as for instance "the sto-y
of the way the land has changed since the
coming of the pioneers," The text books
are used as a basis for the development of
units of work, and for each unit arc listed
suggested pupil activities, many of which
call for muscular movement as well as for
mental exercise; for example, "Make a
weather vane, climb a hill, visit a valley,
run.exaeriments showing what the force of
water can do,make Indian masks of paper-
mache."

The guide points nut that one of the
marked characteristics of the intermediate
grades is that differences betw-en indivi-
duals broaden, and teachers are horned to
give more attention to individual variations.
"The program . . . should be integrated
. . . in the content subjects of language,
social studies, science and health." The de-
sire of children of this age level to work to-
gether "can be taken advantage of in many
cooperative activities. . . . The language
arts include . . . listening, speaking, read-
ing and writing. . . . They cannot be
learned apart from one another, but must

. . . develop together... . . One half
of the language activities of this group
should be oral in nature." In the social stu-
dies of 'intermediate grades the teacher
needs to be concerned with developing the
child's ability "to see -the bearing of orie

piece of datum upon another and thereby
gain something different from, yet added
to the original information--a relationship."

For seventh, eighth and ninth grades, the
guide advocates still more attention to in
dividual differences which "become more
pronounced at this time largely because of
sex interests," the desire of "being accepted
by his peers"-and of establishing his "stat..is
with adults. . . . If the child has not ma-
tured socially, mentally and physically with
the average of these grades, the teacher rec-
ognizes the fact and provides for it."

Other pronouncements are, "The material
and activities suggested . . . are more ex-
tensive than a class of average ability can
cover in the alloted time. Selection and ad-
aptation will therefore be necessary. Teach-
ers will find ample material for the enrich-
ment of the course for especially able pupils
as well as a variety from which selection can
be made for the less gifted. . . . Emphasis
ought to be on social functioning rather than
on memorization of facts or the covering of
a large body of material in a certain length
of time. . . . It is not desirable that every
child read from the same book for it is large-
ly by being able to make a special contri-
bution that each child feels the importance
of his 'opinion, and so finds pleasure in his
work. "At the conclusion of a period of re-
search, the class will convene to discuss the
problem,"reports, floor talks, results of
activities shown and discussed, further activ-
ities planned. While this kind of teaching
requires that teachers learn to use it skil-
fully and pupils accept their responsibilities
in connection with it, while it takes very
careful planning, "it more than repays for
the effort in increased interest, growth in
judgment and the development of social
attitudes."

Comments from the Oregon course of study
for the secondary school are similar to the
objectives and the approved procedures for
Indian schools. "Trends in high school Eng-
lish are toward functional use in written
and spoken eworession and toward apprecia-
tion rather than formal study of literature.

. . The social studies are tending to em-
phasize application to modern problems
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rather than knowledge far the sake of know-
ledge. General, practical courses in mbthe
=tics ore displacing the more technical and
specialized courses in Oregon high schools
In science, also, the trend is toward brooder
and less specialized treatment of the subject
matter. Enrollment is increasing in the more
directly vocational subjects; bookkeeping.
shorthand, typing, industrial arts, home eco-
nomics and agriculture.. Music and public
speaking, once considered frills, ore becom-
ing on accepted part of school programs.
. . . One trend is to "utilize a core of com-
mon materials for all, but adopted to the
varying abilities and aptitudes of pupils,"
and another trend recognized the need
for more . . . pre-vocotionol activity

determining the choice of units" of science
to be studied. Ti:: teacher can well make
use of the high school student's in-
tense interest in himself, in those about
him and in his noturol environment"
in developing those aspects of biol-
ogy to be taught. It is suggested that
much health education can be given through
biology courses. The course in physical
science departs from the "traditional
science course" and ploces emphasis on "on
understanding of certain scientific. prin-
ciples" if students are to "become intelli-
gent consumers of goods and services.. . .

Experimentation and laboratory procedure
which do not contribute to this end are of
questionable value. . . . It is suggested

basic to later development of skills -that some of the experimentotion be done
with the common household electrical
and mechanical devices." The purposes of
business education may be stated us con-
sumer, pre-vocational and vocotionol. All cit-
izens, should "learn to be intelligent buyers
and sellers with due regard for both their
own business rights and thoseof, ,others.
They stiould know when, where and how to
seek expert counsel in business affairs."
Sur") courses shbuld be taught primarily
with "consumer :other than vocational em-
phasis." They do hove, however, "worth-
while prevecational values." Speaking of
home economics, the manual has this to say,
"The program which meets the needs of
girls Today is the one that recognizes the im-
portance of learning in management and re-.
lationships, as well as the development of
skills. . . . The work included in any given
year should provide experiences in various
aspects of homemaking rather than special-
ization in one type of activity such as fcvnis
or clothing." Industrial arts in the seconaory
school "should not be considered as voca-
tional, . . . at the some time it has a close
kinship to trade edu -ation because it lays
an excellent background for those . . . who
will continue With a vocational-industrial
program," Smaller schools have turned to
"the multiple unit or general shop" which
might include "equipment for drawing,
wood-working, general .,ietal work and ele-
mentary electrical work."

and technical training." The basic pro-
gram of studies must be flexible to
allow its "adaptation to meet the conditions
which obtain in the various communities of
the state. . . . Some communities are pre-
dominately rural, other urban; some schools
must serve agricultural communities, others
ore located in industrial centers.: . .

Everyday living makes more frequent de-
mands for speaking than for writing. The
manual places emphasis upon develop.
ment of skill in speaking activities. . .
Language is the means ait communication
with the emphasis on thought rather than
on the form of expression . . ."Teachers
ought to help students "ta apply what they
learn to personal and current human situa-
tions. When this cannot be done, the signifi-
cance of what has been studied is open to
serious question." Trends in high school
mathematics are toward courses in which
emphasis is on "the use of mathematical
procedures previously acquired rather than
on the learning of new procedures." This
work is "intended primarily for non-coliege
and non-technical pupils." Algebra should
be "included in . . . every high school
which prepares for college." Special courses
have been prepored "for students who rec-
ognize a need for geometry in either pro-
fessional ar vocotionol study. . . . The
needs and interests of the child and of the
community should be dominating factors in
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Trends in public education in the second-ary schools of Oregon are in the direction ofrelatinc subject matter !earnings in practicalways to the real business of living and earn-ing a living. These trends have already be-came established policies and practices inmany schools in the Indian Service, andtheir acceptance in bath principle and prac-

I

tice is well under way in the majority of theremaining secondary schools. With suchchanges rapidly taking place in public schooleducation, students in Indian schools willMeet less and less inconvenience when cir-eums`-inces make it necessary for them totransfer from a federal school to a statepublic school, or vice versa.
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SOUTH DAKOTA

The Course of Study for Elementary
Grades for South Dakota, issued in 1943,
wos.prepared by "o lorge number of teoch-
ers and supervisors."

The Introduction begins with the state-
ment that "in almost every community
forces ore at work to discredit or critcizes
the . . . work of the schools." A number
of other state departments of education
whose documents have been reported in
this series have frankly stated the fact that
ony school system is bound to meet with
criticism, especiolly in periods of reoctionory
thinking wi.ich so often porallel periods of
political and economic unrest. Some of the
criticismjust or unjustcan "be laid at
the door of the clossioom teocher. . . . "
Some of the biome must be shored by those
who have"the responsibility of providing od-
equate financiol support for . . a defen-
sible program of education. . . . Leoder-
ship in educational circles must shore the re-
sponsibility because it has not provided for
continuous revision of the curriculuni."

Educational philosophy and some guid-
ing principles for South Dokota schools ore
stoted as follows: "A school curriculum must
include patterns for democratic procedures
in harmony with adult group thihking and
living in this country. . . . A program in
which the child shores in the execu-
tion of the planned activities contrib-
uteS most to the growth of the in-
dividual and the group." The work
of the home, church, school, and other com-
munity agencies "should be synchrnized
for a single purpose of providing a well
rounded education for every child... .

There must be provision for freedom in ex-
pression and freedom of octivity, provided
this freedom does not encroach upon a de-
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gree of orderliness conducive to a good
learning situation.

"The curriculum should consist of those-
materiols thot are functional in the life out-
side. . . . Individuals differ in interests, at-
titudes, oppreciations and understandings,
hobiti and skills, and in copocity to learn.
Since individuois ore born with different en-
dowments, they develop at differer rates.
The school must provide differentiated edu-
cation for a voriety of copacities and needs."
E:.,..eriences must be plonned which are "es-
sentiol to the development of each individ-
uol into a useful and well-balonced social
being. . . . Activities should be selected
with real educotionol aims ond objectives to
be kept constantly before the worker. The
purpose of corrying on such a project should
be paromount."

The course of study must be developed
in such a way thot. "the inherent advan-
toges of the one-teacher type of school con
be utilized." Some of the-advantages are:
''the family-type group arromement; great-
er possibilities for octivities that are true to
life; ond a better situation for the develop-
ment of an integrated curriculum. . . .
Whenever possible the vertical type of unit
should be used in the smoller schools . . .
this organizotion will afford an opportunity
for group porticipation in activities that
would be impossible with the use of the hori-
zontal unit.

"If a teocher were to tench every subject
in every grade of on eight grade rural school
it would mean a total of 78 closses during
one doy to be squeezed into . . . 330 min-
utes of instruction time or an average of less
than 5 minutes per class." Consideroble
space is given to suggestions for "alterna-
tion, . . . combinotion . . . and 'joint
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class conferences:' as means of cutting
down the number of classes to be taught
daily.

The South Dakota course of study is or-
ganized under these headings: The Language
Arts programs (reading, literature, oral and
written composition, spelling, and penman-
ship); Arithmetic (informational, computa-
tional, social); The Social Studies Program
(ideas that are desirable as helps to the child
in his attempt to understand contemporary
adult life); History (survey of forces and
events which led to the coming of Europeans
to America, and of the main currents in the
development of the western hemisphere);
Geography ( survey of the 'relationships be-
tween people's way of life and their environ-
ment); Civics (duties cnd responsibilities of
the individual in regard to government, with
a-section on cooperatives and one on char-
acter education); Physical Education (large
muscle activity including rhythmic activities,
story plays, mimetics, games, stunts, and
corrective work); Science and Health (parti-
cularly the natural sciences as helps to man
in cooperating intelligently with nature);
Art and Drawing (their functional use);
and Music (appreciation and functional
participation).

Under each of the above are listed . .

Concepts . or . . . Content . . . to be
understood, and . . Activities . . . for
both pupil teacher resigned to vitalize
the learning process.

From a large section devoted to the phi-
losophy of language arts instruction come
these comr;lents: "Reading and language
skills should be practiced and . . devel-
oped through integrated activities which are
meaningful. . . . Situations must be uti-
lized in which children enjoy rich experiences
through play, construction experimentation
and exploration; and through informal ac-
tivities where freedom of conversation is en-
couraged, and social need is kept alive. Lan-
guage skills and appreciations will grow best
in informal situations and under the guid-
ance of sympathetic and understanding
teachers. Wholehearted effort and joy in
accomplishment never thrive in a cold,
formal classroom atmosphere. . . . A read-

ing lesson may be the stimulation for a dra-
matization. Would not the dramatization
involve organization or outlining, vocabu-
lary enrichment, and speaking? . . The
children will be learning reading; they will
be learning compositiori; and they will re-
cognize a need for both. . . . The chil-
dren may be taken freely to the content sub-
jects for motivation of their language and
reading. . . . By assigning the more simple
responsibilities to younger children, an entire
school may be included in many of these
arts activities. In a newspaper project the
younger children may dicate their news items
and stories to older children to write. . . .
Older children may organize and plan ma-
terials; they may write stories, editorials
. . .; and often they enjoy reading. . .

from the newspaper to the_little 'chil-
dren. . . .

"At times the entire group may partici-
pate in excursions, programs, plays, book
reports and construction projects. From
these activities each child will experience
according to his own background and capa-
city for growth. . . . A parents' day pro-
gram may be planned and carried out; or a
community history may be compiled. Keep-
ing a school diary provides another oppor-
tunity for children of different levels to work
together. By participating in such projects
children will be acquiring information, skills
and abilities; and they will be living the de-
mocratic way for they will be learning to
work, to assume responsibility and to co-
operate. . . .

"In all teaching -situations the language
arts program must be presented in terms of
the individual child. . . ., fitted to the child
his personal characteristics, his interests,
his potentialities, and hii needs. . . . Why
shouldn't a poor reader of the sixth grade

. read books of fourth grade level, if the books
have content interesting to him? Why
shouldn't he at times receive instruction with
the fourth grade reading class? And why
shouldn't a superior reader of the fourth
grade read with children of the fifth grade?
This does not mean that he would be pro-
moted to the fifth grade. . . . In planning
for individual development, opportunities for
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self evaluation . . . must be provided."
The paint of view expressed above in re-

gard to language arts applies equally to other
fields of learning.

In presenting the social studies, history,
geography, civics, science and henith pro-
grams, a number of units are suggested in
outline form for each grade. While some of
-these units deal narrowly with topics such as
Central States, The Atmosphere, many deol
with brooder, more interrelated area of liv-
ing.for instance, Community Relations,
From Buffalo Pasture to Statehood, Work in
Towns and Cities, World Trade, Safety and
Machines.

A special section is devoted to the neces-
sity for study of Cooperatives, and a fairly
detailed unit of work on the eighth grade
level is presented. "On account of the prev-
alence of cooperatives in nearly every
community, and an increasing demand
for them, pupils should know some-thing of their origin and should have
an understanding of the types of co-
operatives, their aims, and their methods
of functioning." This is an illustration of
South Dakota's determination to adjust the
school curriculum to Kcal conditions. Many
Indian schools not oni:present factual ma-
terial about cooperatives, but have students
organize and conduct actual cooperatives
under the guidance of the staff.

The guiding principles stated for the
Science and Health Program suggest some
of the newer emphases which school are
giving to these matters. "The natural
sciences are primarily concerned with try-
ing to get man to better understand
the laws of nature so that more in-
telligent cooperation with nature will
ensue, and as a result man will have a
more comfortable home surrounding.. . .
The basic philosortw- is to give recognition
to the fact that O. ileriences of the child
are more important than factual learning
and that the science program should in-
clude abundant opportunities for observa-
tion, experimentation, discussion of problems
of interest to pupils and life as it is:.lived in
the state." Some of the applications of
science -to everyday life, which. pupils who
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complete the elementary curriculum may be
expected to understand and appreciate,
are "practices . . . essential to . . . in-
dividual and community health; . . .
ways to reduce accidents and to apply first
aid . . . the proper and intelligent use of
various modern machines and -electrical ap-
plionces, "proper use and control of fire.
1 . . Conservation of our natural resourccs,
porticulorly, soil, woter, wild life, minerals,
trees, public parks, etc. . . intelligent
understanding of types of domestic animals
and care of them, of better farm practices ad-
vocated for our agricultural regions,of kinds
of vegetation that can be grown in, and are
beneficial to South Dakota . . . those
that are considered poisonous and obnoxious
weeds . . . interest, appreciation and in-
telligent reactions for life on the earth that
is affected by the interrelations of the earth
and the rest of the universe.

"The committee has accepted the Ex-
panding Ccncept philosophy, wherein o con-
tinuous and integrated sequence of concepts
or infcrmotion from the early grades . . .
through high school is essential. . . .
Three major areas were arbitrarily selected.
The Earth and the Universe, On the
Earth and Energy and Mechanics. One of
the fields in the area of Energy and Me-
chanics is electricity, and this is chosen to il-
lustrate how the expanding concept idea
will work. In the primary grades children will
become acquainted with such concepts ,as
electricity does work for people, damages
by fire or death as a result of shock are
frequently caused by not knowing how to
use . . . electric appliances." In the in-
termediate grades will be developed these
types of concepts; "electricity flows when
a circuit is closed . . . tractors, trucks, au-
tomobiles, etc., run when electricity flows:"
In the upper grades pupilt will be led to
understand that "there are different kinds
of energy; radiant, chemical, mechanical,
etc., . . . with increase in the use of en-
ergy our problems have multiplied and be-

, come more complex." The committee be
lieves that "this type of development will
tend to prevent exact duplication of the
treatment of any one particular phase of



knowledge from one grade to another." The
committee has listed activities that will help
children better to understand-each concept,
and "it is recommended that these activities
be used, provided the teacher is not ac-
quainted with on activity she considers
better."

Every teocher should look into the local
"possibilities of securing helps in the teach-
ing of science. These' may include . . .;
(a) Fire department . . far posters and
bulletins ont-fire,-extinguishers, pulmators,
fire hazards, and fire protection. (b) . . .
pupils . . who may hove . . . toy elec-
tric trains, toy steam engines, radio
receiving sets . . . transmitting sets,
and Meccano sets. (c) Creamery: pas-
teurization of milk and the Babcock
test. (d) Home: simple machines such
as pulleys, levers, kitchen utensils, elec-
tric devices, farm lighting plants and sew-
age disposal. (e) School building: fire pro-
tection, heating systems, ventilation and
management of fire. (f) Any conservation
agency relating to sail, water, trees and wild
life. (g) Any agency interested in better
live stock development or better plant life
development." Other sources of assistance
are "the doctor, dentist, telephone ex-
change; water department, automobile re-
pair shop, roilrolds, light and power com-
panies, and busi 'iess men." All hove valu-
able information for schools, and appealing
to them for help "is a splendid way of
showing them thot we ore interested in pre-
sent day living."

The Foreword to Course of Study for Ele,-
-niiiitary Grades states that "The goal which
sHauld be sought is thot of developing school
children who will learn to appreciate and
exemplify the democratic way of life through
learning How to Live and How to Make a
Living" If this statement is accepted, it fol-
lows that the curriculum of certain schools
in certain regions of the some state must be
differentiated from that of schools located
in another and different natural or cultural
environment. Another statement points to
the same conclusion. "Units of instruction
should be flexible to meet local environ-
mental conditions."

The curricula of Indian schools in South
Dakota because of the large number of
non-English-speaking beginnersmust de-
part at points from the language arts and
arithmetic goals suggested as desirable of
achievement for the several grade levels.
In the introductory section which precedes
lists of specific goals, and which is again re-
peated in each detailed list of goals for each
grade-level, is a statement in approximately
these words, "This plan is merely suggestive.
Teachers must make adaptations to provide
for the needs of their particular groups, and
of individual children," and in some cases
the statement is printed in heavy type.

The question of promotion is considered
at several paints in the volume. "The basic
instructions . . will be based upon the
list of minimum achievements ar evidence
of growth for the various levels of learning.

. In no school, however, should these
. be used as the sole basis far promo-
tion. Promotion must be determined through
a consideration of the child's needs, and his
whole development. The evidences of growth
are to be used as guides to insure that each
child receives a certain core of language and
reading experience in sequential learning
order. . . if the Lnguage arts program
is to meet the needs of all children,' pro-
morion_.policies must be modified. Most
school failures are failures in reading. Ta re-
duce these failures, it is proposed that
schools adopt a flexible plan of classification
that permits the frequent regrouping of pu-
pils, and the use of corrective measures: .. .
Pupils will be encouraged and stimulated_
through a reolization r f their individual
growth, rather than through- comparison
with other members of the group. We must
help children to realize the satisfaction that
comes from successful effort rather than to
feel the discouragement -that results from
failure and the repetition of the work of a
particular grade. . . . Classifying pupils
according to a flexible grouping plan which
provides far individual growth will help elim-
inate many school failures."

Like practically all present day state
courses of study and like the Indian Service,
South Dakota stresses the importance of
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pre-reading experiences. "There is agree:.
merit among authorities that there are dif-
ferent types of readiness which must be
developed before the child is equipped to
read efficiently. This development includes
the product of the mental, physical, social
and emotional factors resulting from exper-
ience, guidance and training in the home and

at school.. . . The first 6 to 12 weeks" (of
the First grade year) should be spent in get-
ting pupils ready to read. Not all pupils need
this length of time yet others need more."
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There appear to be no fundamental dif-
ferences between the objectives of Indian
education in South Dakota and those of
public education in the state. Actually there

would be no greater divergence between what
goes on at an Indian school and a public
schoolprovided teachers in both were
carrying out approved philosophy and meth-
odsthan there, would between a public
school in the Red River Valley and one at
the edge of the Badlands.



-TEXAS

Texas public school authorities haye long
been interested in the question of what
to do with the child who enters school with-
out the usual amount of practice in hear-
ing and speaking the English language.
They have realized that such children can-
not be expected, in their first years in
school, to accomplish the same work that
is planned for childrenwho speak English
as their native language. The state De-
partments of Education in New Mexico,
Arizona, California, and-certain northern
states with large Indian and Scandinavian
populations, hold the same point of view.
The Indian Service, too, has tried to get its
teachers to realize that they may do ir-
repairable harm to non - English- speaking
beginners if they attempt to plan or' to
measure the progress of these childrenby the some standards of achievement
which may be set for most English-speak-
ing beginners.

As early as 1932, Texas issued a sepa-
rate course of study for non - English speak-
ing children. This bulletin says, "Since
our most important aim is to teach the
child practical English, our first task- is
to help him acquire, as rapidly and as
naturally as possible, the English words
or sentences or which he will have the
most immediate and urgent need. . . .It is not always realized . . . thot the
problem of the foreign-speaking child . . .
is exactly the some as that of the Ameri-
can child who is trying to learn French
or any oilier foreign language." The teacher
must take into consideration the factthat as far as acquiring the ability at
school to speak English is concerned, "the
pupil is in the position of a child who
has not yet learned to speak. . . . The
conversational forms of languoge can be

leorned only by conversation. . . . The
principle to guide us . . , is that lessons
must obey the natural low. A haphazard,
disconnected, unrelated group of words
and sentences must end in tedium, dis-
couragement and despair. . . . Instruct-ion of the foreign child must be interest-
ing, entertaining, lively and as concrete
as possible. . . . This must be accom-
plished by means of objects, pictures,
charts, singing games, songs, finger ploys,
and other helpful materials." -

The El Paso Public Schools published
in 1936, Teaching English to the Spanish
-Speaking Child in the Elementary Grades,
by Lucy Claire Hoard. In 1945, teachers
of the El Paso public schools participatedin a summer workshop sponsored jointly
by the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-
American Affairs and the; Texas College
of Mines. Recognition of the value of
work already carried --on by the Indian
Service was shown by the selection of
Mrs. Hildegard Thompson, Supervisor Of
Indian Education, as Director of this work-
shop, which prc iuced, A Manual of Aids
and Devices for Teaching Beginning Non-
English-. Speaking Children. (1)

In the Indion Service, the Navaho Reser-
vation is one which has a- major problem
in the education of non-English-speaking
children. A pamphlet prepared by educa-
tion supervisory personnel of the reserva-
tionTeaching English to Navaho Begin-
ners (2)devotes some 40 pages to sugges-
tions about types of activities, materials,
songs and games for use in teaching non-
English - speaking beginners in Indian
schools.

The following excerpts are from the Tex-
(1) Published by of the School Board of the Et Paso'Public Schools. 1945. 51.00.(2) Navaho Service. Window Rock, Arizona.
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os materials, and are compared with state-
ments from Indian Service publications.

Texas: "Those who understand little chil-
dren con oppreciote something of the feel-
ing of bewilderment and confusion which
the Mexican child experiences on entering
our schools for the first time."

Indian Service: "His first great need for
English begins the day he enters school. He
is faced by on entirely new environment. He
begins his first experiences with modern
housing and equipment. The school build-
ing is quite o contrast to hit friendly hogon.
Showers, lights, toilets, refrigerators, and
heating systems are sources of mystery.
Even the food which is placed before him at
the hot lunch period does not hove the sot-
isfying taste of his familiar coffee, mutton
and fried bread."

Texas: "Since it is the responsibility of
the elementary .school to guide the exper-
iences of the child so that the best
learning results, it should be concerned
with the socio-economic problems of
the people it serves os well as with
the teaching of democratic ideals. This
concern should be reflected in the cur-
riculum and in the human relationships
between teachers, parents and pupils.
The curriculum _ content should be de-
veloped out of these socio-economic prob-
lems. Efforts to tench the democratic ideals
by precept and actual.proctice should be in-
cluded in all school activities. A stimulat-
ing environment that chollenges the curios-
ity and interest of the child and his best ef.:
forts is the outstanding contribution of o
community-conscious school."

Indian Service: See numerous articles
in Education for Action.

Texas: "The school program should take
into consideration the total development of
the child: namely, the emotionol, physical,
and social development os well os h:s men-
tal and educotionol devglopment. . . .

Major objectives: (1) To develop health,
sanitation and safety habits; (2) To develop
desirable social habits; (3) To develop basic
number concepts; (4) To develop manual and
physical coordination; (5)* To develop the
desire to speak English; (6) To foster inquis-
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itiveness and curiosity; (7) To develop crea-
tiveness in children; (8) To develop appreci-
ation of the arts."

Indian Service: "Objectives for Novoho
beginners: (1) Development of oral English
vocabulary; (2) ,Development of desirable
sanitation ond health concepts ond habits;
(3) Development of desirable social habits;
(4) Development of basic number concepts;
(5) Ability to do problematic thinking; (6)
Development of manual skills and physical
coordination."

Texas: "Developmental rather then cor-
rective teaching should be stressed. Vocob-
ulory should be limited and presented
slowly enough to be assimilated. In this
way, many errors in the use of English can
be prevented."

Indian Service: "in the teaching of lan-
guage, oll teachers, both new and old, ore
likely to introduce vocabulary too rapidly,
thus neglecting the c petition necessary to
fix oral symbols."

Texas: "The correct form is learned
from the beginning and enough time is al-
lowed to fix it in the child's mind."

Indian Service: "Insist upon the correct
form from the beginning . . . The teacher
should train herself to be alert to incorrect
speech habits of beginners, and she should
exert every possible effort to secure correct
pronunciation, by teochirg o child how to
make the correct sounds, and by providing
sufficient practice to train the speech mus-
cles correctly."

Texas: "Meaningful concepts are essen-
tial to the teaching of language. Words are
merely labels -to name concepts. Meaning
is developed by the use of concrete ob-
jects and first-horid experience followed
by repetition and drill."

Indian Service: "He has learned the use
of his native language by the some pro-
cess that children everywhere learn Ion-
guoge. He-hos built up concepts through
experiences, and then from his elders he
has acquired oppropriote labels for naming
his concepts. . . . For the beginner, school
life presents many new and perplexing ex-
periences. He must do more than merely
learn the English equivalents for his Noy-



oho vocabulary. His new environment de-mands that he became acquainted with newmaterials and new ways of doing things.From these new experiences, he developsnew concepts which also must be labeledby oral English symbols."
Texos: "Vocabulary should be developed

systematically and of a rote in keepingwith the child's ability to learn. . . . Theteacher should keep in mind that the useof many wards that hove the some mean-ing is confusing to the child."
Indian Service: "The teacher "if beginnersmust realize the added demands that thenew environment makes on learning forthe child so that she does not set a pace farhim that is beyond his learning ability. Shemust use core in introducing English tohim so that his is on orderly developmentbased an on awareness of the complexityof the new environment, and geared to thelearning ability of the child."

Texos: "Children relive and broaden ex-perience through play. To odd content, theteacher should give the child, new experien-ces and ideas."
Indian Service: "A roam for bprinnersshatald be arranged to provide ample spc .efor the assembly ands use of ploy materiels."Then follows nine pages of suggestions onthe use and purpose of ploy.

Texas: "Suggested Roam Setup: (A) Ploycenter, (B) Work center, (C) Music center,(D) Library center, (E) Science center, (F)Beauty spot." Each of these six headings isfollowed by suggestions as to materials need-ed and haw to organize and use the materialsin &der to develop the desired outcomes.Indian Service: "English, as much aspossible, should be taught through con-versation in meaningful situations. . . .The teacher's port is to provide a varietyof experiences that syill_enrichthe back-ground of each child. Suggestions for organ-izing the classroom: (A) Ploy corner, (B)W,:rk corner, (C) Story and Picture BookLibrary, (D) Science corner, (E) Numbercorner."
Texas: "Although the average Mexicanchild, an entering school, has a Spanishvocabulary of two or three thousand words,

only some 350 English wards con be taughtat this level." No reading is outlined forthe first school year.
Indian Service: "Core should be exer-cised to develop an adequate vocabulary.. . . Oral language development

shouldprecede written language. Reading specie:-ists paint out that an effective reading pro-gram must have its basis in oral language.. . . For Navaho beginners, this pre-read-ing period in 'which emphasis is placed up-on oral vocabulary, will require at least c.year's time. For that reason seldom will theNavaho beginner be ready to read before.his second year in school."
Both systems recognize the adjustmentthe non-English:ispeaking child must maketo the new and strange environment repre-sented by the school. The above quotationspoint up similarities in paint of view and like-nesses in directives to teachers. They showadherence to these principles:
1. Non-English-speaking children needfirst to learn English, and cannot there-fore, begin at the some starting place asthe English-speaking child.

2. The total development of the childshould be planned for. Health habits and!earnings' and social attitudes, for instance,ore as important as is purely academiclearning.
3. English is best taught by providingthe child with interesting activities, outof which is developed on English vocabulary.4. Ploy is important in the life of thechild, and its importance should not beoverlooked in the classraim.
5. A colorful classroom filled with in-teresting materials is essential to effectivelanguage learning.

6. Vocabulary should be limited and sys-tematically presented in order to keep itwithin the learning ability of the child.7. Adequate child development in orallanguage precedes reading. At least a yearof oral English ,is advocated before begin-ning the teaching of reading.
It is worth noting that Texas educatorsrealize the value of adjusting the course ofstudy to the needs of the

nan-Eriglish-speak-ing child. Such a child is .not expected to
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pursue the some course of study as the
English-speaking beginner.

The question sometimes asked is, "Why
aren't Indian Schools like public schools?"
The answer is that they are like public
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schoolspublic schools which have prob-
lems similar to those of Indian schools
public schools which believe that the child
and his total development are of first im-
portance.



UTAH

The Stote Department of Public Instruc-
tion issued in 1941 A Teaching Guide for
the Elementary Schools of ,Utah. In 1938-
'39, the elementary divisitTri-of the state Cur-
riculum Committee prepared statements of
trends in elementary education. The follow-
ing year, guiding principles in local curri-
culum making were drawn up, with many
school districts participating. From these
studies Stote Elementary School Objectives
were compiled. In 1940-'41 the tosk of
"bringing theory and practice closer to-
gether" wos undertaken. Districts were en-
couraged to submit written descriptions of
Worthy group, clossroom, school, or school-
community experiences. Tecchers listed pro-
blems related to the elementary school.
Practically every district contributed. In
194), with the previous studies as a founda-
tion, some '125 elementary school workers
produced the present guide. It provides the
fundamentals of "an education program
devoid of the elements of prescription and
unnecessary standardization," and omple
opportunity for "adaptation to local needs
and conditions." It is to serve in local schools
as a "stimulus for gaup study and as a pat-
tern for curriculum construction activities."

Among stated objectives for Utah schools
are: "Provide the type of environment which
allows freedom to face situations which are
vital; freedom to purpose, to plan, to choose,
to execute, and to evaluate, and which gives
opportunity for the exchange of ideas, the
accepting and fulfilling of responsibility, and
the sharing of experiences and materials
through work and play activities;" and
which provide knowledge of the "value of
honest work, the avoidance of waste, the
values, limitations and possibilities of mater-
ials, the value of money and of systems and
organizations men use in living together."

Severel aspects of th'e culture and tradi-
tions of Utah cre outlined, and strains and
conflicts impinging upon these traditions to-
day are examined. Questions for exploration
by teachers are proposed with a view to locat-
ing the implications for education of exist-
ing and developing social and economic
conditions. Examples: "Would studies that
recognize where the community dollars come
from help establish ideas of true economic
values? . . . Competitive pressures have
replaced the earlier spirit of cooperation
. . . leading in an increased degree to the
belief that to get ahead is an ideal to be
valued, regardless of what the results may be
to other human beings. . . . What opporr
tunities are there in the classroom to eli-
minate excessive competition?" The bulletin
presents suggestions of "ways and meal Is of
approaching the vital problems of our day
and seeing their relatiohships to the lives of
children of the elementary school."

A section is devoted to psychological
foundations of curriculum construction.
Ideas such as the following are given pro-
minence. "The concept of the learner as a
mechanical robot responding . .. to ex-
ternal stiilation is being modified to give
greater recognition to the role of internal
drives, urges and purposes, . . . Learning
results from the buffering of these internal
factors upon the environment. . . . Read-
iness, a vital factor in any learning situa-
tion, is conditioned_by-maturation of those
traits involved in the learning process. . .

Children differ vostly in their capacity to
learn, with respect to rate . . . and, levels
of attainment. That which is best adapted
to one cannot be equally appropriate to all."

If the ultimate goal of education is the
"development of critically thinking indivi-
duals in a society, . . . how can this . .
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person best be developed?
. . . John Dewey

has said we learn through activity; we learn
through experience; -education is the con-
tinuous reconstruction of experience." U- oh
teachers give accounts of their experienceswith children "learning through activity as
against learning through mere telling," and
conclude that the activity program can be an
effective one. "This experience curriculum
should begin with simple, direr:, first-hand
experiences closely connected with feeling,
tasting, smelling, seeing, hearing, manipulat-ing materials, . . . and gradually be ex-
tended with the growth of the child to in-
clude, beside first-hand experience, more
use of symbols and abstract ideas,- but al-
ways"with emphasis on real living in a social
situation where he may work, initiate, create,
contribute, enjoy, play, sense, respond, think,
challenge, be challenged, decide, share,
cooperote, practice, feel, care, and renew.
. . . Increased' heterogeneity of interests,
needs; and capacities represented in the pres-ent school population has necessitated awider variety of activities, a diversity of me-
thods and of standards of attainment suited
to the varied individual needs."

Utah favors a curriculum which uses"centers of interest" with "experience func-tioning in the learner," opposes one in which
"uniformity of direction and standard-ization of attainmer are set forth. . . .We commend an administrative and super-visory setup in which teachers are encour-aged to try new procedures."

The bulletin says "the effective curricu-
lum provides for a comprehensive and well
balanced interpretation" of aspects of hu-
man experience. The aspects chosen are:
"Personal Well Being. . . . ComMunica-tive Aspects. . . . Understanding Aspects.
. . . Quantitative Aspects. . . . Social Im-
plications and Interpretations . . . and'Aesthetic and Monipulative Aspects." Asection is devoted to examining each ofthese aspects, and opens with Q state-ment of point of view, and furnishes de-scriptions of actual conditions met anddealt with by classroom teachers. Everyaccount is followed by evaluative com-

ments, sometimes by tl-.e teacher herself,
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sometimes by pupils, sometimes by those re-sponsible for the writing of this Guide. The
narrative passages are reminiscent of arti-cles in Indian Education which have de-
scribed approved teaching procedures forIndian schools. Those interested in knowingin detail what Utah teachers have done tohelp education serve practical purposes willdo well to read and study this material.

In discussing each aspect of experience,space is given to suggestions for integrat-
ing that particular aspect with the others
Examples are evaluated in terms of the ob-
jectives which the experience or the activityis designed to assist in reaching. "Science,is a way of thinking, is not confined to any
one subject field but becomes vitally con-
cerned with developing power to discriminate
truth from error in any endeavor."

The Utah point of view about the com-
municative arts is next stated. "When read-ing and listening help, children understandtheir world, when speaking and writing help
them release their creative F :,wers throughself expresiion, then are the: tools con-
tributing to the social effectiveness of groupliving and the personal adjustment of theindividual. . . . Whereas formerly theskills . . . were considered as separate sub-ject areas . . ., the present trend is to con-
sider the field as a unity. . . . It is recog-
nized, however, that there are skills that
need to be singled out from time to time for
special emphasis." A number of examples of
children's creative writing are included. SinceMriting and spelling "are merely tools, they
must ,not be acquired as though they were
ends in themselves.. . . Penmanship is con-
sidered as a . . . tool to be mastered . .
when the need arises jn life situations. . .
There is no hard and fast rule for groupstand-
crds, rather standards should be individual
in nature. . . .The present trend favors the
use. of manuscript writing in the beginning
erodes.. . . Reading readiness must be de-
veloped before the actual acquisition of
reading.symbols. . . . Standards cannot be
uniform for all pupils of a given grade. . . .
The child should not be forced to-reach cer-tain arbitrary standards but is encouraged



to and guided to reach the highast level ofattainment of which he is capable."The
effectiveness of science, which re-presents the

"understanding aspect," is de-termined to some extent by the ability to uselanguage, reading, spelling, writing and num-bers as tools of
thinking and in the com-munication of ideas. "The teacher ofscienceneed not be an

encyclopedia of information.She must be willing to explore and learn withthe children. The major aim will not be todevelop scientists, but educated laymen whocan think and do
mare intelligently. . .Over the period of years the

knowledge ofthe subject matter and science experiencesshould . . . lead to the making of generali-ties that are concerned with the majorthemes of science education. . . The em-phasis is s::ifting from the mere learning offacts to the use of factual
material in the in-terpretation of life and adjustment to it."Here ore titles' of a few teacher's

accountso; science
experiences. "The Water Cycle,Hatching Chicks, Making and Caring for anAquarium,
Hibernation,

Conservation ofLand and Water, Making a Science Collec-tion, A Study of the Sky, The Weather, OurFlower Box,
Experiences With a Water Bug,Birds, A Spider Comes to School, A Displayof Woods and Their Uses, Making a Collec-tion of Minerals, '3uilding a Terrarium.Arithmetic is discussed as one of the"quatitative aspect. . . . Application ofthe experience curriculum philosophy willprobably necessitate some significant chan-ges . . . . There is room for

considerableadvance beyond the usual classroom prac-tice . . chiefly by
insistance that activi-ties in arithmetic be made

more significant.. . . Purposes which deal with the relation-ship of arithmetic to social functions are. re-ceiving greater recognition. . . ,. The weak-nesses resulting from the exclusive use oftextbooks may be
overcome by richly sup-plementing . . . with the child's

direct andconcrete experiences. . . . The function ofdrill 's best
conceived as that of fixing some-thing which has previously been compre-hended; it cannot take the place ofinstruc-tier; which is necessary for

comprehension.Much drill has been so improperly
adminis-

tered as to be ineffectual . . . and, when usedat too early levels, positively harmful.. .Experiments . . . indicate . . . the need fortaking into serious account the mental leveland the
arithmetical foundations of eachchild. . . . Not to do so is to doom manychildren to failure, to do so

adequately is toinsure reasonable success to the large ma-jority. . It is no longer
necessary for allpupils of a grade to work at the same tasksat the same time. As far as practicable eachlearner should be stimulated and guided toprogress at his own optional rate. The cur-riculum should not provide far a set bodyof materials far each grade level."In discussing grade placement of arith-metic materials, Utah follows

Breuchner'sidea of
"developmental levels" as set forthin the

Thirty-eighth Yearbook of the Na-tional Society for the Study of Education.Stage I comprises
of the pre-schooland usually part of grade 1. Stage II com-prises grades 1 and 2. Stage III comprisesgrades 3 and 4, Stage IV grades 5 and 6.Breuchner warns that even these develop-mental levels "cannot be sharply differentia-ted, . . . While approximate grade limita-tions are given for each stage, these designa-tions should serve merely as guides to teach-ers since pupils will not reach the variousstages at the same time.

The teaching of arithmetic has in the pastbeen based on learning each of the separatenumber combinations; the specific meaningof each symbol. Such skills are often ac-quired without
understanding. The abilityto handle a symbol is no assurance of thepresence of the concept. . . . Perhaps thebroader andless accurate concepts of quan-tity, as expressed in words such a large, few,. far, and part

are adequate to the earlierquantitative experiences. The value of ma-nipulation of symbols in advance of theirmeaningfulness may be seriously ques-tioned. The need of accuracy in expressingquantities may well parallel
the need for ac-curacy in the

experiences encountered."A few students will give evidence of un-usual ability and interest in
mathematics.These should be discovered and . . . pro-'Vided with

opportunities for more rapid ad-
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voncement. . . . The greater number of
students will be required only to reach that
level of achievement involved in the prac-
tical application of mathematics to every-
day life.

"There is no fixed sequential order
far the growth of concepts aside from the
child's needs and his experiences."

The social studies point of view, repre-
senting "social implications and interpre-
tations," is expressed as follows: Since demo-
cracy provides o distinctive way of life, '. re-
quires o distinctive kind of education. . . .

It must be acquired through on educative
process. . . . Because education is o social
pr ess, oll school experiences are basically
so-iol. . . . The social studies area . . .
has o definite contribution . . . to th
understanding of democratic value . . .

Its purpose is help children know, under-
stand and appreciate the people of the world
. . . . Children learn and understand the
dependence of people upon earth forces for
sustenance; that man's work is determined
by earth forces. . . . The democratic way
. . . is learned by practice in democratic
ways of Working with people dcy by day.

"Rather than grade by grade placement
of subject matter, selection of problems
from rather large areas is made on the bwlis
of what o child needs to equip him to live
successfully in o democratic society and on
the basis of his interests. . . . A Off ferent
use of text books is indicated.. . . Numbers
of books in individual copies . . . make . . .

greater opportunity for reaching valid con-
clusions on o problem when rnony points of
view are studied instead of o single view-
point bedort. Ag the common viewpoint of
the group."

Although "sequence is best determined
by child interests and needs," possible areas
for the social studies are mentioned. For the
lower elementary level: "Family Life Com-
munity Helpers, The School Community and
Helpers, Sources Supplying our Basic Needs;"
far the upper elementary level: "Our Own
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Community, Nearby Communities and Our
State, the Nation, Other Communities, Our
Cultural Heritage, Our Neighbors to the
South." ,Examples of pupils' evaluation of
their experiences ore cidoted. One - class
group stated, "We have spent too much
time reading and discussing older civiliza-
tions . and we can do nothing about
them. We don't know enough about
our own country. . . . More time ought to
be spent understanding our own problems
and finding out what they are and how we
con cooperate in solving them."

Art is discussed under "aesthetic and
manipulative aspects" of experience. After
emphasizing the value of art os vitalizing
and enriching all living and os o natural
and satisfying child activity, the bulletin
says, "ot times the doing is more important
than the finished form. A chile, s work should
be child-like. F .1 adult standard is neither to
be expected nor desired. . . . Hectogrophed
and mimeographed patterns designed to be
filled in with color are vigorvusly condemned.
. . Copying os o routine practice and
drawing of duplicate potterns by every child
. . . to be used in meaningless repetitive
fashion ore to be discouraged."

7he use of cumulative records is ad-
vocated; "Cumulative record for each child,
cumulative record kept by children, and
cumulative records of group activities as they
develop over various periods of time." Ex-
amples of anecdotal records of belovior in-
cidJnts from i'toh schools are presented.

The guide states that "the educational
philosophy of our state joins in the : . .
thought that the future curriculum of our
schools must no !anger be superimposed.
It must come from the cooperative efforts
of the school, the home, the church, and the
community." Indian Service local study
g: cups and curriculum planning conferences
have frequently invited the participation in
their deliberations of school students, par-
ents, and representatives of various C.DM-
munity social and religious agencies.



WASHINGTON

Temporary Guides for the ElementarySchool
Curriculumrfor-L the Junior HighSchool Curriculum, and for the Senior HighSchool Curriculum for the State of Wash-ington were issued in 1944. These guidesare the cooperative work- of public schoolteachers,

administrators and instructorsfrom institutions of higher learning. TheForeword states - that the -material in theguides, in the hands of teachers, "shouldundergo changes to suit the individualpupils, school and community," and thatthe state curriculum program "encouragesthe development of local courses of study."This new course puts emphasisas doeseducation in Indian Schoolson group liv-ing, creative activities, home-school rela-tionships, and the growth and
developmentof children and states that these mattersare "so significant that many more pagesmight be devoted to them."The introductory section, titled LearningExperiences of Children, makes a numberof general

statements with which Indianschool policy would be in
agreement. Fora school to serve children effectively, "itscurriculum will be organized into units ofreal experience. . . . To study

geographyfor 20 minutes and then to turn to a 20minute period of history does not promoteunderstanding of those important contri-butions in their natural setting. What onelearns has meaning when learning has oc-curred as a unified
experience. . . Aschool cooperates with and makes full useof every educative

agency within the com-munitymuseum, library, music, radio,theater, industry, public services and bus-iness." The children should be developing"the only sort of control or discipline whichfunctions effectively in lifeself control.. . . Any curriculum
. . . should be flex-

ible to accomplish its ends." When the dailyschedule is considered to be a "means tomaximum child learning, it will need tobe flexible. . . . Large blocks of timedevoted to related subjects are preferableto many short periods. Drill exercises, how-ever well motivated, will - fail to developthe desired skills unless they ore adaptedto the needs of the individual. We cannotdepend . . . upon text books
alone to fur-nish these drill exercises," nor to "set thesituations which give meaning and purposeto themThe teacher must supplement,for some children he must pre-pare, nearly all of the drill exercises. . . .Teacher-made practice' materials are un-doubtedly, superior to many commercial ma-terials." Before the teacher puts commer-cially prepared material before any child,"he must determine what portion of it touse, which portions to eliminate, when touse it. If a portion serves no presentpurpose, he should not hesitate to omit it."The guide for Washington elementaryschools, after surveying the ways in whichthe 25 to 40 or more children in a classdiffer, and after stressing the necessity fora course of study to provide for these differ-ences, proceeds to list

characteristics com-mon to children at various growth periods.These common
characteristics, like indivi-dual differences among pupils, have im-plications for the curriculum maker.The elementary guide lists a number ofcentral themes around each of which thework of a class group is to be

centered,and also gives titles for suggested unitsof work related to each theme. Methods forcorrelating language, reading, art, music,health and safety with the central themeare proposed.
Possible pupil activities andvisual aids are listed.
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Teachers of intermediate grades are ad-
vised to fuse geography and the history
of how man lives and progresses rather than
to study history and geography as separate
entities. "Children need not go outside the
State of Washington to find examples of
all the means by which men have changed
their environment to meet their needs."
With the home as a starting point, children
can then be led to study similar environ-
mental controls far from home.

Practical arts activities are to be as
closely integrated with the social studies,
fine arts, reading and language as possible.
In the elementary grades they "may be or-
ganized around the field of industrial pro-
ducts which are most significant in life
. . . food, clothing, shelter, utensils, re-
cords, tools and machinery. They deal with
the materials of nature which are made over
by man.

"Science content should be thought of
as a means to an end rather than as an end
in itself. Units of work may not always
be stated in subject matter terms but in
the form of major science generalizations,
principles and concepts" to make for an
an understanding of the inter-relationships
between them and the influence which they
have upon life and society. In a democratic
society the child must "learn to distinguish
facts from propaganda and to arrive at con-
clusions on the basis of information obtain-
ed from reliable sources.

"How many pupils best learn to speak, to
write, to read and to listen? . . : Boys and
girls learn when they ore interested, when
they have something real to say and when
they recognize a need for saying it. "To
help children in these matters, it is suggested
that the classroom be organized "as a
community where children plan, share, co-
operate and_ work together in undertakings
that are meaningful to them. Language de-
velopment cannot take place effectively in
a school program in which the chief empha-
sis is on following the directions of the
teacher or on reading and reciting from the
text book."

In discussing the teaching of arithmetic
in the elementary school, the guide makes
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these statements. "The first two years
should be mainly a readiness program . .

for the purpose of giving the children those
experiences which will help them realize
that arithmetic is closely related to social
living. . . . Not all ;children will acquire
readiness for arithmetic processes at the
some time. The arithmetic lessons of the
child's day are the various activities of his
day," and the teacher is urged to supply
as many situations as possible for the use
of number, bearing in mind variations in the
maturity of different children.

.Here are a few general statements from
the Temporary Guide for the Junior High
School Curriculum. "The adaptation (of
learning materials) to the extent of experi-
ence and to the degree of ability possessed
by the pupils . . . is the primary obligation
which rests upon the school. The trans-
ition from the elementary school to junior
high school can best be made if one teach-
er is assigned to each grade . . . for a min-
imum of half a day for instruction in English,
mathematics, social studies and general
science. If departmentalization is neces-
sary, art, music, physical education and
health, agriculture, home economics and
industrial arts should be taught by special
subject teachers." It is recommended .that
"home study be kept at an absolute min-
imum."

A large portion of the junior high school
guide, as well as that for senior high school,-
is devoted to agriculture. In the junior high
school, agricultural experiences are "an or-
ientation to give a knowledge of the mag-
nitude, importance and diversity of Ameri-
can agriculture," and should begin by show-
ing the pupil "how the agricultural en-
terprises of his local community fit into
the entire agricultural picture." The guide
suggests that "pupils experience appropriate
functional relationships with forming
through a . . .- program of farm practice,
"and that school enterprises be set up
appropriate to conditions in different parts
of the stateYakima Valley, eastern Wash-
ington and western Washington. It concludes
that farm-shop work is of vital import-
ance and insists that school agricultural



experiences must "vary according to the
needs of pupils and the community."

For home economics, the junior high
school guide proposes that students spend
more time on "activities and development
of skills than on abstract discussion and
book work."

The section of the guide which discusses
language arts states that, "If the teacher
will . . . study his pupils, finding out- the
types of homes from which they came, their
special aptitudes, their hobbies and leisure
time activities and their particular likes
and dislikes, he will have a basis for a
real English program. Topics far written
composition and far speech activities will
be easy to suggest; the types of book which
the individual pupil will read with interest
can be found without difficulty.

"Pupils in the junior high school should
study mathematics in accord with their
ability, . . . Courses in mathematics
should include practical applications from
. . . life situations . . . in immediate so-
cial problems such as taxation, home buy-
ing and vital statistics."

The function of practical arts is "to pro-
vide experiences which will ,fit the individual
to be more useful as a prbducer, more ap-
preciative and happier as a consumer, and
more valuable as a citizen . . ., to provide
opportunities to construct, to investigate,
to experiment, to create and to learn through
those activities in which the pupil can en-
gage with success."

Recommendations far junior high school
social studies are practically the same as
for the elementary school but the scope of
the propoied content is broadened.

The Temporary Guide for the Senior
High School Curriculum states that the
material now included will be supplemented
by the work of "regional committees which
will assist in interpreting its use . . . in
the individual school- system," and which
will put their suggestions into the farm
which will "stimulate the maximum amount
of desirable growth in the young people of
that school."

'This guide stresses agriculture and says
that "agriculture practices in the State

of Washington vary in different localitici,
. . . soil types and" end values materially
influence the types of farming in a given
locality." Hence the agriculture instructor
must develop his teaching so. that "it will
apply to the community in which he lives
and works, . . . he must be ever mindful
of the local aspects and their relationship
with national and international problems."
Since no one course in vocational agriculture
can be written to fit the needs of schools
everywhere, it is imperative that the course
suggested in the guide be "revamped to fit
the farm enterprises commonly found in a
spetific school community." The .instructor
should strive to "keep a step ahead of the
best formers in the community." The guide
emphasizes the fact that "the farmer of
today must be a business man, . . . have
good judgment in buying, selling, market-
ing. He must keep accurate farm accounts,
write business letters and talk at various
meetings of farm organizations."

The instructor of agriculture should
"make applications from the field of math-
ematics, English or science to problems that
arise in the study of agriculture, ... other
high school teachers may find it invaluable
to use the experiences and understandings
of farm youth as a basis for relating their
subject matter content" to the needs of
rural youth.

In planning a business education curric-
ulum for senior high school to meet com-
munity and individual needs, "the first
essential step is to discover those needs
by means of a survey. Data would include
. . . average -number of individuals em-
ployed in different jobs within the business
fields of the community, figures on present
labor turnover, kinds of office and store
jobs available, kinds of office machines; in-
formation as to personal qualifications of
workers for different jabs." The data would
be used for setting up a vocational guidance
program and far developing vocational ed-
ucation experiences for the older high school
students.

Senior high school home economics is a
broadening and an extension of experiences
proposed for junior high school pupils. The
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guide suggests that home economics should
be correlated with agriculture through gar-
dening, purchasing and food preservation;
with procticol arts through constructing and
designing furniture; with business education
tar home makers; with art through the
study of art principles as applied to cloth-
ing and home furnishings; with social
science and history through study of social
changes which 'offect the family, the home
and the community; with science through
study of the digestion and assimilation of
food, the chemistry of foods and textiles,
of e`..Ictricity, lighting, radio and the mech-
anics of the home; with physical education
through-matters of pasture, iirif aid and use
of leisure time; with English through the
reading of fiction about good home rela-
tionships; with music through entertain-
ment; with dramatics through seeing and
reading plays which show good fomily pat-
terns and relationships.

Language arts, science and practical arts
for senior high school ore to be an intensi-
fication on a higher level, of the experiences
provided in the junior high school

The guide suggests that there is wide
opportunity and real need for "reorgan-
izing the content of mathematics," for "im-
proving methods and extending correlations
with allied subject fields." It states that
postwar mothemotics courses should prob-
ably include consumer or social mother
motics far those pupils who take little or
no mathematics beyond 8th and 9th grades.
It is suggested that teachers "stress appli-
cations that will give pupils confidence
in using mathematics techniques in such
fields as industry, . . . foster estimating
answers and judging the reasonableness of
solutions. . . ."

In meeting the need for greater skill
on the port of the pupil in applying math-
ematics, there should be "numerous oppor-
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tunities for teachers within each school to
work together to interrelate current work
in . . . industrial arts, science, .ogricul-
ture, and social studies with the work which
pupils are doing in mathematics."

For the social studies in the senior high
school, the guide suggests that "Recog-
nition of the foci that all our institutions
hove been the product of changing condi-
tions in the post will help to prepare young
people for inevitable postwar changes at
home and abroad, and far the necessity of
planning intelligently to meet them." Ra-
tional thinking in and planning for the
future calls for emphasis on world geo-
graphy as o basis for world events, location
of vital resources, the effect on world rela-
tions of improved methods of transportation
and communication; for understanding of
problems of Latin Americo and the ForEost;
for ,study of domestic adjustments such as
manpower, production, and financing pf war
and peace; for looking into the place of
youth in the postwar world; for understand-
ing the need far renewed emphasis on the
meaning of democracy and the values in-
herent in it os o way of life. "A clear under-
standing of basic issues will go for to create
sound morale in young men and women of
high school age."

Probably the two most striking tenets of
the new State of Washington course of study
are its constant insistence on bringingoutthe
interrelationships of the different elements
in the student's learning experiences and
its repeated injunction that each school
must assume responsibility for revamping
the suggestions of the guides to fit the local
community and its own students as individ-
uals. A survey of the offerings at Indian
Service summer schools and a reading of
Education for Action will reveal many be-
liefs and approved practices parallel to
those discussed in this article.



Part III

REVIEW OF COURSE OF STUDY FOR
TERRITORIAL SCHOOLS OF ALASKA

1. ALASKA ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
The Course of Study, Elementary Schools

of Alaska: was issued in 1941 by the Terri-
torial Deportment of Education, Juneau,
Alaska. For a piece of educational mater-
ial published eight years ago, this course
of study is a decidedly forward-looking doc-
ument. Such phrases as schools of today,
the modern school, in recent years, and ref-
erences to progressive educators from John
Dewey's time to our own are found through-
out the text. The volume gives more than
lip service to recent findings of educational
psychologists.

This course of study is "a cooperative
product . . developed by those who are in
close contact with children in classroom sit-
uations. It is presented . . . in broad out-
line form with an idea of stimulating, not
thwarting, the initiative of teachers. Class-
room teachers are urged to utilize the lee-
way given to develop a program adjusted to
the need of the pupils and to the local com-
munity."

The seven cardinal principles formulated
in 1918 by the Commission on Reorganiza-
tion of Secondary Schools, are accepted as
a statement of objectives for territorial
schools, both elementary and secondary.
Two other objectives have been added:
Leodership- Followship, and World Minded-
ness. Other objectives, put forward in 1931
by a committee of New York state superin-
tendents, principals and teachers, are also
adopted by Alaska public schools because
"they supplement, interpret and reinforce"
the other objectives.

The introduction states that teachers are
expected to "modify and revise materials
to meet local needs" and to "incorporate

better practices as they are discovered....
The work of o.successful teacher must be
dominated by the ideas of growth and de-
velopment."
Small schools

There are many one-and two-teacher ter-
ritorial schools in remote communities.
Teachers in such schools are asked to take
"the week" as the unit of time in planning
educctionoi experiences. This arrangement
affords more flexibility in schedule-making
than the use of "the day" as a unit of time.
Combination, correlation, and olternation
will partially overcome problems arising
when a one-room school teacher has "to
teach eight different grades, each grade
constituting an average of eight classes per
cloy."

Combination of two or more grades is
suggested in work such as penmanship,
physical education, health education, music
and art.

airrelation is defined as the combination
of related subjects. "Nature study, science,
literature, and history stories may be taught
in connection with language in the first two
grades. History may be taught with reading
in grades four and five. The various sub-
jects of the language groupreading, spell-
ing, writing, language . . are the most
easily correlated.

"Alternation combines two or more
grades and means that, at intervals, pupils
have to skip a grode and come back to it a
year later." Alternation is considered of
doubtful value for grades one and two, "ex-
cept in . . . health, nature study and story
telling. . . . Pupils in grades three and four
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may be grouped for work in all subjects ex-
cept reading ond arithmetic."
Teacher and community

The importance of the relationship be:
tween the community and the teacher is
pointed' out. "It is important that the
teacher respect the mores of the school com-
munity. She may consider them too narrow
or too liberal, but her position demands that
she shall not . . . criticize them publicly.

"The school life of the pupil should be
closely connected with the life outside the
school, and the community activities should
be integrated with those of the school.

"Home study is not recommended for any
of the elementary grades." ,-

Here follow comments about various ele-
mentary school_subjects.
Arithmetic

The course of study accepts Franklin
Bobbitt's findings to the effect that: "(1)
Pupils should be taught that kind of arith-
metic which will be of use in the practical
affairs of life, and (2) . , which will en-
able them to read and understand the ma-
terial in newspapers, books and riiagazines.
. . . Arithmetic is a tool sUbject: It is a
means to an end, never an end in itself . .

not . . . a mastery of facts and skills . . .

independent of life situations."
Art

"Through art . . . the child can develop
o more alert, critical, evaluating eye; a
stronger creative imagination, motor coordi-
nation, and . . . on intensified emotional
life.

"The social-objectives of education are
causing a reorganization of the teaching
procedures in all subjects of the school. Sub-
jects which make contacts with reol life sit-
uations are being stressed. . . . Art instruc-
tion is being expanded to touch numerous
phases of life: Industry, business, dress,
home, theoter, city, and the art of living.
. . . The teacher should endeavor to con.
nect art . . . with all the other work of the
school." Art should help each individual "to
derive more pleosure from ordinary things."
Character Education

The indirect method of character educa-
tion is recommended. "It takes ploce in
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regular classes, in the opening exercises, on
the playground, in the assembly hall, the
library, the laboratories, and on the way to
cnd from school." Character is "no vague,'
obstract ideal of goodness ., . . character
consists in making proper responses to the
situations which life presents," and is "a
composite of many specific habits. . .

Character education consists in training
children to make responses that are socially
acceptable."

Literature, history, geograpKy, science,
arithmetic, music and art, -and extra-cur-
ricular activities are listed as areas where
cnoracter education may be integrated with

. school life.
Citizenship and civics

Teachers are reminded that John Dewey
pointed out that the development of civic
eficiency is one Of the major aims of edu-
ccrion. This course of study holds that pu-
pi:s in territorial schools, through member-
snip in various groups "will form those hab-
its and dispositions-necessary to life in a
democracy. The school life, recognizing no

classes and permitting no special
privileges, should approximate as-closely as
possible the ideal of a democratic society."
It suggests that citizenship training may be
"correlated with history and geography into
a social science unit." Opportunity for "the
troining.of . . attitudes may be found in
the teaching of regular lessons, in super-
vised play, in general conversation, in hand
wcrk, and in free play." Another method
of developing good citizenship habits is
through group social controls applied by pu-
pils themselves.
Geography

"We ha, substituted for the old-fash-
ioned memorization and map study, a kind
of geography which suggests important
problems to children . . . many of the so-
cic! and economic problems with which edu-
cated people must deal.

"Alaska boys and girls ore especially for-
tunate in the variety of their surroundings.
. . . There is no better text book available
than the mountains, rivers, glaciers, valleys,
volcanoes, ond lokes. . . The midnight sun,
ourora boreolis," a salmon run, a gold



dredge, or a mink farm may become, in thehands of an ingenious teacher topics of de-light and growth."
Geography should betaught so as to explain "the relationship be-tween man's physical
environment and hisactivities: (1) Procuring raw materials as inmining, fishing, hunting, lumbering, andagriculture; (2) manufacturing these rawmaterials into usoble products such asfoods, clothing, shelter, utensils, and ma-chines; and (3) distributing these raw andfinished productsthe problems of trans-

portation and commerce."
Handwriting

"It is unwise use of school time to de-velop skill in writing to a point far abovewhat the individual will use in ordinary life.The objective in handwriting is not to writelike on expert but to write well enough andrapidly 'enough for the demands of averagelife."
Health

"Education is not a mere matter of gain-ing knowledge; it is a matter of ,life andgrowth. . . . The question of health condi-tions everything that the school does. Sta-tistics- . . . show that from 30 to 50 percent of absences are due to illness . . . thata large per cent of cases of retardation,elimination, and school failure are due toill-health and physicol defects. . . . Thehealth program in the modern school in-cludes at least three phases: (1) Healthtserv-ice, (2) health instruction, and (3) physicaleducation." One of the general objectivesis that of developing the formation andpractice of healthful living, and anotherthat of understanding and practicing theuse.of preventive measures.
History

".'From one point of view all school sub-jects may be considered as phases of history.. . . " The question of which of the num-erous aspects of historypalitical, military,industrial, property, classes of society, edu-cation, customs, amusementsare of mastvalue to elementary school children, "mustbe determined on the broad basis of theaims of education. A paint to be consideredis whether a given topic helps to explainanything in the life of our own time; . . .

to show where some condition or problem of
today comes from and why we have it in theform we do.

"In recent years there has been a ten-dency to broaden the scope of the historicalstudies . . . less emphasis is now given tochanges in government and to warfare...and-to place greater emphasis upon the de-velopment of commerce, agriculture, edu-cation, literature, art and science.... Me-thods of teaching have been revolutionizedin recent years by educational psychology.The mere knowledge of facts and dates, ...the isolation of history from related subjectsand actual life' experiences has graduallydisappeared." -
"No subject in the elementary curricu-lum relates so naturally to all other subjectsas does the practical arts.. . The subjects

that bear the closest relationship to man-Itual arts are drawing, science, history, geog-raphy and arithmetic. Art, geography, his-tory; and arithmetic are related to house-hold arts.
"In order to gain the fUllest value frompractical arts, pupils must have many andvaried experiences. The handling of theraw materials and some participation in theprocesses, will help give a clearer under-standing of what is involved in the changingof raw materials to finiihed products. . . .Excursions to industrial plants help pupilsgain an appreciation of the . . . importanceof industry in modern'life.

. . . Pupils may . . . work on home
and personal problems in their free time oras part of their work for other courses.Many of the activities suggested in the out-line may be carried on in class time. .. ."

Materials significant in today's living arelisted as: (1) food, (2) textiles, (3) woods,(4) paper, (5) metals, (6) clay and alliedproducts. Upon these the school work inpractical arts is based. The list of tools andimplements recommerided for use and manyof the activities proposed are the samewhich are found in various publicationsdealing with education in federal schools. Anumber of curricula of local Indian schoolshave made quite detailed plans for relatingpractical arts activities to specific subject
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motter learnings, and :eachers in territorialschools ore encouraged to work out such in-
ter-relationships.

The territorial course of study abounds ininjunctions such as, "The wide-awake
teacher will test out various schemes.

. . .The teacher should endeavor to connect
. as closely as possible with all the other

work of the school, . . . she should use her
own judgment. . . ."

Territorial teachers are advised to seekthe- help-of specialists, just as are teachers
in federal schools. As an example, "For
suggestions and information, write the Ex-tension Division, University of Alaska, Col-lege, Aloska." This is in connection withthe local planning of work in householdarts.

Languoge
"Language is a social subject. . . . Lan-guage has to do with the speoking of wordsand with the execution of language signs.. . Although due attention should begiven to both orol and written composition,oral expression is by for the more impor-tant. This judgment is supported by themany scientific studies mode in recentyears. With the average adult, uses forwritten composition are limited. . . ."In recent years educational psycholo-gists have come to believe that . . . the ele-

mentary course of study should include only
those portions of grammar which have a di-rect bearing on the correction of languageerrors. Hoyt and Briggs have added scien-tific proof to the belief that repeating con-jugations, giving rules, and analyzing sen-tences are of little value. . . ."

Elsewhere, and at many points, thiscourse of study cites
scientifically-controlled

educational experiments as justification forthe advice given' to teachers. This proce-dure duplicates that of administrative and
supervisory personnel of the Indian Service,and one of its summer schools for in-servicetraining offered a course, Scientifically-

Controlled Educational Experiments.
Music

The value of music in the school is sum-med up in these four points: "(1) Exerts adefinite beneficiol effect upon the physical,
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mental, and spiritual life of the individual;(2) on excellent type of intellectual train-ing; (3) a high value as a socializing force;(4) one of the most important oaencies forbringing about a worthy use of leisure."
Physical education

The program emphasizes the "all-aroundphysical, social and mental development ofthe normal child, not the training of star
othletes7expert performers. . . . The class
room teacher will be required to handle theprogram in a majority of schools."
Reading

"Rending . . . is the most important andthe most troublesome subject in the elemen-tary curriculum . . . since it is a tool, the
mastery of which is essentiol to the learn-ing of nearly every other school subject,"and "since pupils fail in reading far morefrequently than in arty other elementaryskill." This is quoted from The Importanceof Reading by Arthur I. Gates.

"Intelligent `silent reading is of fargreater importance thon formerly. A clearunderstanding of what is reod, as well as at-titudes, habits, and skills is emphasized.This new emphasis is based on the knowl-edge of the reading that children and adultsdo in ordinary, everyday life." In this con-nection it is interesting to note an Indian
Service Summer School course titled, TheThree R's Correlated With Activities of RealLife.

Importance is placed on the period ofpreparation for learning to read, which isdefined as, "The pre-school age, the kinder-garten, and frequently the early part of thefiTst grade. Its chief purpose is to provide
wide experiences which prepare for reading.
. . . The teacher should not confuse thepreparotion period with the initial periodwhich follows it. The purpose of the formeris to get the children ready to be taughtreading. . . . Some children . . . becauseof specific deficiencies and immaturity willremain in the preparation period for severalmonths.

"Many schools in Alaska have the prob-lem of teaching children from non-English-speaking homes. . . . Investigations indi-cate that children" from such homes "ore



less efficient on the average in reading thanare children from
English-speaking homes."Teachers who have a considerable numberof non-English-speaking children in their

classrooms are warned that 'they "will needto make special provisions that will insure
specialized instruction." This is an exampleof a tendency of the territorial course ofstudy to state a problem, and then give the-teacher the responsibility for solving theproblem. Federal schools face this .sameproblem of the

non-English-speaking child.Indian Education has carried articles givingteachers detailed help in solving the prob-lem. Minimum Essential Goals for IndianSchools, Beginning Year, Non-English-
Speaking Children, has been developed andsent to the field. Indian ServiCe SummerSchools offer such courses as, Non-English-
Speaking Beginners, Their Program;' andOver-Age and Retarded Children, Their Pro-gram.

Persons who like to believe that there iscertain magic in the public school system,per se, should note the several occasions' onwhich the territorial course of study admitsthat there are unsolved problems, 'inade-quacies, deviations from the usualevenfailures.
Science

is hoped that this course of study will
encourage teachers to give to science theprominent place it deserves. . . . The suc-cess of instruction in science does not de-pend upon the teacher's ability as a natu-ralist or as a scientist. . . .

A list of suggested activities containsmany which are identical with those rec-ommended to teachers in federal schools.The Alaska list includes: Going on fieldtrips, making collections of science mater-ials which children bring to school, theshowing of pictures and slides, making aclassroom museum, organizing scienceclubs, setting up an exhibit of harmfulplants and animals, planting seeds, growingof plants of various kinds, making and car-ing for an aquarium and a terrarium, con-
structing an insect cage, using thermome-
ters, a magnetic

compass-and magnits.
. . . Science is at its best if the objects

of interest can be studied in their naturalsetting. . . . The fields, the streams, themountains, the sky, the weather, and theforests are the best text books.
"Examinations, reviews, and drill shouldnot occupy a prominent place in science in-struction.
"Any subject can be motivated by con-necting the instruction with the pupils' ex-periences. . . . The materials for English,

reading, arithmetic, geography, history, andcivics should often grow directly out of theproblems of science." A number of exam-ples of such inter-relationships are given,
among which are these: Arithmetic prob-lems about the distance birds travel in their
annual migrations, the amount of lumber ina tree, geographical influences on animalsand plant life; the history of the introduc-tion of plants and animals into the area, ofindustrial development, civics in matterssuch as game laws, control of mosquitoesand other insect pests, practical arts inbuilding bird houses, seed boxes, radios; re-pairing faucets, electric irons, doorbells.

Chart supplement
In the spring of 1947 the Territorial De-partment of Education iSE The Chart

Supplement to the Course c., ady for ele-
mentary schools. It is concerned with week-ly ailotments of time devoted to elementary
subjects, with titles of approved texts foruse until 1949, and with the knowledges
and skills to be "known or mastered by eachchild." . . . A cursory study of this chartreveals few fundamental shifts in the sug-gested scope and sequence of subject mat-ter materials,but quite a number of new ap-proved texts are listed. The chart was pre-pared with the aid of the grade teachers inthe Gastineau Channel area, and it presentsin condensed form an overview of the step-up of subject matter from grade to grade.

Teacher guidance
A letter of instructions which accom-panies the chart makes these suggestions:Each teacher "knows his strengths and

weaknesses, and . . . his natural enthusi-asms," and can "follow the course ofstudy," and at the same time make "use ofhis strong points.. . . "
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-Each teacher knows which approach to
teaching makes his work most successful.
"All teachers . . . could use the project
method in shop, art or sewing, where the
method is inherent in the materials, but
only certain kinds of people can use it in
history or English, where other methods

. . are equally . . . effective."
Educational policy of the Alaska Native

Service in regard to federal schools in Alas-
ka would agree that all good teaching meth-
ods have their place in a school system, ond
that one may be especially suitable of some
given point in the teaching-learning pro-
cess, but it is believed that all teachers con
better their performance by learning to use
procedures over ond obove those they now
employ.

"The teaching of each child, no mutter
how large the group, is . . . an individual
problem, and the group lessons must be
based upon the reality of the achievement
of its different members. Children who are
markedly below the group level must have
remedial work and those above . . an en-
riched program. . . . Full understanding
must accompany the leorning process if it is
to be efficient in terms of usefulness in doily
life or . . . to be retained for future use.

"Avoiloble facilities in the community
and . . . school . . . influence the organi-
zation of the school program and , . . the
voriviv of methods which may be used.. . .
A school in a fishing village where marine
life is plentiful will have on entirely differ-
ent science program from a school in a
mining area.

"Recreational and occupational inter-
ests" of the community, and "the specific
cultural traits of adults" living there, should
"contribute their share of variation to the
organization of ',"-the school program."
Teachers who follow the method of proceed-
ing "from the known to the unknown . . .
will find the community a fertile ground for
new ideas an which to base and with which
to motivate the school work."

These some several points are stressed in
all local curriculum construction work in
federal schools.
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Teacher-pupil relationship and child de-
velopment are discussed. "A pupil who is
unduly punished for not knowing what the
teacher thinks he should, may learn only
that the teacher is a mean old thing and
the school an unpleasant place. A pupil
who can parrot-like repeat the lesson, may
be totally lost in applying it A pupil who is
good at art, music, or book reports may be
wholly unadjusted in social . . . situations.
A pupil who is dominated by an overpower-
ing teacher, or forced to study material well
beyond his level because it's good for him,
may be ruined far life."

The course of study for public elemen-
tary schools in Alaska is acutely conscious
of .the limitations imposed by the entire sit-
uation in the territory: Many small, iso-
lated schools; la` of opportunity for ad-
ministrators and teachers to meet and dis-
cuss problems; frequent changes in the
teaching staff; the need for varying pro-
grams in different schools and the compli-
cations which :therefore arise in adjusting
transfer of students; certain limitations cre-oted by territorial law and lock of funds for
adequate supervision. Those responsible
for federol schools face those some prob-
lems; they are however so convinced af the
rightness of the thinking common to terri-
torial and federal educational philosophy
that they are continuously active in locating
ways and means by which teachers can turn
theory into practice in the doily routines of
school life.

There must be some federal school ad-
ministrators who, upon surveying public
school recommendations, realize that cer-
tain of their teachers are falling short of
what territorial schools are asking their
teachers to do. Likewise some teachers in
the -Alaska public school system are accom-
plishing less than federal school teachers
ore expected to- accomplish. Apparent dif-
ferences in performance are not so much
due to any dissimilarities in administrative
and supervisory points of view as they are to
variations in the ingenuity and creative im-
agination of individual teachers and prin-
cipals. The need for on-the-jab training is
paramount.



2. ALASKA SECONDARY SCHOOLS
The term, high school in Alaska meonsgrades nine through twelve.
The secondary course of study began toappear in 1943 and is contained in a seriesof separate bulletins. , At thot time Alaska

hod four_ high schools employing as manyas twelve teachers, fauk employing only oneteacher, and the remaining twelve rangingbetween two and seven teachers.
Bulletin No. 1, Administrative Manualfor Alaska High Schools, 1943, explainsthat teachers in territorial high schoolscome "from almost every state in the

Union," and regrets that there is no way inwhich they and administrators con get to-gether to talk over educational matters.
Differences between schools

"None of the Alosko high schools are ino position to offer a wide variety of
courses," and "it is no criticism of the smollschool to recognize . . . definite limitationsin the . . . subjects that may be offered.
To spread the efforts of one, two or three
teachers over o wide range of subjects is al-most certain to result in inferior instruc-tion. . . . The subjects . . . included"should be selected "because of their . . .contributions to the . . objectives of sec -
andor, education for the lorgest number ofpupils in a given school.

"The program allows sufficient flexibil-ity to meet local differences, yet providesfor efficiency and economy in operation.. . . Home economics, stenography, indus-trial arts, .advanced ;sciences, foreign Ion-guage, and the advanced mathematics" arenot required for high school graduationsince they "require more time and . . .equipment" than the smaller schools "con
reasonably provide."

For the smaller high schools, variouscombinations of grades ore proposed--asninth and tenth, ond eleventh and twelfth

with alteration of odd ond even year sub-
jects for each combined group.
Correspondence courses

The Territorial Department of Educationwill secure correspondence courses in high
school subjects from the University of Ne-brosko for pupils living in sparsely settledareas where a territoriol high school cannotbe maintained. This is an instance of a pub-lic school system having developed a tech-nique to meet a special problem, just as fed-eral schools sometimes hove to depart fromusual school practices to satisfy the needsof certain groups.

Extra-curricular activities
Extra-curricular activities are recom-mended, provided that orrongements aremode for the "universal participation" inthem by pupils. Such activities "should begiven school time. . . It is desirable tohove o student body organizotion," and"various clubs and organizations may thenbe formed as subsidiary units and derivetheir authority for existence . . . from the

central student organization."
College entrance

The stated "requirements for high school
graduation should not be confused with re-quirements for entrance to universities orcolleges. . . . A high school diploma does
not necessarily admit the holder to college."
Teaching methods

High school teachers ore told that they
"should be familiar with mony modern tech-niques" of teaching children. "The alertand well- trained teacher will be able to se-lect, modify and combine various methodsin accordance with the . . . demands of -thesituation. Such intelligent and constantadaptation is highly essential to teachingsuccess." This and similar statements op-peor in all of the subject matter bulletins
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for secondary education. Compare this ad-
vice with remarks mode of o recent confer-
ence for teachers in federal schools, "A
good teacher will make use of all the ac-
cepted teaching methods in one circum-
stance or another, and of combinations of
two or more methods."

Teachers in territorial schools ore encour-
°gad to follow Pope's advice,
"Be not the first by whom the new is tried
Nor yet the lost to lay the old aside."
Individual differences

"The teacher may vary the time spent in
covering a given amount of work, or vary
the breadth of work carried without chang-
ing the time allowed for completion," to
meet pupil differences. "Abler pupils" may
take on additional subject, thus "giving the
weaker pupils o reduced schedule.. . . An-
other plan widely used . . . is that of ability
or homogenious grouping." Teachers are
encouraged to try such methods os, "var-
iety in presentation, differentiated assign-
ment, contract plan, and individual in-
struction."

"The conscientious and well-troined
teacher will study the pupil from every
angle. . . . Above all the teacher must not
jump to the conclusion that the pupil is
mentally deficient before investigating the
matter thoroughly."
Guidance

Guidance is defined os "the process of
acquainting the individual with the various
ways in which he may discover and use his
natural endowment, so that he may make
living and live to tho bestadvantage of him-
self and society." Problems of young peo-
ple include all phases of experience: "Edu-
cational, vocational, health, moral, social,
civic, personal, and recreational.

"The guidance program recognizes the
worth of each individual and seeks to help
him achieve individual development and
social efficiency;" it does not "make de-
cisions for pupils," but aims to assist them
"in making their own decisions."
Teaching personnel

"Territorial low requires that all high
school teachers hove ot least o baccalaure-
ate degree with training in Subject matter
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and professional courses.. . . A fairly even
distribution of men and women on a high
school faculty is desirable.. . . All teach-
ers should hove interests outside the class-
room and should be able to serve os spon-
sors of extra-cu. rriculor activities."
Publi3 relations

"An intelligent and continuous plan for
informing all the public about the schools
is essential." Some of the meons suggested
for accomplishing this ore: school news-
papers and bulletins, community meetings,
reports to parents, school exhibits, radio
programs, ploys and entertainments, ath-
letic and other contests, visiting days, and
the P. T. A.
English

Bulletin No. 2, English for Alaska High
Schools, come out in 1944.

"Because of conditions peculiar to Alas-
ka, the usual committee form of_ organiza-
tion for curriculum construction could not
be followed," and the bulletin was devel-
oped by on outstand ng teacher in the Eng-
lish field with the ccoperotion of the Terri-
torial Deportment of Education. This is
true of the other bulletins about high school
subjects.

"The materials, activities, and proce-
dures suggested ore not . . . requirements
to be followed slavishly or blindly." Ti'os
sentiment is expressed again and again
throughout all the materials of this course
of study.

"English should be correlated with other
subjects through integration of the reading
progrorn and the subject matter of self-ex-
pression with other subjects and activities.
. . . Practical morality and social success
may be taught through the understanding
of the problems and trials of literary char-
acters, and social adjustment and wisdom
through comparing fictional characters to
real people and fictional problems to the
pupil's own problems... . .

"In. Alaska, where direct experience is
in mony, ways limited and in others overde-
veloped," pupils need much vicarious ex-
perience through reading if they ore to "get
o clear picture of the contemporary world.
. . . If the literature which is used to con-



vey this personal experience fails to do so,
it is not suitable far use, even if it is consid-
ered among the great classics.

"In the sense that language is a tool, the
English course has na content, just as a shop
or home economics laboratory has no con-
tent until pupils begin to make something.
. . . English as a tool is used an several
levels of skill by the overage high school
pupil." One of the aims of the Englishr- course is to give the pupils practice in the
better use of the English tools in their ap-
propriate situations.
. "English has specific rules which are as
exciting and as accurate as the muliplica-
flan tables. Good pedagogy demands that
as little time as possible, be spent on mem-
orizing these rules, and that . . . mastery
be expected of all. Mastery . . . does not
mean accurate recital of rules, but instan-
taneous application of them in ordinary
use.. . . There is . . . no content in these
rules, meaning and value come with ap-
plication."

Grammar is considered under the head-
ing, Mechanics of Language. "This course
of study recommends that -grammar be
taught in a setting 2f meaningful material
and taught when the need far it arises,'
even if the teacher has to set up situations
so that the need does arise.
Mathematics

Bulletin Na. 3, Mathematics for Alaska
High Schools, was issued in 1943.

Although the author of this bulletin re-
fers to it as a "rather academic curriculum
for secondary school mathematics," a
glance at the stated objectives of general
mathematics shows a sympathetic acquaint-
once with current studies in that field. The
objectives to which reference is made are
"(1) To reclathe and reinstate mathematics
in its setting in such a way that fundamen-
tal concepts and processes may be mode
meaningful to the pupil; (2) To teach
mathematical concepts underlying topics
useful in social living;73) Ta assist the
pupil in retaining and increasing his fun-
damental skills; (4) To give the pupil an in-
sight into the effects of mathematics upon
civilization, industry, security, and sci-

ence." Except far suggestions far class-
room procedures and far projects far math-
ematics clubs, the bulletin is devoted to list-
ing texts, standardized tests, equipment,
films, and a bibliography for teachers.

"Since many difficulties are due to ina-
bility to acquire thought from the printed
page, special 'techniques are suggested cid
practice exercises are provided in teaching
pupils how to read," even at the temporary
"expense of drill in techniques. . ..."

The author of the bulletin shows haw
mathematics can contribute to the fields of
self-reliance, human relationships, econ-
omic sufficiency, and civic responsibility,
and says that "its place in the curriculum
is justified only when it does so." She quotes
from the Fifteenth' Yearbook of the Na-
tional Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
"Good will and a warm heart are not enough
to furnish us with the protection of life in-
surance or a social security program; the
formulas and tables of the actuary are in
same ways more necessary. . . . The value
of mathematics in the field of economic
efficiency is axiomatic. . . . For vocational
and consumer effectiveness it is fundamen-
tal. In on age in which science is the mast
significant factor the demand for young
people with mathematical comprehension
exceeds the supply." Opportunities to de-
velop attitudes of social sensitivity "are
present in units on home owning, mort-
gages, taxes, installment buying, insurance,
investments, debts, risks, health, food, bud-
gets, building and loan associations, and co-
operative enterprises. Core should be taken
that these topics are not divorced from their
setting and hence their significance last.

"Alaska schools have a special respon-
sibility in the matter of basic training for
technical trades because a large percentage
of their graduates enter the fields of en-
gineering and navigation." A similar state-
ment appears in the secondary school sci-
ence bulletin, which is further evidence of
the policy of adapting the curriculum to
known needs of pupils. This is also a cor-
nerstone of the philosophy of federal school
education.

" . Underestimation of the ability of
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the . . . boy and Girl, and the slowness of
mathematics teachers to revamp their
courses in the light of modern needs, have
resulted in . . ..cur nationwide mathemat-
ical collapse:

"In Alaska parallel courses for college
preparation 'and non-college preparatory
croups are not feos:Die because the schools
are so small," hence dealing with individual
differences depends upon the ingenuity of
the teacher. It is suggested that teachers
use "the differentoted or elastic assign-
ment," that they "co not discourage the pu-
pil . . . by thrusting down his throat the
finer points of a ic;ical proof if he cannot
appreciate it," and states that "supervised
study and individual instruction are help-
ful.. . . "
Social science

Bulletin No. 4, Social Science For Alaska
High Schools, was re.ody for use in 1945.

"The course of study . . is in brood out-
line form and has been developed with the
idea of stimulating initiative.

"The traditional subjects of history, gov-
ernment, and economics, taught with em-
phasis upon _mastery of facts, cannot de-
velop the citizenship" needed in the world
of today. "Action motivated by democratic
attitudes and ideals is more essential than
facts, information, and principles. . . . It
is the duty of schools in our day to provide
practical training for democratic living.

. There is constant need for continuous
revision of the social studies curriculum in
order to keep pace with the ever changing
problems that confront young people in pre-
poring themselves to assume the responsi-
bilities of mature citizens. . . . New meth-
ods of teaching are being tried daily and we
can profit by both failures and successes if
they are made known."

The bulletin refers Alaska teachers to
Paul Hanna's Youth Serves the Community
for suggestions about community service
projects in which high school pupils may ac-
tually participate. it says that teachers are
expected to "utilize their communities as a
means of illustrating and making more con-
crete the problems that are studied." Re-
cent Civil Service examinations for teachers
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in Indian schools carry this similar state-
ment, " . . . Teachers are expected to find
within the environment much of the ma-
terial for their educational program."

The use of visual aids is advocated;
"films, film strips, slides, flat pictures,
maps, globes, charts, models, diagrams,
specimens and exhibits" as well as the
radio.

Every territorial high school is required to
offer of least one semester of Alaska his-
tory. "There is no text book on Alaska his-
tory suitable for use in the secondary
schools. . . . The course must be built up
from many sources. . . . Alaska history
. . . offers opportunity for teachers and pu-
pils to make use of she community as a lab-
oratory. . . . Alaska history should instill
in the pupils a love for their territory with-
out provincialism."

The teacher is urged to supplement the
meager reference list in the bulletin "with
newspaper and magazine articles, charts,
maps and pictures. . . An extensive study
of the history of the local community" will
make it clear that "each section has its own
bits of folk lore, its historical sites, and its
old timers "who helped make its history are
still alive.

In federal schools it is sometimes desir-
able to make use of special subject matter
of value to the local group, and teachers in
these schools are encouragedjust as terri-
torial school teachers areto develop the
necessary special teaching materials them-
selves with the cooperation of children and
local adults.
Science

Bulletin No. 5, Science for Alaska High
Schools, appeared in 1946 and was pre-
pared in the Territorial Office'of Education
with suggestions and information from "a
number of superintendents and high school
principals and teachers." It should "stimu-
late . . . teachers _._.._to-develop a pro-
gram adjusted to the needs of the pupilsand
the local community.

"The very essence of sound educational
procedure is to be found in leading pupils
into experiences; converting these experi-
ences into factual knowledge; then using



this knowledge in the thinking process, in
reasoning through from a well established
fact, or group of related facts, to an indis-
putable or related group of conclusions."
The applicability of "this premise for sound
educational procedure . . is especially
clear" in the field of science. Science aids
pupils "to grow in ability to do critical
thinking, free from bias and superstition.

"Science is the basis for personal and
community health; it underlies civic and
social process; it contributes to recreational
and esthetic interests in life; and it enriches
home membership."

Science should "provide experience which
pupils will understand and which will aid in
becoming continuously and properly ad-
justed to their environment. It helps pupils
see science as man's servant in its proper
relationship to man's social well-being,"
and to "understand and use the natural en-
vironment more effectively," and to "be-
come more intelligent users of scientific
goods and works."

Not all laboratory work calls for "fac-
tory-made equipment used in a room espec-
ially designed for that purpose. Indeed
some of the most valuable investigations
must be made outside the laboratory and in
many situations pieces of apparatus con-
structed by pupils have greater educative
value than expensive pieces which can be
purchased. . . .

"Because health and biology are so
closely related, and to avoid setting up an
additional required course, the basic subject
matter of health has been incorporated into
the course of study in biology."

Chemistry and physics' are offered as
electives. The inclusion of physics is justi-
fied as a means of orienting pupils "in the
scientific age in which they live," and be-
cause of the "contributions of physical sci-

ence to human welfare and progress. . . .
Chemistry . . . is the cornerstone of sani-
tation, medicine, engineering, agriculture
and .industry. . . , It provides a ready
means of solving practical and theoretical
problems of great importance to moaern
living.

Quotations chosen from the territorial
documents generally coincide with points of
view held by educational policy makers for
federal schools. Some parts of the course of
study for territorial schools express points
of view with which we do not wholly sym-
pathize. However, the length of these di-
gests and the considerable number of quo-
tations are both sufficient evidence that
there are very large areas of agreement.

The differences between the philosophy,
aims and procedures of territorial school
education and those of federal schools for
the natives of Alaska are far fewer than is
generally believed to be the case. The dif-
ferences which do exist are differences in
degree rather than kind. Evidences which
are often interpreted to represent differ-
ences are due to certain variations in the
problems faced by the two school systems
and to the fact that federal schools have
been able to train their teachers in the art
of turning philosophy and theory into prac-
tice in the daily routines of school life.
Field supervision, carefully planned, summer
schools for employees, plus other in-service
teacher training procedures, have helped to
develop an understanding of basic educa-
tional philosophy and have given practical
help in solving teachers' problems. In or-
ganizing the details of local school cur-
riculaa responsibility which territorial
school teachers are urged to assume
teachers in federal schools have received
personal assistance both as groups and as
individuals.
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